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Abstract
This thesis investigates the localized and global extinction in turbulent
swirling non-premixed flames with Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and
sub-grid scale Conditional Moment Closure (CMC) model.
The first part of this thesis describes the derivations of the three di-
mensional conservative CMC governing equations and their finite vol-
ume discretization for unstructured mesh. The parallel performance
of the newly developed CMC code is assessed. The runtime data cou-
pling interface between the 3D-CMC and LES solvers is designed and
the different solvers developed during the course of this research are
detailed.
The aerodynamics of two swirling non-reacting flows from the Sydney
and Cambridge burners are first simulated. The main flow structures
(e.g. the recirculating zones) in both cases are correctly predicted.
The sensitivity analysis about the influences of turbulent inlet bound-
ary, computational domain and mesh refinement on velocity statistics
is conducted. This analysis acts as the preparatory investigation for
the following flame simulations.
The Sydney swirl diluted methane flame, SMA2, is then simulated
for validating the LES/3D-CMC solvers. Excellent agreements are
achieved in terms of velocity and mixture fraction statistics, averaged
reactive scalars in both physical and mixture fraction space. The local
extinction level from the increased central fuel velocity is reasonably
predicted. At the experimental blow-off point, the LES/3D-CMC
modelling does not obtain the occurrence of complete extinction, but
severe extinction occurs at the flame base, qualitatively in line with
experimental observations.
Localized extinction features of a non-premixed methane flame in the
Cambridge swirl burner are investigated and it is found that the occur-
rence of local extinction is typically manifested by low heat release rate
and hydroxyl mass fraction, as well as low or medium temperature. It
is also accompanied by high scalar dissipation rates. In mixture frac-
tion space, the CMC cells undergoing local extinction have relatively
wide scatter between inert and fully burning solutions. The PDFs of
reactedness at the stoichiometric mixture fraction demonstrate some
extent of bimodality, showing the events of local extinction and re-
ignition and their relative occurrence frequency.
Local extinction near the bluff body in the Cambridge swirl burner
is also studied. The convective wall heat loss is included as a source
term in the conditionally filtered total enthalpy equation. It shows
a significant influence on the mean flame structures, directly linked
to the changes of the conditional scalar dissipation near the wall.
Furthermore, the degree of local extinction near the bluff body surface
is intensified because of the wall heat loss. However, the wall heat loss
shows a relatively small influence on the statistics of lift-off height.
Finally, the blow-off conditions and dynamics in the Cambridge swirl
burner are investigated. The blow-off critical air bulk velocity from
LES/3D-CMC is over-predicted, greater than the experimental one
by at most 25%. The predicted blow-off transient lasts finitely long
duration quantified by the blow-off time, in good agreement with the
experimental results. The reactive scalars in both physical and mix-
ture fraction space demonstrate different transient behaviors during
blow-off process. When the current swirling flame is close to blow-off,
high-frequency and high-amplitude fluctuations of the conditionally
filtered stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate on the iso-surfaces of
the filtered stoichiometric mixture fraction are evident. The blow-off
time from the computations is found to vary with different operating
conditions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Exploitation of fire and combustion witnesses the evolution history of human
society since about 1.5 million year ago [James, 1989]. Fire and its god widely
exist in the circulated myths and legends from the different cultures all over the
world. For instance, it is well known from Greek mythology that Prometheus
was the benefactor who brought fire to mankind from Apollo. Also, the Chinese
ancestors struggled to spark the first fire through drilling the dry wood. With
help of fire, early humans can cook food, obtain warmth as well as keep away
from the attack by wild animals. These represent the most primitive energy
utilizations in the human civilizations.
The Industrial Revolution originated from Great Britain between the mid-
1700s and mid-1800s marked the starting of the age of machines, and, more
importantly, marked the revolutionary change of the energy harnessing and con-
version in the human life and industry. Specifically, the efficiencies of the water
power and bio-fuel were considerably improved while the steam power and coal
started to be extensively used by the various industrial sectors. Since then the to-
tal energy consumption on the planet gradually increased and around mid-1990s
its exponential increase happened abruptly, caused by the simultaneous popula-
tion expansion and new round of industrialization after World War II [Ehrlich
et al., 2012]. Based on the statistics from International Energy Agency [IEA,
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2014], by 2012, the chemical energy derived from fossil fuels (e.g. coal, natural
gas and oil) still accounts for roughly 80% of the world energy demands although
the emerging renewable ones, such as solar, wind and geothermal energy, have al-
ready been used over the recent years. Therefore, combustion is still the dominant
technology for energy conversion in modern society.
Combustion occurs in domestic heating, industrial furnaces, internal combus-
tion engines and gas turbine combustors for transportation vehicles, etc. The
critical issues in the design and development of the above burners and combus-
tors, particularly for industrial ones, are efficiency of energy conversion, safety
and emissions. The last one becomes increasingly significant since the stringent
regulations for pollutant emissions over the last few decades. In addition, new
concepts of combustion modes are proposed to improve the combustion efficiency
and reduce the pollutant emissions, e.g. stratified charged combustion and homo-
geneous charge compression ignition. All these are tightly related to the near-limit
combustion phenomena, such as ignition, extinction and instability. Therefore,
fundamental research focusing on the near-limit flame dynamics is required for
designing the next-generation burners.
The topic of the thesis is local and global extinction in turbulent swirl-
stabilized non-premixed flames. The swirling flow environment has been applied
in many industrial combustion devices such as furnaces and gas turbine com-
bustors. It can create complicated and unsteady flow structures, such as the
recirculation zone, PVC and vortex breakdown [Syred, 2006]. Meanwhile, the
strong tangential velocity component can make the turbulence more anisotropic
and hence the flow transport can have more pronounced three dimensional ef-
fects than in relatively simpler flows, e.g. turbulent jet flows. It has been widely
accepted that recirculating flows can enhance the mixing efficiency, stabilize the
flame and also transport the hot products from the burned downstream regions,
thereby making the combustor compact[Gupta et al., 1984]. It is also able to
extend the stability or blow-off limits compared to the non-swirling flames, al-
though the degree to which it can improve still depends on the particular fuel
compositions, flow conditions and burner configurations [Feikema et al., 1990].
Current attention to investigations on turbulent swirling flames has shifted from
simple flame configurations to prototype of industrial combustor or realistic gas
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turbine burners and the reader can find the latest research progress from de-
tailed reviews by Gicquel et al. [2012] and Candel et al. [2014]. However, studies
on the extinction in swirling flames are still not common. Since many practical
combustion technologies, such as in jet engines, are designed with high feeding
rates of the fuel and oxidizer, whether the flame could experience unexpected
extinction, is one of the core issues that the designers need to take into account.
Therefore, fundamental research on extinction and resultant flame dynamics in
swirl-stabilized non-premixed flames is necessary.
The strong turbulence−chemistry interaction can lead to local extinction.
This phenomenon exists in both laboratory-scale and real burners. The local
extinction on the flame front can have an important influence on the local veloc-
ity and mixing fields, whilst it may be re-ignited again when the extinction zones
have favorable conditions or interact with the neighboring fluid parcels [Lignell
et al., 2011]. The local extinction can also be responsible for pollutant formation
which is always not desirable. For practical burners, severe local extinction would
greatly reduce the energy conversion efficiency. In the present work, local extinc-
tion in laboratory-scale swirl-stabilized non-premixed flames will be investigated,
to understand the different physical mechanisms for them.
Blow-off (interchangeable with global extinction in this thesis) is a limiting sit-
uation in which case the complete extinction of a flame occurs from its stable and
strongly reactive conditions. Blow-off limits covering a wide range of operating
conditions are one of the most important parameters of interest for real combus-
tors [Lefebvre, 2005]. The occurrence of blow-off in operating combustion devices
can result in disastrous consequences. Investigations on this problem can be dated
back to the day when engines and combustors were initially used in practice, e.g.
to understand the flame holding mechanism in afterburners [Gabriel et al., 1952;
Hottel et al., 1963]. Recently, active research on the blow-off mechanism in dif-
ferent flame regimes is conducted [Al-Abdeli and Masri, 2003; Cavaliere, 2013;
Chaudhuri et al., 2010; Feikema et al., 1991; Kariuki, 2012; Kariuki et al., 2012].
This experimental work measured the blow-off limits and/or dynamics based on
laboratory-scale burners, providing insights of blow-off mechanisms and hence
a reference for designing practical combustors. However, the limitations from
diagnostic technologies prevent them to have the in-depth investigations about
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the change of the flame reactivity during blow-off, which is linked to such flame
dynamics as pollutant emission and re-ignition. Numerical simulations can pro-
vide more informative data and therefore are significant supplemental tools for
blow-off studies, in both laboratory-scale and industrial burners. This is the sec-
ond motivation for the present work. In addition, the accuracy in predicting the
blow-off conditions for a range of conditions in numerical simulations will also be
examined in this work.
1.2 Strategy
Numerical simulations will be the research strategy applied in the current work.
The flow and conserved scalar fields will be solved by the LES whereas the reactive
scalar fields will be solved by the first order sub-grid scale CMC model.
LES has already become a well-acknowledged computational tool in predict-
ing both non-reacting and reacting flows since its governing equations were first
formulated by Smagorinsky [1963] in the early 1960s. The small scales are active
in dissipating the energy from the larger scales through the cascade process and
are relatively uniform, based on the theory of Kolmogorov [Kolmogorov, 1991].
Instead of resolving all the turbulent scales (which is the philosophy of DNS),
LES resolves the large scales of the motion, thereby leading to the significant di-
mension reduction in turbulence. The resolved flows contain most of the energy,
are responsible for most of the transport and may be influenced by the boundary
conditions. Models should be developed for the unresolved part and its effects on
the large motions [Pope, 2000]. Through filtering the small scales, LES relaxes
the stringent limits for computational cost and therefore it has become viable and
affordable for simulating the combustion in both laboratory-scale and real engine
combustors [Gicquel et al., 2012]. Typically, LES is expected to be more reli-
able and accurate than the RANS simulations, which is particularly true when
the computed flow fields are strongly transient and complex with considerable
separation, vortex breakdown and shedding.
In a turbulent non-premixed combustion system, LES has been proved to
demonstrate substantial improvements in predicting the fuel and oxidizer mixing
occurring at the molecular level, compared with RANS simulations [Pitsch, 2006].
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A well-resolved LES for the velocity field may ensure that it can resolve most of
the passive scalar fluctuations for the gaseous mixture with about unity Schmidt
number (comparable Kolmogorov and Batchelor scales). In spite of the above
benefits, LES is not able to resolve the chemical reactions in turbulent combustion
and the filtered chemical source terms should be modelled. Therefore, sub-grid
scale combustion models must be included for the LES of turbulent combustion.
The CMC model was derived independently by Bilger and Klimenko in the
early 1990s [Bilger, 1993; Klimenko, 1990], with the assumptions of large Re and
unity Le. The basis for CMC is that the correlation between reactive scalars and
a single key quantity, the mixture fraction for non-premixed flames, is exploited
and hence fluctuations in the mixture fraction space can be used for quantifying
the fluctuations of conditional reactive scalars [Klimenko and Bilger, 1999]. It is
expected that the fluctuations around the conditional mean are relatively small
for the conditional reactive scalars and hence the first order model can apply.
It can also be used for predictions of flames with strong turbulence−chemistry
interactions, in which case the fluctuations around the conditional mean are sig-
nificant. It is shown that the CMC model has the consistency with the frozen and
fast chemistry limits, which correspond to the cases of Da → 0 and Da → ∞,
respectively [Klimenko and Bilger, 1999].
The state of the art of the CMC model has been reviewed by Kronenburg and
Mastorakos [2011]. The first order CMC model will be used in this thesis. Its ap-
plications in RANS simulations for turbulent non-premixed flames are extensive,
in the aspects of theoretical development and also its applications, such as the
work by Roomina and Bilger [1999, 2001], Fairweather and Woolley [2004], Kim
and Mastorakos [2005], Cleary and Kent [2005], Kronenburg and Kostka [2005],
Borghesi et al. [2011] and Buckrell and Devaud [2013], just to name a few. The
sub-grid first order CMC model for LES has been derived with a fine-grained
FDF [Bushe and Steiner, 1999; Navarro-Martinez et al., 2005; Triantafyllidis and
Mastorakos, 2010]. LES/CMC is experiencing rapid development recently and
demonstrates the capacity in predicting significant flame dynamics, such as auto-
ignition [Stankovic´ et al., 2011], forced ignition [Triantafyllidis et al., 2009], lift-
off [Navarro-Martinez and Kronenburg, 2009], or spray combustion [Ukai et al.,
2013, 2015]. The above applications show that the CMC model is also able to
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describe the intermediate state between frozen and fast chemistry limits, which
always occurs when finite-rate chemistry dominates. Studies with LES/3D-CMC
concentrating on extinction are also available [Garmory and Mastorakos, 2011;
Tyliszczak et al., 2014], but still not extensive.
The advantages of the LES with the sub-grid CMC model to predict the ex-
tinction for the present work are as follows. Firstly, the accurate mixing field from
LES provides the significant premise for the modelling of the scalar dissipation
rate. This is directly linked to the localized extinction in globally stable flames
and the flame transients towards blow-off. As such, the improvement of the con-
ditional scalar dissipation estimation in the CMC model could be achieved and
the conditional reactive scalars in mixture fraction space can be accurately cap-
tured. Secondly, the CMC model includes the transport effects from both large
scale resolved motions and also sub-grid scale fluxes on the conditional reactive
scalars. The filtering operations applied in LES retain most of the large scale
flow information that is critical in predicting the transport in the CMC model.
Therefore, with the computed transient flow and conserved scalar fields, the CMC
model can include the instantaneous influences of flow and mixing fields and also
the scalar dissipation on extinction dynamics. Thirdly, detailed chemical mecha-
nism can be included into the first order CMC model, which is important for the
finite-rate chemistry effect dominated combustion phenomena (e.g. extinction).
The disadvantages of the sub-grid scale CMC model are also multi-fold. Firstly,
the first order CMC model applied in this thesis neglects the conditional fluctu-
ations of reactive scalars that may become significant when extinction occurs.
Early efforts introducing second order closure for the chemical source term were
made based on global chemistry and additional terms are needed to be closed
[Kronenburg et al., 1998; Mastorakos and Bilger, 1998]. When detailed chem-
istry is used, modelling the conditional variance and co-variance in second order
CMC becomes difficult [Klimenko and Bilger, 1999]. Secondly, since the CMC
governing equations need to be solved on-the-fly with LES, the computational
cost would be high when there are many species considered. Thirdly, the large
scale computations with the CMC model are also expensive in terms of memory
consumption, even if they run on the modern shared memory computing archi-
tectures. Fourthly, the instantaneous data coupling implementations are required
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between LES and CMC solvers. Due to the high computational cost and rela-
tively low spatial variations of conditional flame structures, the coarse CMC cells,
different from the LES ones, can be used [Navarro-Martinez et al., 2005], and av-
eraging over all the LES cells within one CMC cell filters some instantaneous
information for both velocity and scalar dissipation fields.
1.3 Objective
The objectives of the research in this thesis include:
• Derive three dimensional conservative CMC governing equations that can
be discretized on unstructured CMC meshes in the framework of finite vol-
ume method; develop computationally accurate and scalable parallel pre-
dictive tools with LES and CMC modelling for turbulent non-premixed
flames, which extend the potential of the CMC model about simulating the
combustion in real combustors.
• Assess the accuracy of LES modelling in simulations of aerodynamics in
different swirling non-reacting flows; examine the ability of newly developed
LES/3D-CMC solvers in correctly computing the velocity, conserved and
reactive scalar fields in a laboratory-scale swirl flame with little extinction.
• Study the local extinction features in two laboratory-scale swirl-stabilized
non-premixed flames, including the underlying physics for local extinction
and the dynamics.
• Analyze the effects of convective wall heat loss from the bluff body on the
near-wall localized extinction and lift-off.
• Investigate the blow-off dynamics in two laboratory-scale swirl non-premixed
flames; evaluate the capacity of the LES/3D-CMC solver in capturing the
critical conditions at blow-off over a range of operating conditions; ana-
lyze the evolutions of reactive scalars and scalar dissipation rate during the
blow-off transients.
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1.4 Structure of the thesis
The structure of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the fundamental
theory for flame extinction and the previous investigations about the extinction
in both laminar and turbulent non-premixed flames, in both computational and
experimental aspects. Since the LES with CMC modelling is the main research
tool for the present work, the recent development of the sub-grid CMC model in
LES is also detailed. Chapter 3 describes the governing equations for both LES
and CMC, their respective numerical discretizations with finite volume method,
data transfer strategy and parallelization performance on the ARCHER clusters
of the UK National Supercomputing Service.
The arrangement of the ensuing computations in the remaining part of the
thesis is as follows: (i) first non-reacting flows, then reacting ones; (ii) first stable
flames (relatively low turbulence−chemistry interaction), then flames with se-
vere localized extinction or even blow-off and (iii) first Sydney swirl flame series
(with Raman−Rayleigh−LIF measurements, jet-like flames, blow-off by increased
fuel bulk velocity), then Cambridge swirl flame series (with OH-PLIF and OH*
chemiluminescence measurements, gas-turbine-like flames, blow-off by increased
air bulk velocity).
Prior to presenting the reacting flow results, the LES of non-reacting flows
in the swirl burners respectively from the University of Sydney and University
of Cambridge are studied first in Chapter 4. Their flow conditions are exactly
the same as or close to those of the non-premixed flame cases in the following
chapters. The general flow characteristics in both burners are identified. In addi-
tion, the sensitivity analysis for the numerics, including the LES grid dependence,
computation domain and the inlet turbulence, are investigated in detail. Chapter
4 is viewed as the preparation work for Chapters 5−8.
In Chapter 5, the LES/3D-CMC model described in Chapter 3 is validated
with the Sydney swirl flame cases. Meanwhile, the extinction features and their
dynamics are analyzed. Chapters 6−8 are focused on the predictions of local
extinction and blow-off in the swirl burner from University of Cambridge. Specif-
ically, the local extinction and lift-off are discussed in Chapter 6, whilst the effects
of convective wall heat loss from the bluff-off surface on the near-wall combustion
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are investigated in Chapter 7. The computational efforts to predict the blow-off
curves for a range of operating conditions are presented in Chapter 8. Meanwhile,
the blow-off transients, blow-off time and evolutions of flame structures and scalar
dissipations are studied.
A summary of the key conclusions from the investigations in the preceding
Chapters of this thesis is presented in Chapter 9, and meanwhile some recom-
mendations for the future work concerning the LES/CMC developments and the
applications in turbulent combustion are provided.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
The phenomenological theories and previous investigations about extinction in
non-premixed flames will be reviewed in this Chapter. In addition, the theoretical
developments and applications of the CMC model in recent years will also be
discussed.
2.1 Phenomenological description of extinction
Flames are sustained by both heat and mass transfer interacting with the imme-
diate surroundings. As such, their extinction can occur through removing some
amount of chain-carrying or chain-branching radicals, or some amount of heat
[Law, 2006]. The mechanism causing both removals can be diverse, depending
on the specific flame regimes and flow conditions. For instance, when the flame
front approaches a solid wall, it may be quenched due to possible radical quench-
ing [Poinsot and Veynante, 2005]. Extinction can also happen when some less
reactive species or inert additives are added into the flame region, such as the fire
suppression [Drysdale, 1999]. The heat removal can occur by unfavorable heat
transfer with the immediate flow field or completely by the local physiochemical
properties. The heat transfer that can result in extinction exists between the
flame and the surrounding cold gas or cold surface. For radiative or sooty flames,
excessive intrinsic heat loss may lead to extinction as well.
The early studies on characterizing the extinction resorted to the PSR, also
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known as the Longwell jet-stirred reactor [Longwell and Weiss, 1955]. The re-
action intensity in PSR can be controlled through adjusting the flow rate of the
injected mixture and hence the flow residence time τf . The reactivity in PSR
can be measured by the fields of temperature and species concentrations. As
such, combustion within PSR depends on the mixture reactivity and also the
flow residence time. The non-dimensional parameter, Damko¨hler number Da, is
introduced based on the ratio of flow residence time τf and characteristic chemical
time τchem as
Da =
τf
τchem
. (2.1)
Larger Da corresponds to the stronger reaction and Da → 0 means that the
characteristic chemical time τchem becomes infinitely long, implying the nearly
frozen chemistry.
For non-premixed flames with finite-rate chemistry, the dependence of heat
release rate on the Damko¨hler number Da can be illustrated by the well-known
S-shaped curve [Williams, 1985], shown in Fig. 2.1. When Da is increased
from zero (chemically inert state) along the lower weakly burning branch, slow
reactions with limited heat release rate can exist. The system jumps to the upper
intensely reactive branch when Da = Dai and continuing increasing Da along
the upper branch leads to the completely burning flame regimes with negligibly
small heat release rate. This is the limiting case (i.e. the reaction-sheet limit
with Da → ∞ in non-premixed flames) shown in Fig. 2.1. If the initial state
lies on the upper branch, reducing Da gradually increases the heat release rate
and the system suddenly jumps to extinction when Da = Dae. Another limiting
case with Da → 0 is reached and the heat release rate is reduced to zero again.
Dai and Dae marked in Fig. 2.1 denote the critical ignition and extinction
Damko¨hler number, respectively. The middle branch is not stable and physically
not observable. As the appreciations about new fuel properties and combustion
regimes are increasingly extended over these years, different extinction features
from other forms of S-curves are obtained, e.g. stretched S-curve (for applications
with high initial temperature [Law, 2006] or plasma assisted combustion [Ju and
Sun, 2015]) and S-curve with multiple bifurcation points (for fuels with negative
temperature coefficient behaviors [Shan and Lu, 2012]).
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For infinitely fast chemistry, the dependence of heat release rate on Damko¨hler
number Da is monotonic (shown as the dashed line in Fig. 2.1). For very large
Da, it is close to zero heat release rate as the asymptote, similar to the finite-rate
chemistry case. Nevertheless, for Da→ 0, the heat release becomes high without
extinction (no critical extinction point Dae).
2.2 Extinction in laminar non-premixed flames
2.2.1 Theoretical and computational studies
Theoretical investigations in laminar flame extinction can be traced back to the
1950s and Spalding [1957] developed a theory to account for the flammability
limit with a one dimensional premixed flame close to a solid wall. The stability
of two derived burning velocities due to the wall heat loss was analyzed and
it was found that the flame speed is finite when flammability limit is reached
and therefore the flame is quenched [Spalding, 1957]. For laminar non-premixed
flames, Williams [1981] performed the theoretical analysis with the counterflow
configuration and Arrhenius one-step chemistry with the overall reaction rate
being ω = ρAYOYF e
−Ta/T . He proposed the following extinction criterion
Ae−Ta/Tf = Fa(Ta/Tf )3, (2.2)
which describes the correlation between centerline velocity gradient a and flame
temperature Tf . F in Eq. (2.2) is a non-dimensional function, depending on the
mixture properties.
Two asymptotic limits parameterized by small and large Da were analyzed by
Fendell [1965]. He also discussed the ability of Arrhenius kinetics in predicting
ignition and extinction, which cannot be achieved with the Burke−Schumann
kinetics. The latter corresponds to the curve of infinitely fast chemistry shown in
Fig. 2.1. In the seminal paper by Lin˜a´n [1974], the matched asymptotic expansion
method was applied for analyzing the laminar mixing zone in the non-premixed
counterflow flame with an Arrhenius one-step irreversible reaction and in the limit
of large activation energies. Different flame structures corresponding to the three
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branches in S-curve were studied and, in particular, analytical expressions for
ignition and extinction conditions were derived. Extension of the work by Lin˜a´n
[1974] is for the extinction of non-premixed flame established close to a vaporiz-
ing fuel surface [Krishnamurthy et al., 1976], in which an explicit expression for
critical extinction condition, in terms of a Damko¨hler number, was derived.
Sohrab et al. [1982] proposed the corrected extinction conditions considering
the radiant-loss factor. However, based on his analysis, the radiation effect on
extinction is only from temperature reduction. The relation between radiation
induced extinction and stretch rate (and therefore Damko¨hler number) was quan-
tified by the flammability map shown in Fig. 2.2, for small and large stretch rates
in a condensed-fuel flame in the stagnation point region [T’ien, 1986]. From Fig.
2.2, one can see that when the radiation is considered, the flammable region is
greatly reduced with the appearance of new branch (i.e. curve AB in Fig. 2.2)
for radiation extinction at small stretch rate (corresponding to large but finite
Da). Therefore, besides Dae, there exists another critical Damko¨hler number
Dae,r. Dae and Dae,r respectively correspond to the kinetic and radiative ex-
tinction limits, both of which are intrinsically induced by the reactant leakage at
the flame front indicated by Lin˜a´n [1974]. The mechanism of radiation induced
extinction at Dae,r can be justified by the dimension dependence of both radia-
tion and Damko¨hler number [Chao et al., 1991]. Later, theoretical or numerical
investigations on extinction are mainly motivated by micro-gravity combustion,
exemplified by the work from Mills and Matalon [1998], and Wang and Chao
[2011], just to name a few.
2.2.2 Experimental studies
Extinction experiments for laminar non-premixed flames were conducted based
on different burners and flame configurations, e.g. counterflow and spherical
flames. They are the important experimental methods for studying the fuel
oxidation characteristics, including the structures and reaction mechanisms for
non-premixed flames. In the counterflow experiments such as the Tsuji burner
[Tsuji, 1982], extinction can be achieved by increasing the exit velocities of oxi-
dant and/or fuel streams, UO and UF , or by dilution. Increased UO and/or UF
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leads to increased strain rate, thereby reducing the flow characteristic time τf and
hence rendering Da < Dae. For the dilution induced extinction, varied fuel and
oxidizer concentrations can result in different chemical characteristic time τchem.
In addition, spherical burner-stabilized flames are used for the extinction in the
micro-gravity condition [Chernovsky et al., 2007; Santa et al., 2007; Tse et al.,
2001]. The radius of the spherical flame can be adjusted through controlling the
flow rates from the burner. Two flow establishments can be made, i.e. by is-
suing the fuel into the ambient oxidizer or by issuing the oxidizer into the fuel
environment. The dilution effects can also be investigated with some additives
introduced into the streams [Tse et al., 2001].
2.3 Extinction in turbulent non-premixed flames
2.3.1 Experimental studies
2.3.1.1 Localized extinction
Single point Raman−Rayleigh−LIF measurements
The flame structures can be measured from single-point and planar imaging ex-
periments using the Raman−Rayleigh−LIF diagnostic methods. When local ex-
tinction occurs, one can see that the data points representing the composition
variables demonstrate large scatter approximately between the fully burning and
frozen solution profiles predicted from the laminar flame calculations [Masri et al.,
1996]. The bimodality of conditional PDFs of reactedness is also exhibited when
the flame approaches blow-off.
Local extinction can be found when the fuel jet velocity is sufficiently high
in jet or bluff body flames, such as the piloted jet and bluff body non-premixed
flames summarized by Masri et al. [1996], DLR flames [Meier et al., 2000], Sandia
flames D−F [Barlow and Frank, 1998] and also the bluff body and swirl-stabilized
flame series measured by the researchers from University of Sydney [Dally et al.,
1998]. For the bluff body flame measured by Dally et al. [1998], beyond some
critical jet velocity local extinction occurs in the immediate downstream of the
recirculation zone (also termed as the neck region) where intense mixing exists,
consistent with the local extinction features in piloted flames [Barlow and Frank,
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1998]. In fact, in some of the Sydney swirl-stabilized flames (i.e. SM and SMH
series) with low swirl number, the earliest local extinction also occurs around the
neck region, similar to the bluff body flames [Dally et al., 1998]. However, for
high swirl number cases, when the fuel jet velocity is increased, the earliest local
extinction appears at the flame base, which lies in the upstream of the RZ and
near the bluff body. This may be related to the features of localized flow rotation,
flow reversals and the velocity shear stresses [Masri et al., 2006].
Meier et al. [2006] measured three swirling methane/air non-premixed flames
in a model gas turbine combustor with varying swirl numbers. The elements of
this burner and illustrations of flow pattern as well as flame topology are shown
in Fig. 2.3. In this burner, the swirling air is provided through the central and
annular nozzles, while the fuel methane (CH4) is fed from a series of circularly
equipped injectors. It was found that at the considered axial locations there
is considerable scattering for temperature and selected species mass fractions
versus mixture fraction. In addition, the flame lift-off is also indicated by the
appearance of immediate or low temperature close to the burner. Their measure-
ments of major species concentrations, temperature and mixture fraction with
laser Raman scattering provide a good database for modellers to evaluate their
combustion models in simulating the gas-turbine-like and fuel lean combustion, if
complete validations with the above mentioned simple flame configurations have
been made.
Planar laser-induced fluorescence measurements
High speed PLIF technique can be used for imaging reactive radicals, such as hy-
droxyl (OH), formaldehyde (CH2O) and methylidyne (CH). When it is combined
with other diagnostic tools, such as PIV and Rayleigh imaging techniques, more
informative data can be acquired, for instance, velocity and derived strain rate
fields, as well as the temperature field.
The local extinction and re-ignition in the DLR-B turbulent non-premixed
flame from the database of the TNF workshop were studied by Hult et al. [2005]
and the correlations between them and the strain rate and temperature fields
were analyzed with OH-PLIF imaging, stereoscopic PIV and Rayleigh imaging
techniques. Furthermore, the dissipative scales in both DLR-A and DLR-B were
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also investigated by Kaiser and Frank [2009] and the analysis about the statistics
of number and size of flame holes (corresponding to possible instantaneous local
extinction events) identified from OH-PLIF indicates that the DLR-B has more
pronounced streamwise varying hole numbers than DLR-A but its hole sizes are
more uniform. The mechanisms for re-ignition in flame holes of DLR-B were
studied by Steinberg et al. [2011] and based on their analysis the flame hole can
be re-ignited predominantly by edge-flame propagation and also flow transport
in some circumstances. This is different from the findings by Hult et al. [2005],
in which the roles of local vortical structures are fairly emphasized.
Juddoo and Masri [2011] also used the OH-PLIF imaging techniques to study
a range of turbulent non-premixed piloted jet flames and the selected fuel com-
positions are CNG, CNG/air and CNG/hydrogen (H2). The former two fuels
respectively correspond to the Sydney flames L, B, M and Sandia flames D and
E. The time sequence analysis was made for all the flames and three dynamically
evolving structures were identified, i.e. breaks, closures and growing kernels. Jud-
doo and Masri [2011] analyzed the individual rates of breaks and closures and
found that the breakage rate is faster than the closure rate. Similar to what was
found by Steinberg et al. [2011], they also acknowledged the contributions from
growing kernels in flame hole re-ignition, particularly when the flame is very close
to blow-off.
The scalar dissipation rate has a significant influence on reaction rates of tur-
bulent non-premixed flames [Bilger, 1976]. Recently, Sutton and Driscoll [2007]
measured the mixture fraction, scalar dissipation, temperature, and fuel con-
sumption rate simultaneously in a turbulent non-premixed carbon monoxide (CO)
flame with nitric oxide (NO) PLIF and Rayleigh scattering diagnostics [Sutton
and Driscoll, 2006]. It was found that the strong scalar dissipation close to the
regions with stoichiometric mixture fraction may lead to the occurrence of local
extinction, visualized by the low fuel consumption rate. With the two dimen-
sional imaging technique for mixture fraction and scalar dissipation, they also
compared the distinctions of scalar dissipation structures for two turbulent CO
flames with varying jet velocities [Sutton and Driscoll, 2013]. When the jet exit
velocity is closer to blow-off point, more local extinction occurs and the scalar
dissipation structures exhibit more discernable isotropy, similar to those in turbu-
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lent non-reacting flows [Su and Clemens, 2003]. To examine the relation between
the scalar dissipation conditioned on mixture fractions and local extinction level,
Sutton and Driscoll [2013] also compared the results from their CO flames with
those from Sandia flames D and E [Karpetis and Barlow, 2005], as well as the
H2/CO2 flames [Kelman and Masri, 1998]. It was shown that the peak value
of mean dissipation rate is smaller for the flames closer to blow-off, but their
reduction magnitudes are different in the above three groups of flames.
The local extinction during blow-out process was visualized by Sto¨hr et al.
[2011] with simultaneous PIV and OH-PLIF measurements in the same model gas
turbine combustor investigated by Meier et al. [2006] (cf. Fig. 2.3), which clearly
indicates the intrinsic blow-out mode. Specifically, the flame root is quenched first
and the flame can survive for a finite duration downstream along the PVC until
complete blow-out. More recently, the local extinction characteristics in stable
and blow-off cases of a different prototype of gas turbine combustor were studied
by Cavaliere et al. [2013] with 5 kHz OH-PLIF. Different from the observations
of Sto¨hr et al. [2011], during the blow-off transients, the instantaneous extinction
level becomes increasingly severe, leading to the gradual flame fragmentation
and shrinking towards bluff body where the recirculating flows dominate. The
long-lasting re-ignition and local extinction process there considerably delays the
blow-off conditions. In addition, measuring the flame holes in swirl flows is not as
straightforward as in jet flames [Juddoo and Masri, 2011; Steinberg et al., 2011].
This is because the strong tangential velocities may lead to the significant out-of-
plane motions, which makes the motions of flame holes and their edges difficult to
be predicted unless accurate flow measurements are provided. Furthermore, even
if the clear-cut signals can be discerned from OH-PLIF images, the locations of
the flame fronts and therefore the flame holes are still difficult to be determined,
due to the high distortion of the actual reaction zones.
2.3.1.2 Global extinction
The early work on blow-out in turbulent non-premixed jet flames is always linked
to the lift-off and stabilization, due to their essential physical correspondence.
Rich experimental data were measured and empirical or semi-empirical correla-
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tions for lift-off and blow-off were derived, such as by Kalghatgi [1984], Broadwell
et al. [1985], Pitts [1989] and Dahm and Mayman [1990], just to name a few. One
can refer to the review papers by Lyons [2007] and Lawn [2009] for more details.
Recently, the OH-PLIF technique was applied by Wu et al. [2006] to visualize
the blow-out transients for turbulent non-premixed jet flames. The critical posi-
tion along the stoichiometric mixture fraction iso-lines is identified, beyond which
the flame would step into the pulsating and unstable stage, towards the possible
blow-out. Meanwhile, based on the images from OH-PLIF, the flame root is first
lifted with the local extinction occurring there, then pulsates downstream around
20 times the jet exit diameters and ultimately blows out.
To the author’s knowledge, the first systematic investigations about the blow-
out in turbulent swirling non-premixed flames were conducted in University of
Michigan by Feikema et al. [1990] and Feikema et al. [1991]. The burner for
the swirl-stabilized methane flame experiments is schematically shown in Fig.
2.4. The swirling motion is generated with four tangential air inlets connected
to an axial air inlet. The central fuel jet is surrounded by the swirling air. As
shown in Fig. 2.4, the diverging wall section has a inclination angle of 30◦ and
is designed for improving recirculating strength and flame stability. Feikema
et al. [1990] measured the blow-out curves for a range of operating conditions
(i.e. fuel bulk velocity versus air bulk velocity) and examined the effects of swirl
velocity, burner size and fuel composition (i.e. H2 addition) through comparing
their blow-out diagrams. The blow-off modes are different for fuel-rich and fuel-
lean limits: at fuel-lean limit only short and recirculating flames can be observed,
without pronounced lift-off. The envelops for stable flames are extended with
increased swirl number, particularly for the fuel-rich conditions. Moreover, the
stable regions strongly depend on the burner size. In the investigated smallest
size, the stable regions are not disjoined with isolated regions for lifted flames.
Feikema et al. [1991] also compared the flame shapes without and with swirl and
it was found that the existence of coaxial velocity would shorten the flame but
the ratio of fuel velocity to fuel tube diameter should be reduced to prevent the
blow-out. Furthermore, the correlation between fuel and air velocities for blow-
out limits was also presented by Feikema et al. [1990], with help of the Damko¨hler
number derived by Broadwell et al. [1985]. They estimated the characteristics
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flow time scale and chemical time scale as τf = UF/dF and τchem = S
2
L/αF ,
respectively. dF is the jet exit diameter. It is still questionable about whether
these estimations are reliable for swirling flows, although their measured blow-off
conditions do collapse to that correlation line.
In the swirl burner from University of Michigan, the recirculating motion is
created only by the swirling motion [Feikema et al., 1990, 1991]. The researchers
from University of Sydney developed a swirl burner, as a simple extension from the
bluff-body burner [Dally et al., 1998]. Al-Abdeli and Masri [2003] measured the
blow-off limits for different operating conditions with three fuel compositions (i.e.
SM−pure CH4, SMA−air diluted CH4 and SMH−H2 added CH4), and different
flame shapes were also recorded schematically. Based on the results by Al-Abdeli
and Masri [2003], it is unambiguous that blow-off limits (i.e. central fuel jet bulk
velocity versus the swirl number) depend on the swirl number, Reynolds number
and also the fuel composition. As mentioned above, two blow-off modes, base
and neck blow-off, can be observed for SM and SMH flame series, while only the
base blow-off can be seen in SMA series. In their work, base and neck indicate
the positions where the earliest localized extinction occurs during the blow-off
transients [Al-Abdeli and Masri, 2003].
Blow-off of non-premixed, premixed and also spray flames in a confined swirl
burner was experimentally investigated by Cavaliere et al. [2013]. The elongated
IRZ in the chamber are generated by the bluff body and dominantly by the
swirling air from the annulus. Due to the existence of chamber walls, the CRZ
is also observable, which does not appear in the Michigan and Sydney burners
[Al-Abdeli and Masri, 2003; Feikema et al., 1990]. For the methane non-premixed
flames, Cavaliere et al. [2013] used the 5 kHz OH* chemiluminescence and 5 kHz
OH-PLIF to record the blow-off transients. The blow-off durations τBO estimated
from the area integrated OH* chemiluminescence signals were presented. The
localized extinction and complete blow-off process were visualized resorting to
the images acquired with combined OH* chemiluminescence and OH-PLIF. For
blow-off of non-premixed flames in this swirl burner, no continuous lift-off can
be observed, similar to mode of the fuel-lean swirling flames studied by Feikema
et al. [1991], and alternate local extinction and re-burning appear in the IRZ close
to the bluff body until complete extinction.
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Blow-out dynamics in another gas turbine model combustor shown in Fig.
2.3 were investigated by Sto¨hr et al. [2011]. The roles of both helical flame zone,
where the PVC exists, and flame root in flame stabilization are emphasized. The
blow-out starts when the extinction state at the flame root lasts exceeding a
critical duration, followed by the expanded extinction in the helical flame zone
until the global extinction happens. During the blow-out process, the re-ignition
in the flame root is inhibited by the intermittent fluctuations of local strain rate
[Sto¨hr et al., 2011]. This is in contrast to what was observed by Cavaliere et al.
[2013], in which case the re-ignition at the flame near the bluff body persists even
near the blow-off point.
2.3.2 Computational studies
2.3.2.1 Localized extinction
DNS
Extinction and re-ignition in non-premixed combustion of isotropic decaying tur-
bulence were studied by Sripakagorn et al. [2004] with three dimensional DNS.
The different mechanisms for re-ignition, i.e. independent flamelet, edge flame
propagation and engulfment, were identified and the evolutions of the flame el-
ements were tracked with a Lagrangian approach. However, they used single
step chemistry and did not account for the density variation. Lately, the planar
non-premixed ethylene jet flames (with Re = 5120) were studied with compress-
ible DNS and detailed chemistry by Lignell et al. [2011], concentrating on the
Da effect on extinction and re-ignition therein. It was found that the flow de-
velopment, including the scalar dissipation rate, stoichiometric surface area, and
heat release rate evolution, strongly depend on the extinction level. However,
due to the relatively high computational cost, DNS still limits itself towards the
computations of more realistic flow condition and intricate fuel chemistry.
Transported PDF model
The capacity of a joint velocity−composition−turbulence frequency PDF model
in RANS was tested for predicting the local extinction and re-ignition in Sandia
flames D, E and F [Xu and Pope, 2000]. The extensive comparisons for profiles of
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velocity means and variances, conditional statistics and conditional PDF indicate
that the levels of local extinction in the simulated flames are correctly predicted.
However, the local extinction in Sandia flame F is under-predicted. In addition,
the accuracy of local extinction prediction, particularly in flame F, is shown to
greatly depend on the mixing model, particularly the velocity-to-scalar timescale
ratio.
Sandia flames D, E and F were also selected for testing the capability of the
filtered probability density function/stochastic field method in LES [Jones and
Prasad, 2010]. The increased levels of local extinction caused by the increased
jet velocities of flames D, E and F were well reproduced by the simulations, but
similar to the work by Xu and Pope [2000], the localized extinction in flame F
was also under-predicted. It may be attributed to the selected chemical kinetics
[Jones and Prasad, 2010].
Flamelet model
There are also many efforts made to develop the ability of the flamelet model in
combustion with local extinction and re-ignition. For instance, the Lagrangian
unsteady flamelet governing equations were solved to study the CO production
in the methane non-premixed flame close to extinction [Mauss et al., 1991]. Ad-
ditionally, a stochastic, interacting flamelet model was developed to extend the
ability of the unsteady flamelet model to predict re-ignition [Pitsch and Fedotov,
2001; Pitsch et al., 2003].
The FPV model was proposed by Pierce and Moin [2004] based on the steady
flamelet model. The progress variable predicted from reactive scalars was in-
troduced, thereby accounting for the local extinction and re-ignition. The as-
sumptions in FPV model (e.g. steady flamelet and single flamelet closure) were
assessed by Ihme et al. [2005] against the DNS results of decaying isotropic tur-
bulence with a one-step reversible chemical reaction at different levels of local
extinction and re-ignition. The models for the presumed PDFs for conserved
and reactive scalars were studied further and a statistically most likely distri-
bution was applied [Ihme and Pitsch, 2008b]. Based on the work by Ihme and
Pitsch [2008b], the reactive scalar distributions can be accurately represented
when more than two moments were taken into account. This FPV model was
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applied in LES for predicting the local extinction and re-ignition in Sandia flames
D and E [Ihme and Pitsch, 2008a] and good results were observed for statistical
flow field quantities and conditional data in mixture fraction space.
CMC model
The investigations on local extinction in turbulent non-premixed flames with the
CMC model can also be found, which can be dated back to the 2000s. The
doubly-conditional moment closure approach was developed by Cha et al. [2001],
with the scalar dissipation rate as the second conditioning variable. This ap-
proach can capture the local extinction, but predict the occurrence of re-ignition
too early. Furthermore, the fluctuations around the conditional mean are still
significant. Meanwhile, the higher order CMC model directly for the chemical
source term itself was investigated by Cha and Pitsch [2002], but closure of the
transport equations for higher moments was still a challenge in their work. The
second order correction was also made to the conditional reaction term with both
the assumed conditional joint PDF method and the Taylor expansion method
[Kim et al., 2002]. With the latter method, the onset of re-ignition was not
correctly predicted. Later, Kronenburg [2004] and Kronenburg and Papoutsakis
[2005] introduced sensible enthalpy as the second conditioning variable to account
for the reactive scalar fluctuations around their singly conditioned means. The
same modelling strategies were used to simulate the Sandia flames D, E and F
[Kronenburg and Kostka, 2005]. Excellent agreements of major species and in-
termediate were achieved for flames D and E, while for flame F the conditional
temperature is over-predicted.
The CMC equations has been derived for LES [Bushe and Steiner, 1999;
Navarro-Martinez et al., 2005; Triantafyllidis and Mastorakos, 2010], and the
first order CMC model with detailed chemistry has been applied for predict-
ing the local extinction in turbulent non-premixed flames. The inclusion of de-
tailed chemistry is helpful in analyzing the chemical kinetics during the extinction
events. The Delft III non-premixed jet flames were simulated by LES/CMC mod-
elling with GRI 3.0 mechanism [Smith et al., 2000] and localized extinction and
re-ignition were demonstrated, with the strong fluctuations for the conditional
reactive scalars in the mixture fraction space for the upstream streamwise loca-
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tions [Ayache and Mastorakos, 2012]. The similar LES/CMC models were also
used by Garmory and Mastorakos [2011] with ARM2 mechanism [Sung et al.,
1998] for Sandia flames D and F. In their work, the model constant for the sub-
grid scale scalar dissipation rate was tuned compared with the conditional scalar
dissipation behaviors for Sandia flame D, and based on new constant the extent
of local extinction in flame F was correctly captured. This explicitly implies that
when strong finite-rate chemistry effect dominates (such as in Sandia flame F),
contributions to the total scalar dissipation rate from the sub-grid scale compo-
nent may become significant. The LES/CMC models developed for turbulent
non-premixed flames [Ayache and Mastorakos, 2012; Garmory and Mastorakos,
2011] were also extended to spray combustion approaching blow-off, assuming the
mixture fraction framework for non-premixed flame can still apply for the spray
flame regime [Tyliszczak et al., 2014].
MMC model
A stochastic implementation of the MMC approach in RANS was applied to
Sandia flame D with “Interaction by Exchange with the Mean”(IEM) as the sub-
grid mixing model [Vogiatzaki et al., 2011] and it was observed that whether the
MMC-IEM model can correctly predict the level of localized extinction depends
on the parameter of “minor dissipation time scale”. Ge et al. [2013] performed
the Sparse-Lagrangian MMC simulations for Sandia flames D, E and F. Their
results show that the increased level of local extinction was correctly predicted
but for Sandia flame F, an early prediction of re-ignition was observed. It was also
shown that the characteristic distance in mixture fraction space between mixing
particles directly influences the occurence of extinction in Sandia flame F with
their MMC model [Ge et al., 2013]. The hybrid binomial Langevin−MMC model
was developed by Wandel and Lindstedt [2013], which is expected to combine
the benefits for both binomial Langevin model and the MMC model. The results
from simulations of Sandia flame E show that the the local extinction is predicted
better than the MMC model with the Euclidean minimum spanning tree mixing
model, which leads to very little local extinction.
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2.3.2.2 Global extinction
As far as the author is aware, the computational studies on blow-off or blow-out
in turbulent non-premixed flames are comparatively limited. Some mathematical
modelling efforts about the blow-off critical conditions have been made, typically
extended from the investigations of lifted flames [Bradley et al., 1998]. However,
LES or RANS with advanced combustion models is still not common.
2.3.3 Summary
The understanding on local and global extinction in turbulent non-premixed
flames is increasingly profound with help of the state-of-the-art diagnostic tech-
niques. The flame structures can be measured with the Raman−Rayleigh−LIF
diagnostic methods and therefore the extinction events can be quantified by their
evolutions. Meanwhile, the PLIF diagnostic technique provides the significant
tool to visualize the local extinction and blow-off transients.
In terms of computational modelling, different levels of success in local ex-
tinction predictions using the above mentioned combustion models have been
achieved. Although their mathematical principles and characterizations are dif-
ferent, however, all these combustion models should have the capacity to accu-
rately simulate or model the mixing fields, PDF, scalar dissipation rate, and/or
the flow transport effects on the local flame structures, if the local extinction dy-
namics aim to be predicted by them correctly. For instance, the correctness of the
mixing model in transported PDF and also in MMC is an important concern, as
indicated by Xu and Pope [2000] and Wandel and Lindstedt [2013]. However, for
CMC model, the mixing fields are solved, instead of being modelled, but how to
model the scalar dissipation rate needs delicate efforts [Garmory and Mastorakos,
2011]. For flamelet model, their early studies are concentrated on how to incor-
porate the flamelet interaction [Pitsch and Fedotov, 2001; Pitsch et al., 2003] and
lately about how to accurately describe the transient intermediate state between
burning and quenched flamelets [Pierce and Moin, 2004]. In this sense, one can
see that these different aspects are equally important in predicting the local ex-
tinction, but with different levels of concern for different models. Additionally,
the computational studies on global extinction are limited. This topic will be one
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of the objectives in this thesis using LES and multi-dimensional CMC model.
2.4 State of the art of the CMC model
Although the studies on extinction predictions with the CMC combustion model
have been reviewed in Sub-section 2.3.2, it seems still necessary to appreciate
its latest developments and applications in broader dimensions in this Section.
The derivations, main features, closures/assumptions and some applications are
discussed in-depth in the comprehensive reviews by Klimenko and Bilger [1999].
Recently, the theoretical developments and the applications to flows of engineering
interest achieved in the decade of 2000−2010 are reviewed by Kronenburg and
Mastorakos [2011]. Therefore, for simplicity, in this Section the progress of the
CMC model made roughly from 2010 till now (2015) will be mainly focused, on
the aspects of modelling and implementation, applications to near-limit gaseous
flame dynamics, and applications to multiphase combustion.
2.4.1 Modelling
The conditional scalar dissipation in the micro-mixing term in the CMC govern-
ing equations is one of the unclosed quantities. Different from widely adopted
scalar dissipation model from homogeneous mixing assumption, the one from in-
homogeneous mixing model, proposed by Devaud et al. [2004], was introduced
and its influences on the auto-ignition predictions in high pressure methane jets
were studied. It was found that the inhomogeneous mixing model has a signifi-
cant improvement about the ignition delay and ignition kernel evolutions [Milford
and Devaud, 2010]. Devaud et al. [2013] applied the MMC model to calculate
the turbulent mixing field and the conditionally filtered scalar dissipation rate
in the Cabra lifted hydrogen flames. In addition, the differential diffusion effect
(and therefore the assumption of unity Le is relaxed) was incorporated into the
CMC model for both conditional mass fraction and enthalpy governing equations
[Ma and Devaud, 2015]. For the conditional reaction term, the tabulated chem-
istry was developed for both first and second order closures [Colin and Michel,
2015] and their accuracy and computational cost were analyzed with a lifted
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methane/air flame. The results show that the computational cost of tabulated
chemistry is less than ten times that of the flamelet model. Also, the Lagrangian
CMC method was proposed by Han and Huh [2015] where multiple Lagrangian
fuel groups are identified according to injection sequence or residence time.
2.4.2 Implementation of conservative CMC
The finite volume discretizations for the two dimensional CMC equations were im-
plemented with RANS by Cleary and Kent [2005] in predicting CO in hood fires.
The three dimensional conservative CMC model for an unstructured-grid finite
volume method was developed to simulate the complex, turbulent non-premixed
syngas/air flames by Kim et al. [2008]. They also demonstrated the advantages
of finite volume CMC model in improving the robustness and accuracy for the
boundary treatment of CMC-related numerical fluxes. The flux conservation
idea was also applied by Mobini and Bilger [2009] to investigate the CO and NO
in an ISR. Thornber et al. [2011] discretized the CMC governing equations for
LES of premixed flames and demonstrated the numerical flux predictions in the
framework of finite volume method. Recently, the finite volume discretization
for the conservative CMC governing equations was implemented by Siwaborworn
and Kronenburg [2013] and validated with Sandia flames D−F. The different ap-
proaches for predicting the convective fluxes were also discussed. Meanwhile, the
finite volume discretization on unstructured meshes was implemented by Gar-
mory and Mastorakos [2015] and the reconstruction of polyhedral CMC cells was
applied. Nevertheless, an oxy-fuel jet flame was simulated by them and the fo-
cus is about correct predictions of the scalar fields with different compositions
in oxidiser and fuel streams. Applications of the conservative CMC model in
predicting near-limit flame dynamics such as extinction are still not common. In
this work, the three dimensional conservative CMC model will be discretized on
unstructured meshes with finite volume method, and its applications in extinction
of turbulent swirling non-premixed flames will be investigated.
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2.4.3 Applications to near-limit gaseous flame dynamics
In recent years, the CMC model has been extensively used for simulating the
near-limit dynamics of turbulent non-premixed flames. Prediction of extinction
in turbulent non-premixed flames has been reviewed in Sub-section 2.3.2 and
therefore will not be repeated again. Triantafyllidis et al. [2009] applied LES
with the sub-grid scale CMC model to simulate the spark ignition in a non-
premixed bluff body methane flame, comfirming the ability of the CMC model in
forced ignition prediction. Also, ignition of lean n-heptane/air and iso-octane/air
mixtures with various levels of thermal stratification was investigated by Salehi
et al. [2015] and the advanced ignition from their computations was related to
the level of ignition delay time fluctuations. The lifted flames and their stabiliza-
tion mechanisms were studied by Navarro-Martinez and Kronenburg [2009] and
Navarro-Martinez and Kronenburg [2011]. An extinction model has been incor-
porated into the first-order CMC to improve its predictions of lift-off height for a
turbulent lifted methane/air flame issuing in a vitiated coflow [Roy et al., 2014].
LES with the first order CMC model was used by Stankovic´ et al. [2013] for sim-
ulating the auto-ignition regimes in the lifted hydrogen flame in hot turbulent air
coflow and all the auto-ignition regimes (i.e. no ignition, random spots, flashback
and lifted flame) were reproduced. These successful applications of the CMC
model in studying the near-limit flame dynamics can be attributed to its intrinsic
ability in predicting different effects, such as scalar dissipation, convection and
sub-grid scale diffusion, which are expected to have significant influences on the
above flame phenomena.
2.4.4 Applications to multiphase combustion
Significant progress has been made about applications of the CMC model in
multiphase combustion in recent years. The governing equations for spray com-
bustion were first derived by Mortensen and Bilger [2009]. As the first work in-
troducing the evaporation source terms in CMC, the two dimensional, first order
CMC model was used for simulations of an n-heptane spray auto-ignition under
a diesel engine condition [Borghesi et al., 2011]. The conditional evaporation
term is closed assuming interphase exchange to occur at the droplet saturation
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mixture fraction values only. LES with sub-grid scale CMC model for turbulent
acetone spray flame was conducted and the relevant modelling issues, particu-
larly concerning the conditional evaporation terms, were examined by Ukai et al.
[2013]. The same author also introduced the two-conditional moment method
to account for the existence of pre-evaporated fuel by introducing two sets of
conditional moments based on different mixture fractions [Ukai et al., 2014], in
order to overcome the limitations of upper limit in mixture fraction space in their
previous work [Ukai et al., 2013]. The blow-off in a swirl heptane spray flame
was investigated and the blow-off transients and duration are reasonably repro-
duced by Tyliszczak et al. [2014]. In addition, the soot formation of n-heptane
auto-igniting spray in a constant volume vessel under diesel engine conditions was
predicted with two-dimensional, first order CMC model [Bolla et al., 2013]. The
transport equations for soot mass fractions and soot number density were solved.
The above efforts with the CMC model developments in spray combustion are
encouraging and provide a foundation for the continued research in the future.
2.4.5 Summary
The CMC combustion model has been developed in the aspects of modelling
and implementation and been applied to simulate the near-limit phenomena in
turbulent non-premixed flames and multiphase combustion recently. One of the
objectives in this thesis is to derive the conservative governing equations and
implement the CMC model in the finite volume discretization. This is a de-
velopment for the CMC model discretization and also a step towards extending
the CMC model in simulating the realistic burners with complex geometries and
boundaries, such as gas turbine combustors.
2.5 Conclusions
This Chapter first describes the phenomenological theories for extinction based
on the S-shaped curve. Then both theoretical and computational studies about
local and global extinction in laminar non-premixed flames are discussed. For
local extinction in turbulent non-premixed flames, the progress in experimen-
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tal and computational investigations are reviewed. However, limited studies on
global extinction are available. In addition, the state of the art of the CMC com-
bustion model is also reviewed in the aspects of modelling and implementation,
applications to near-limit gaseous flame dynamics and multiphase combustion.
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2.6 Figures for Chapter 2
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of S-curve [Williams, 1985].
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Figure 2.2: Flammability map parameterized by oxygen mass fraction and stretch
rate for a stagnation flame near the condensed fuel surface [T’ien, 1986].
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of the dual swirl burner and combustion chamber investi-
gated by Meier et al. [2006].
Figure 2.4: Schematic of swirl burner from University of Michigan [Feikema et al.,
1990].
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Chapter 3
Governing Equations and
Numerical Discretizations
3.1 Large eddy simulation
In LES, the large-scale energy containing flows are resolved while the small, sub-
grid ones and their effects on the resolved flows are modelled. The decomposition
of resolved and sub-grid scales are performed through introducing the spatial
filter function G [Leonard, 1975], which is defined as
f¯(x) =
∫
f¯(x′)G(x− x′,∆(x))dx′, (3.1)
in which the integral is over the flow domain and x denotes the coordinate in the
LES computational domain ΩLES. f is the function to which G is applied and
∆ is the filter width and here it is estimated as ∆ =
3
√
VLES, where VLES is the
volume of LES cells. The filter function G satisfies the normalization condition∫
G(x− x′,∆(x))dx′ = 1. (3.2)
3.1.1 Isothermal incompressible flows
The filtered governing equations for isothermal incompressible flows can be de-
rived when the filter function, i.e. Eq. (3.1), is applied to the corresponding
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instantaneous mass and momentum equations. They are formulated as [Poinsot
and Veynante, 2005]
∇ · U¯ = 0, (3.3a)
∂U¯
∂t
+∇ · (U¯U¯) = −1
ρ
∇p¯+∇ · (S¯−B), (3.3b)
in which S¯ = 2νD is the viscous stress tensor and the strain rate tensor D is
D =
1
2
(
∇U¯ +∇U¯T
)
, (3.4)
which is the symmetric part of the velocity gradient. Furthermore, B is the
sub-grid scale stress tensor and reads
B = UU− U¯U¯, (3.5)
which represents the contributions of momentum from sub-grid scales to the re-
solved scales.
In this thesis, the linear eddy-viscosity model for B is applied and it is assumed
that the deviatoric part of B is aligned with the resolved deviatoric part of strain
rate tensor D, i.e.
B =
2
3
kI− 2νsgsD¯dev, (3.6)
while the normal stress of B is related to the sub-grid scale kinetic energy k with
k =
1
2
tr(B). (3.7)
The deviatoric part of resolved strain rate tensor is
D¯dev = D¯− 1
3
tr(D¯)I. (3.8)
The Smagorinsky model is used here to close the sub-grid scale viscosity νsgs and
kinetic energy k in Eq. (3.6) [Lilly, 1965], i.e.
νsgs = ck∆k
1/2, (3.9)
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k = 2
ck
c
∆2‖D¯‖2, (3.10)
in which ‖D¯‖ is the magnitude of the filtered strain rate tensor and here defined
as ‖D¯‖ =
√
D¯ : D¯. The model constants ck and c in Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) are
respectively 0.094 and 1.048 [Fureby, 1996]. The underlying assumptions for Eqs.
(3.9) and (3.10) are that the small scales are in equilibrium and instantaneously
dissipate all the energy received from the large-scale flows [Smagorinsky, 1963].
The consistency between the current model (i.e. Eqs. 3.9 and 3.10) and
Smagorinsky model with one constant CS can be demonstrated if Eq. (3.10) is
substituted into Eq. (3.9)
νsgs = ck
√
2
ck
c
∆2
√
D¯ : D¯ = (CS∆)
2
√
2D¯ : D¯. (3.11)
Therefore, the original “Smagorinsky constant” CS takes the following form
CS =
√
ck
√
ck
c
, (3.12)
and hence CS = 0.168.
3.1.2 Reacting flows
For variable-density flows such as reacting flows, it is advantageous to use density-
weighted (Favre) filtered quantities, i.e.
f˜ =
ρf
ρ¯
, (3.13)
instead of those from Eq. (3.1), since with it the covariance of density and
other quantity fluctuations would not appear and the resulting equations are
closer to the original instantaneous equations [Poinsot and Veynante, 2005]. The
LES governing equations for mass, momentum and mixture fraction are derived
through applying Eq. (3.13) to their corresponding instantaneous equations and
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read [Poinsot and Veynante, 2005]
∂ρ¯
∂t
+∇ ·
(
ρ¯U˜
)
= 0, (3.14a)
∂ρ¯U˜
∂t
+∇ ·
(
ρ¯U˜U˜
)
= −∇p¯+∇ ·
(
S˜−B
)
, (3.14b)
∂ρ¯ξ˜
∂t
+∇ ·
(
ρ¯U˜ξ˜
)
= ∇ ·
(
j˜− b
)
, (3.14c)
in which S˜ = 2µD˜dev is the filtered stress tensor and j˜ = ρ¯D∇ξ˜ is the molecular
scalar transport by assuming a Fick’s diffusion law. The molecular viscosity µ
and scalar diffusivity D are given by µ = ρν and D = ν/Sc, respectively. In the
low Ma number approximation, the pressure p¯ in Eq. (3.14b) is decoupled with
the thermodynamic pressure, and its variations do not directly affect the changes
of density and temperature [Law, 2006].
In Eq. (3.14b), B = ρ¯
(
U˜U− U˜U˜
)
is the sub-grid scale stress tensor. The
constant Smagorinsky model is used to close the deviatoric part of the sub-grid
stress tensor B, i.e.
B− 2ρ¯kI/3 = −2µsgsD˜dev. (3.15)
Here the expression for D˜dev has been given in Eq. (3.8). Similar to the estimation
for νsgs in Eq. (3.9), the sub-grid scale viscosity µsgs is modelled as
µsgs = ck∆ρ¯k
1/2, (3.16)
where the constant ck = 0.02 is used [Fureby, 1996]. It should be highlighted
here that ck in Eq. (3.16) does not equal that for Eq. (3.9) in the isothermal
flow situation. Based on the local equilibrium (i.e. production equals dissipation)
assumption, the algebraic relation is obtained for the sub-grid scale kinetic energy
k [Fureby, 1996]
B : D˜ + ρ¯ = 0, (3.17)
in which the symbol “:”denotes the double inner product of two tensors and the
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dissipation rate  is modelled as
 = c
k3/2
∆
(3.18)
with the constant c = 1.048 [Fureby, 1996].
With Eq. (3.17), one can obtain
2
3
kI− 2ck∆k1/2D˜dev + ck
3/2
∆
= 0. (3.19)
The analytical expression for k can be obtained further from Eq. (3.19), i.e.
k1/2 =
−2
3
D˜ : I +
√(
2
3
D˜ : I
)2
+ 8ckcD˜dev : D˜
2c/∆
=
−2
3
tr
(
D˜
)
+
√[
2
3
tr
(
D˜
)]2
+ 8ckcD˜dev : D˜
2c/∆
.
(3.20)
In the LES equation for filtered mixture fraction, i.e. Eq. (3.14c), b =
ρ¯
(
U˜ξ − U˜ξ˜
)
represents the scalar transport caused by the sub-grid scale fluc-
tuations. It can be modelled similarly to the term B in Eq. (3.14b), assuming
that the sub-grid scale flux is proportional to the gradient of resolved mixture
fraction, i.e.
ρ¯
(
U˜ξ − U˜ξ˜
)
= −ρ¯Dt∇ξ˜. (3.21)
Here the sub-grid scale diffusivity Dt is modelled as Dt = νsgs/Sct and the sub-
grid scale kinematic viscosity νsgs is calculated as νsgs = µsgs/ρ¯.
The filtered scalar dissipation rate N˜ is determined from both resolved and
sub-grid contributions (i.e. Nres and Nsgs) as [Pera et al., 2006]
N˜ = N˜res + N˜sgs = D∇ξ˜ · ∇ξ˜︸ ︷︷ ︸
resolved
+
cN
2
µt
ρ¯∆2
ξ˜′′2︸ ︷︷ ︸
sub−grid
. (3.22)
For the sub-grid scalar dissipation model in Eq. (3.22), the assumption has
been made that a characteristic mixing time scale ξ˜′′2/N˜sgs is proportional to
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a characteristic velocity time scale νsgs/∆
2 [Jime´nez et al., 2001; Pera et al.,
2006]. In Eq. (3.22), cN = 42 is used, a constant determined through matching
the computational and experimental results in Sandia flame D [Garmory and
Mastorakos, 2011]. This has given good results for the statistics of local extinction
in Sandia flame F [Garmory and Mastorakos, 2011] and for capturing the global
extinction of a spray swirl flame [Tyliszczak et al., 2014].
In Eq. (3.22), ξ˜′′2 is the sub-grid variance of mixture fraction and is modelled
with the following scaling law
ξ˜′′2 = cV ∆2∇ξ˜ · ∇ξ˜, (3.23)
where the constant cV is 0.1 [Pierce and Moin, 1998]. The models in Eqs. (3.22)
and (3.23) and the constants therein, i.e. cN and cV , are used for all the LES
computations in this thesis.
3.2 Conditional moment closure modelling
In this work, the conservative CMC governing equations are derived for finite
volume discretizations. We start from the following CMC equation for condition-
ally filtered mass fraction for α-th species Qα ≡ Y˜α|η, which is derived with a
fine grained FDF [Navarro-Martinez et al., 2005; Triantafyllidis and Mastorakos,
2010]
∂Qα
∂t
+ U˜|η · ∇Qα = N˜ |η∂
2Qα
∂η2
+ W˜α|η + ef . (3.24)
Equation (3.24) has been used for finite difference formulation, such as in the
studies by Navarro-Martinez and Kronenburg [2009], Triantafyllidis et al. [2009]
and Ayache and Mastorakos [2012]. U˜|η, N˜ |η and W˜α|η are the conditionally
filtered velocity, scalar dissipation rate and rate of formation of α-th species per
unit mass of mixture, respectively. In Eq. (3.24), the transport in physical space
by molecular diffusion is neglected because of the large Re assumption [Klimenko
and Bilger, 1999]. The sub-grid scale conditional scalar flux term ef in Eq. (3.24)
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accounts for the conditional transport in physical space. It can be written as
ef = − 1
ρηP˜ (η)
∇ ·
[
ρηP˜ (η)
(
U˜Yα|η − U˜|ηQα
)]
, (3.25)
where ρη ≡ ρ˜|η is the conditional density. The FDF P˜ (η) in Eq. (3.25) is
modelled with β-function based on the filtered mixture fraction ξ˜ and its sub-
grid variance ξ˜′′2 [Cook and Riley, 1994], i.e.
P˜ (η) =
ηs−1 (1− η)t−1
B (s, t)
, (3.26)
in which the β-function B (s, t) takes the following expression
B (s, t) =
Γ(s)Γ(t)
Γ(s+ t)
. (3.27)
Here Γ(s) is the Gamma function. The quantities s and t are functions of ξ˜ and
ξ˜′′2, i.e.
s = ξ˜
 ξ˜
(
1− ξ˜
)
ξ˜′′2
− 1
 , (3.28)
t =
s
(
1− ξ˜
)
ξ˜
. (3.29)
The term ef in Eq. (3.25) is calculated with the usual gradient model [Kim
and Pitsch, 2006; Navarro-Martinez et al., 2005]
U˜Yα|η − U˜|ηQα = −Dt∇Qα, (3.30)
in which the turbulent diffusivity Dt is considered to be equal for all the species
and is the same as the one used for sub-grid scalar flux of mixture fraction in Eq.
(3.21). Then ef in Eq. (3.24) can be re-formulated as
ef =
1
ρηP˜ (η)
∇ ·
[
ρηP˜ (η)Dt∇Qα
]
. (3.31)
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Neglecting the variation of ρηP˜ (η) in the gradient operator in Eq. (3.31), and
then substituting ef into Eq. (3.24) yield
∂Qα
∂t
+ U˜|η · ∇Qα = N˜ |η∂
2Qα
∂η2
+ W˜α|η +∇ · (Dt∇Qα) . (3.32)
The second term of LHS of Eq. (3.32) can be expanded into the following form
U˜|η · ∇Qα = ∇ ·
(
U˜|ηQα
)
−Qα∇ · U˜|η. (3.33)
Substituting Eq. (3.33) into Eq. (3.32) yields the following five dimensional
equation for Qα
∂Qα
∂t
+∇ ·
(
U˜|ηQα
)
= Qα∇ · U˜|η + N˜ |η∂
2Qα
∂η2
+ W˜α|η +∇ · (Dt∇Qα) . (3.34)
It should be reminded that the conditional density ρη does not explicitly appear
in Eq. (3.34) due to the removal of ρηP˜ (η) for ef . Integrating Eq. (3.34) over
each CMC cell ΩCMC , one can obtain∫
ΩCMC
∂Qα
∂t
dΩ︸ ︷︷ ︸
T0
+
∫
ΩCMC
∇ ·
(
U˜|ηQα
)
dΩ︸ ︷︷ ︸
T1
=
∫
ΩCMC
Qα∇ · U˜|ηdΩ︸ ︷︷ ︸
T2
+
∫
ΩCMC
N˜ |η∂
2Qα
∂η2
dΩ︸ ︷︷ ︸
T3
+
∫
ΩCMC
W˜α|ηdΩ︸ ︷︷ ︸
T4
+
∫
ΩCMC
∇ · (Dt∇Qα) dΩ︸ ︷︷ ︸
T5
.
(3.35)
The physical interpretations of the individual terms in Eq. (3.35) are as
follows. Term T0 denotes the unsteadiness, Term T1 is the conditional convection,
Term T2 is the conditional dilatation, Term T3 is the micro-mixing related to the
scalar dissipation, and Term T4 is the conditional reaction rate for α-th species
and the last one, T5, is the sub-grid scale conditional scalar flux.
In Eq. (3.35), Terms T3 and T4 are in mixture fraction space, whilst Terms
T1, T2 and T5 are in physical space. Equations (3.34) or (3.35) are termed as
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the conservative CMC governing equations since the finite volume discretization
with Gauss divergence theorem can be employed for the terms in physical space,
i.e. T1, T2 and T5 and therefore the numerical scalar fluxes related to Qα across
the CMC cell faces can be conserved. The details about the discretization of
Eq. (3.35) can be found in Sub-section 3.3.2. Another form of conservative CMC
governing equations for LES is also derived and has been listed in Appendix A.
In this work, the CMC governing equation for conditionally filtered total en-
thalpy Qh ≡ h˜|η in an adiabatic system is also solved and the integrated form is
∫
ΩCMC
∂Qh
∂t
dΩ +
∫
ΩCMC
∇ ·
(
U˜|ηQh
)
dΩ =∫
ΩCMC
Qh∇ · U˜|ηdΩ +
∫
ΩCMC
N˜ |η∂
2Qh
∂η2
dΩ +
∫
ΩCMC
∇ · (Dt∇Qh) dΩ,
(3.36)
which has the same form as Eq. (3.35) without the conditional reaction term.
Compared to Eq. (3.24), the conditional dilatation effect has been decom-
posed from the conditional convection term in Eqs. (3.35) and (3.36), which
are similar to the conservative CMC equations for premixed combustion [Thorn-
ber et al., 2011]. The variables ρη and P˜ (η) do not appear in the above CMC
equations since the simplified model for ef is used in Eq. (3.31). The grouped
variables of ρηP˜ (η) are retained in the CMC governing equations solved by Kim
et al. [2008] and Siwaborworn and Kronenburg [2013]. This can be useful to
predict the variations of Qα and Qh when the FDF has considerable spatial vari-
ations. However, they assume that ρηP˜ (η) does not change with the time. In
Appendix A, the CMC governing equations considering the temporal and spatial
variations of ρηP˜ (η) are derived but quantitative studies concerning their per-
formance in predicting the flame dynamics (such as extinction) in non-premixed
flames have not been performed yet, which may be a topic for future work.
In Eqs. (3.35) and (3.36), U˜|η, N˜ |η and W˜α|η need to be modelled and
their respective models in the framework of finite difference method still apply
here. The conditional velocities are assumed to be equal to the filtered velocity
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[Navarro-Martinez et al., 2005], i.e.
U˜|η ≈ U˜. (3.37)
The AMC model [Chen et al., 1989; Oboukhov, 1962; O’Brien and Jiang,
1991] derived from homogeneous turbulence is used here to calculate conditional
scalar dissipation N˜ |η, i.e.
N˜ |η = N0G (η) , (3.38)
where N0 and G (η) are
N0 =
N˜∫ 1
0
G (η) P˜ (η) dη
(3.39)
and
G (η) = exp
{
−2 [erf−1 (2η − 1)]2} . (3.40)
The filtered scalar dissipation rate N˜ in Eq. (3.39) is determined from Eq. (3.22).
In the AMC model, the conditional scalar dissipation rate profiles have the shape
of G (η) in mixture fraction space and are scaled based on N0 (corresponds to the
scalar dissipation at η = 0.5) and therefore N˜ . Swaminathan and Mahalingam
[1996] conducted the simulations of an inhomogeneous layer and compared the
AMC model with the conditional scalar dissipation model also from homogeneous
turbulence, which was developed by Girimaji [1992] based on a β-function for
mixture fraction. Based on their results, the model by Girimaji [1992] only gave
slightly better results than AMC model initially and at the later stage when the
mixing field becomes homogeneous, the profiles of conditional scalar dissipation
is almost the same. The inhomogeneous models for the scalar dissipation, derived
from the PDF transport equation, were compared with the AMC and Girimaji’s
model in the case of autoignition of high pressure methane jets [Milford and
Devaud, 2010]. It was found that the improvement from their models is relatively
small in predicting the ignition delay and Milford and Devaud [2010] attribute
this to the inaccurate turbulence description in their RANS simulations.
The first order CMC model, which neglects the sub-grid fluctuations around
the conditionally filtered on W˜α|η, is applied for the conditional chemical source
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terms such that
W˜α|η = Wα (Q1, . . . , Qn, QT ) , (3.41)
where QT ≡ T˜ |η is the conditionally filtered temperature.
The unconditionally filtered quantities f˜ (including ρ¯, T˜ and other reactive
scalars) are obtained through
f˜ =
∫ 1
0
f˜ |ηP˜ (η) dη, (3.42)
in which f˜ |η is the conditionally filtered scalars (e.g. ρη−1, QT and Qα).
3.3 Numerical discretizations
3.3.1 LES discretizations
The finite volume discretizations are applied for both isothermal incompress-
ible flows (i.e. Eqs. 3.3a and 3.3b) and reacting flows (i.e. Eqs. 3.14a, 3.14b
and 3.14c). The relevant numerical algorithms can be found in the books by
Patankar [1980] and Versteeg and Malalasekera [1995]. Therefore, only the pres-
sure Poisson equation for compressible flows and the velocity−pressure coupling
are presented in this Sub-section. These algorithms have existed in the LES solver
(OpenFOAM R©, see Sub-section 3.4.1), and inclusion of this Sub-section is merely
for completeness.
Discretizing momentum equation, Eq. (3.14b), leads to the following quasi-
algebraic form [Jasak, 1996]
aP U˜P = H(U˜)−∇p¯, (3.43)
in which U˜P is the velocity vector that needs to be solved while aP is the coef-
ficient resulting from the explicit discretizations of such terms as convection and
diffusion. The pressure gradient ∇p¯ is retained in Eq. (3.43), following the strat-
egy by Rhie and Chow [1983]. The term H(U˜) in Eq. (3.43) takes the following
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expression
H(U˜) = −
∑
N
aNU˜N︸ ︷︷ ︸
Transport Terms
+
U˜
o
∆t︸︷︷︸
Source Terms
. (3.44)
Equation (3.44) indicates two contributions to H(U˜): one is from the discretiza-
tions of transport terms and the other is from source terms [Jasak, 1996]. ∆t in
Eq. (3.44) is the time step.
Explicitly expressing U˜P based on Eq. (3.43) yields
U˜P =
H(U˜)
aP
− ∇p¯
aP
(3.45)
After substituting Eq. (3.45) into the filtered mass conservation equation, i.e.
Eq. (3.14a), one can obtain
∂ρ¯P
∂t
+∇ · ρ¯P
[
H(U˜)
aP
− ∇p¯
aP
]
= 0. (3.46)
For isothermal incompressible flows, Eq. (3.46) is reduced to
∇ ·
[
H(U˜)
aP
− ∇p¯
aP
]
= 0. (3.47)
Equations (3.46) and (3.47) are the pressure Poisson equations with respect to
p¯ for compressible and incompressible flows, respectively, used in the current com-
putations. Theoretically, satisfying the pressure Poisson equations is equivalent
to the fact holds that the divergence-free velocity fields are always divergence-free
[Pope, 2000].
As shown in Eqs. (3.43), (3.46) or (3.47), the velocity U˜ and pressure p¯ are
coupled. In this work, the coupled method is applied to solve the LES equations,
with the hybrid PISO [Issa, 1986] and SIMPLE [Patankar, 1980] algorithms.
Specifically, the time marching is performed by the outer SIMPLE loops, while
within each time step the inner PISO iteration is utilized. This treatment allows
to use large time step without destabilizing the computations.
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3.3.2 CMC discretizations
The numerical discretizations of the individual terms in Eq. (3.35) are discussed
as follows.
• Term T0 ∫
ΩCMC
∂Qα
∂t
dΩ ≈ ∂
∂t
∫
ΩCMC
QαdΩ ≈ V CMC ∂Qα
∂t
, (3.48)
where it is assumed that the CMC cell of interest ΩCMC does not change
with respect to time and V CMC is the volume of the CMC cells.
• Term T1 ∫
ΩCMC
∇ ·
(
U˜|ηQα
)
dΩ =
∮
∂ΩCMC
(
U˜|ηQα
)
· ndS, (3.49)
in which ∂ΩCMC denotes all the faces of each CMC cell. The discrete form
of RHS in Eq. (3.49) is as follows:
∮
∂ΩCMC
U˜|ηQα · ndS ≈
FCMC∑
m=1
(
U˜|ηQα · n
)
m
∆Sm =
FCMC∑
m=1
(
U˜x|ηQαnx + U˜y|ηQαny + U˜z|ηQαnz
)
m
∆Sm
(3.50)
where nx , ny and nz are the Cartersian components of the CMC face normal
vectors n. ∆Sm is the area of the CMC face. U˜x|η , U˜y|η and U˜z|η are the
Cartersian components of the conditionally filtered velocity U˜|η. FCMC is
the number of the faces surrounding one CMC cell.
• Term T2
∫
ΩCMC
Qα∇ · U˜|ηdΩ =
Qα
∫
ΩCMC
∇ · U˜|ηdΩ = Qα
∮
∂ΩCMC
U˜|η · ndS,
(3.51)
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in which we assume that Qα is constant within one CMC cell Ω
CMC . For∮
∂ΩCMC
U˜|η · ndS, if we assume that U˜|η ≈ U˜, i.e. Eq. (3.37), then
∮
∂ΩCMC
U˜|η · ndS ≈
∮
∂ΩCMC
U˜ · ndS ≈
FCMC∑
m=1
(
U˜xnx + U˜yny + U˜znz
)
m
∆Sm,
(3.52)
in which U˜x , U˜y and U˜z are the Cartesian components of the filtered velocity
U˜.
• Term T3 ∫
ΩCMC
N˜ |η∂
2Q
∂η2
dΩ ≈ V CMCN˜ |η∂
2Q
∂η2
. (3.53)
Here we apply the assumption that N˜ |η and ∂2Q/∂η2 are constant within
each CMC cell.
• Term T4 ∫
ΩCMC
W˜α|ηdΩ ≈ V CMCW˜α|η, (3.54)
in which we assume that W˜α|η is constant in each CMC cell, and hence can
be moved out of the volume integration.
• Term T5 ∮
ΩCMC
∇ · (Dt∇Qα) dΩ =
∮
∂ΩCMC
(Dt∇Qα) · ndS. (3.55)
We further write Eq. (3.55) into the following discrete form
∮
∂ΩCMC
(Dt∇Qα) · ndS ≈
FCMC∑
m=1
(Dt∇Qα · n)m ∆Sm =
FCMC∑
m=1
Dt,m
(
∂Qα
∂x
nx +
∂Qα
∂y
ny +
∂Qα
∂y
ny
)
m
∆Sm.
(3.56)
The derivatives ∂Qα/∂x, ∂Qα/∂y, and ∂Qα/∂z, are the Cartesian compo-
nents of ∇Qα.
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The discretizations for the terms in the CMC equation for total enthalpy Qh,
Eq. (3.36), are identical and therefore not repeated here.
The Operator Splitting (OS) method is used to update Qα from the above
terms and the following steps are executed once from Step 1 to Step 3 within
each time step:
- Step 1 : T0 = −T1 + T2 + T5
The terms in physical space, T1, T2 and T5, are solved in this step and the
first order explicit Euler scheme is used for temporal discretization.
- Step 2 : T0 = T3
The micro-mixing term in mixture fraction space, T3, is solved using the
TDMA method.
- Step 3 : T0 = T4
The chemical source term in mixture fraction space, T4, is calculated with
the stiff ODE solver VODPK [Brown and Hindmarsh, 1989].
3.4 LES and CMC solvers
3.4.1 Introduction to LES and CMC solvers
There are totally four independent solvers applied for the computations in this
thesis and they are 0D-CMC, LES (isothermal flows), LES/0D-CMC and LES/3D-
CMC solvers. The LES/3D-CMC solver is the major computational tool for this
work and the previous three ones provide some preliminary computations for the
LES/3D-CMC.
The LES governing equations are solved by the open source object-oriented
CFD library, OpenFOAM R© (version 2.1.1) [Weller et al., 1997], which can be
downloaded online (http://www.openfoam.com/). The three dimensional CMC
governing equations are solved by the in-house code developed and improved dur-
ing the course of this research based on the ground by Garmory and Mastorakos
[2015]. The four solvers will be briefly introduced in this Sub-section.
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3.4.1.1 0D-CMC solver
In the 0D-CMC solver, the governing equations for conditional mass fractions for
α-th species Qα and total enthalpy Qh are solved without the terms in physical
space, i.e.
∂Qα
∂t
= N |η∂
2Qα
∂η2
+Wα|η, (3.57)
∂Qh
∂t
= N |η∂
2Qh
∂η2
. (3.58)
In 0D-CMC solverQα andQh are Yα|η and h|η, respectively. Equations (3.57) and
(3.58) are virtually identical to the transient laminar flamelet model with unity
Lewis number [Peters, 1984]. Qα and Qh are functions of the scalar dissipation
rate, besides the mixture fraction. The AMC model (cf. Eq. 3.38) is applied
for N |η and therefore Eqs. (3.57) and (3.58) are parameterized by the peak
scalar dissipation value N0. The results from the 0D-CMC solver can be used to
initialize the flame structures in individual CMC cells for LES/3D-CMC.
3.4.1.2 LES solver (isothermal flows)
In the LES solver (isothermal flows), the LES governing equations for isothermal
incompressible flows, Eqs. (3.3a) and (3.3b), are solved. It corresponds to the
OpenFOAM solver pisoFOAM. This solver is used for investigating the aerody-
namics of the non-reacting flows, typically as the preparation work for turbulent
flame simulations.
3.4.1.3 LES/0D-CMC solver
In the LES/0D-CMC solver, the LES governing equations correspond to the fil-
tered momentum and mixture fraction, i.e. (3.14b) and (3.14c). The sub-grid
variance of mixture fraction is modelled with Eq. (3.23). The LES solver is
developed from fireFOAM with low Ma number assumption.
It should be clarified that the 0D-CMC equations, i.e. Eqs. (3.57) and (3.58),
are not solved in this solver; instead, Eq. (3.42) is applied to calculate the
filtered density ρ¯ and temperature T˜ from pre-calculated ρη and QT from the
0D-CMC solver. The former two quantities are provided to the LES solver. In
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addition, other reactive scalars are also able to be predicted from their respective
conditional counterparts Qα. Here ρη, QT and Qα are obtained from Eq. (3.57)
with specified N0.
This solver can be employed for studying the flow and mixing fields for flames
far from extinction [Ayache and Mastorakos, 2013]. In the present work, its results
provide the initial fields of velocities and mixture fraction for LES/3D-CMC.
3.4.1.4 LES/3D-CMC solver
In this solver, the LES implementations are exactly the same as those in the
LES/0D-CMC solver. However, the three dimensional CMC governing equations,
i.e. Eqs. (3.35) and (3.36), are solved here, with the required sub-models detailed
in Section 3.2. Note that the filtered mass continuity equation, Eq. (3.14a), is
not solved in both LES/0D-CMC and LES/3D-CMC solvers, since the density is
updated from its conditional solution in the CMC solver, as will be shown in Sub-
section 3.4.3. Theoretically, the mass conservation is ensured through solving the
pressure Poisson equation, Eq. (3.46), in the LES/0D-CMC and LES/3D-CMC
solvers. This solver is the computational tool that is developed to predict the
extinction in turbulent swirling non-premixed flames.
3.4.2 CMC cell reconstruction
The LES solvers based on OpenFOAM R© can solve the flow fields with polyhedral
unstructured meshes [Jasak, 1996]. In the LES/3D-CMC solver, the LES equa-
tions and three dimensional CMC equations are discretized on separate meshes,
specifically, fine and coarse meshes respectively. In this work, the coarse CMC
cells are reconstructed from the fine LES meshes with its initially provided CMC
nodes. Figure 3.1 schematically shows the CMC cell reconstruction based on
the unstructured LES mesh. The relevant algorithms have also been introduced
elsewhere [Garmory and Mastorakos, 2015] and will be explained as follows for
completeness.
- Step 1 : Aggregation
For each LES cell, find its closest CMC cell based on the minimal distance
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between its centroid and CMC nodes. The found CMC cell is termed as
the host CMC cell for the considered LES cell.
- Step 2 : Demarcation
For each LES face, examine the host CMC cells for its owner and neighbor
cells, i.e. N and P in Fig. 3.1, respectively. If the host CMC cells of
the owner and neighbor cells are different, then this LES face is selected
as the CMC face (the dashed lines in Fig. 3.1). In addition, if the LES
computational domain is exactly consistent with the CMC one, all the LES
boundary faces are inherited as the CMC boundary faces. If the CMC
domain is smaller than the LES domain, the CMC boundary faces should
be selected from the internal LES faces, while if the CMC domain is larger
than the LES domain, the original CMC boundary faces with the initial
CMC nodes can be used.
- Step 3 : Enclosure
Each CMC node, such as NCMC1 and NCMC2 in Fig. 3.1, is enclosed by a
series of CMC faces selected from the LES faces. The LES cells enclosed
by the CMC faces (in the same color in Fig. 3.1) belong to the same CMC
cells and therefore now the new CMC cells are reconstructed.
The above strategy provides the CMC cells used for discretizing the CMC
governing equations, Eqs. (3.35) and (3.36). Kim et al. [2008] solved the CMC
equations on the tetrahedral CFD mesh, and therefore the numerical flux cal-
culations and other discretizations were performed on the CFD cells. However,
there are several disadvantages for their implementation. First, this would be
prohibitively expensive when fine CFD meshes are used, such as in LES. Second,
the refinement of the CFD meshes in the computational domain may not be nec-
essary for CMC equations. In other words, the zones requiring mesh refinements
for CFD and CMC may not coincide. Third, the spatial variations of Qα and
Qh typically are small compared to the CFD quantities [Navarro-Martinez et al.,
2005] and hence employing the same resolution for CFD and CMC may be not
necessary. Siwaborworn and Kronenburg [2013] solved the conservative CMC
equations on structured hexahedral cells, limiting the applications in computa-
tions with complex domains and boundaries.
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The topological features of the reconstructed CMC cells in this implementa-
tion are worth further discussing. First, the CMC cells can be arbitrary polyhe-
drons. The initial CMC nodes are not necessarily the CMC cell centroids, and
therefore the discretization of CMC terms in physical space cannot be performed
on them. In this work, the numerical fluxes on the CMC faces are predicted based
on the LES cell stencil, e.g. N and P for their shared CMC face in Fig. 3.1. The
topology (e.g. non-orthogonality and skewness) of reconstructed CMC cells would
not constitute the mesh-induced error source. Second, the completeness of the
reconstructed CMC cells is of great significance for finite volume method based
on the Gauss divergence theorem. The completeness of each CMC cell can be ex-
amined resorting to the quantity of Euler characteristic χCMC from the classical
theory of algebraic topology [Richeson, 2008]
χCMC = NCMC − ECMC + FCMC , (3.59)
in which NCMC , ECMC and FCMC respectively denote the numbers of vertices,
edges and faces in one CMC cell. That the Euler characteristic χCMC = 2 holds
for a reconstructed polyhedral CMC cell indicates its geometrical completeness.
Conversely, any individual CMC cells with missing one or multiple faces (i.e. that
cell is not closed) would lead to χCMC = 1.
3.4.3 Data runtime coupling
Since the LES and CMC governing equations are solved on different meshes the
runtime data coupling between them must be conducted. In LES/3D-CMC mod-
elling, the data coupling has two levels of implications: data averaging and trans-
fer.
3.4.3.1 Data averaging
The unclosed quantities, e.g. N˜ |η, and P˜ (η), must be modelled on the recon-
structed CMC mesh. Specifically, the conditionally filtered scalar dissipation rate
for Eqs. (3.35) and (3.36) in the CMC resolution, N˜ |ηCMC , is estimated through
FDF weighted integrating the conditional scalar dissipation, N˜ |η, over each LES
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cell constituting the host CMC cell [Triantafyllidis and Mastorakos, 2010]
N˜ |ηCMC = LFDF
(
N˜ |η
)
. (3.60)
For the CMC cells, ξ˜CMC and ξ˜′′2
CMC
are necessary to calculate their β-
function FDF P˜CMC (η), i.e. Eqs. (3.26). They are estimated based on ξ˜ and ξ˜′′2
from the contained LES cells [Triantafyllidis and Mastorakos, 2010]
ξ˜CMC = L
(
ξ˜
)
, (3.61a)
ξ˜′′2
CMC
= L
(
ξ˜2
)
+L
(
ξ˜′′2
)
−L 2
(
ξ˜
)
. (3.61b)
In Eqs. (3.60) and (3.61), LFDF (x) and L (x) are respectively defined as
LFDF (x) =
∫
ΩCMC
ρ¯P˜ (η)xdΩ∫
ΩCMC
ρ¯P˜ (η) dΩ
(3.62a)
and
L (x) =
∫
ΩCMC
ρ¯xdΩ∫
ΩCMC
ρ¯dΩ
, (3.62b)
which denote the FDF weighted Favre averaging and Favre averaging operators,
respectively.
3.4.3.2 Data transfer
The bidirectional data transfer has been illustrated in Fig. 3.2 and is exe-
cuted within each time step. It aims to make the CMC solver receive N˜ |ηCMC ,
P˜CMC (η), interpolated velocity U˜ and sub-grid mass diffusivityDt on CMC faces,
and make the LES solver have ρ¯ and T˜ .
Quantities from LES to CMC solvers
N˜ |ηCMC and P˜CMC (η) are calculated with Eqs. (3.60) and (3.61). The volume
fluxes U˜ · ndS (ndS is the CMC face normal vectors) and the sub-grid scale
diffusivity Dt at the CMC faces are required in Eqs. (3.50) and (3.56), to predict
the numerical fluxes from the convection and sub-grid scale diffusion terms. In
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the current implementation, they are interpolated based on the instantaneous
flow and sub-grid properties at their neighbour and owner LES cells, e.g. N and
P marked in Fig. 3.1. As mentioned in Sub-section 3.4.2, the interpolations and
flux predictions are performed based on the LES cell centroids (solid circles in
Fig. 3.1). The flux conservation for the CMC cells can be ensured since the
current strategy does not introduce any kind of averaging for U˜ and Dt like
what was performed previously, e.g. using L
(
U˜
)
and L (Dt) by Triantafyllidis
et al. [2009] and Triantafyllidis and Mastorakos [2010]. The flux conservation
is advantageous in accurately predicting the transport between CMC cells in
physical space. The quantitative studies about the difference between the current
implementation for U˜ and Dt and the averaging for them have not been conducted
and will be a future topic.
Quantities from CMC to LES solvers
The filtered density ρ¯ and temperature T˜ are required for each LES cell and are
predicted using Eq. (3.42). The conditional quantities f˜ |η are obtained from the
corresponding host CMC cell for the LES cell of interest, and the FDF P˜ (η) is
calculated using the β-function with filtered mixture fraction ξ˜ and its sub-grid
variance ξ˜′′2 at LES resolution. The other filtered scalars at the LES fields, such
as Y˜α, can also be calculated from their respective conditional quantities with Eq.
(3.42), as also demonstrated in Fig. 3.2.
3.4.4 Chemical mechanism
The ARM2 mechanism by Sung et al. [1998] is included into the CMC model for
the methane oxidization in this work. It consists of 19 species and 15 lumped
elementary reactions. The ARM2 mechanism has been used, e.g. by Xu and
Pope [2000] and Garmory and Mastorakos [2011], for Sandia flames D and F and
reasonable levels of local extinction were captured.
In the CMC model, the ability of ARM2 in predicting extinction in mixture
fraction can be examined by the response of flame structures to a varying scalar
dissipation rate. Plotted in Fig. 3.3 are the conditional temperatures at stoi-
chiometry, T |ξst, as the function of peak values of conditional scalar dissipation
rate, N0. Two compositions (tabulated in Fig. 3.3) are taken into consideration,
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corresponding to the Sydney swirl flame SMA series [Masri et al., 2004] and Cam-
bridge swirl non-premixed flames [Cavaliere et al., 2013] studied in this work. One
can see that for both situations, with the increased N0, T |ξst decreases sharply
for 0 < N0 < 25 1/s, and then gradually becomes small. At the respective critical
scalar dissipation rate, flames are quenched suddenly with finite temperature and
the flame structures tend to be frozen state. This critical scalar dissipation rate is
parameterized by N0,e, which is roughly 298 1/s and 174 1/s for the compositions
in Sydney and Cambridge swirl flames. N0,e is of great importance and will be
used as a reference when studying the transient extinction in single CMC cells in
LES/3D-CMC.
3.4.5 Parallelization
For the LES/3D-CMC modelling, both solvers are parallelized using the MPI
library, but the decompositions for LES and CMC domains in physical space
are performed separately. The mixture fraction space for the CMC solver will
not be decomposed particularly and is affiliated to the CMC cell in the current
implementation.
3.4.5.1 LES and CMC parallelization
Parallelization of the LES solver is realized resorting to the implementation of
OpenFOAM R©. The domain decomposition is conducted with PT-Scotch method
[Pellegrini, 2006] which is expected to minimize the communication overhead.
The CMC cells in the physical domain are decomposed using the round-robin
method. Specifically, the processor number p (1 ≤ p ≤ N p) is designated to the
n-th CMC cell (1 ≤ n ≤ N CMC) as
p = mod (n− 1,N p) + 1, (3.63)
in which N p is the total processor number and N CMC is total number of CMC
cells. The advantage for the round-robin method is that the perfectly balanced
load for the CMC cells can be obtained among all the processors. Nevertheless,
since it is not straightforward to ensure that the spatially close CMC and LES
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cells belong to the same processor, global MPI reducing, collecting and scattering
are required for each time step in order to perform the LES and CMC coupling
described in Sub-section 3.4.3.
3.4.5.2 Scalability and computational cost
The parallel scalability of LES solver (isothermal flows), LES/0D-CMC and
LES/3D-CMC solvers is assessed on the ARCHER (Cray XC30) clusters of the
UK National Supercomputing Service. Each node on ARCHER clusters contains
two 2.7 GHz, 12-core E5-2697 v2 (Ivy Bridge) series processors, with 64 GB of
memory shared by the two processors. The Cray Aries interconnect links all com-
pute nodes in a Dragonfly topology, and within the node, the two processors are
connected by two QuickPath Interconnect (QPI) links.
The tested cases are the non-reacting flow N16S159 for LES solver (isothermal
flows), and the swirl non-premixed flames SMA2 for LES/0D-CMC and LES/3D-
CMC solvers. The total LES cell number is around 8,400,000 and the CMC cell
number is 120,000. Irrespective of processor number, the ratio of CFD to CMC
cells on each processor, %CMC , is about 70. 51 nodes are used to discretize mixture
fraction space. The chemical mechanism is ARM2 with 19 species described in
Sub-section 3.4.4. As such, the total number of ODEs that needed to be solved
for each time step is roughly 120 million. More information about the two test
cases can be found in Chapters 4 and 5.
Plotted in Fig. 3.4 is the wall clock time for each time step, twall, as a function
of the processor number N p. At each time step from t = 1 to N t (N t =
800−1000 in these tests) of a simulation on N p processors, the overall wall clock
time spent tt,pwall for p-processor is computed. The cumulative wall clock time Twall
for p-processor and each run is
T pwall =
N t∑
t=1
tt,pwall. (3.64)
Since the LES solvers are synchronized among all the processors at the end of
each time step, T pwall is roughly the same on all the processors and hence twall in
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Fig. 3.4 is estimated from the first processor, i.e.
twall ≈ t1wall =
T 1wall
N t
. (3.65)
The number ratio of the LES cells to inter-processor faces in the local processors,
φ, is also explicitly marked in Fig. 3.4, which is an indicator for the balance of
local computations and MPI communications. About twall for LES of N16S159,
it decreases until N p = 960, and then increasing N p leads to the increased
twall. However, the maximum N p for linear speedup in this case is about 480
based on the results in Fig. 3.4. For LES/0D-CMC, the tendency that twall first
decreases and then increases is still observable. Due to the extra overhead for
predicting ρ¯ and T˜ , twall is consistently higher than that in LES of N16S159 for
the presented processor number. However, their difference is gradually minimized
with increased N p. The maximum N p for linear speedup is extended to about
960. The reader should be reminded that the comparison of twall between LES of
N16S159 and LES/0D-CMC results is not accurate; after all, the LES solvers are
different as described in Sub-section 3.4.1. The long twall indicates the expensive
computational cost of the LES/3D-CMC computations. Quantitatively, twall from
LES/3D-CMC is 20−25 times higher than that from LES/0D-CMC. A particular
feature for the LES/3D-CMC case is that twall monotonically decreases as N p
increases over the range of the tested processor numbers, although the maximum
N p for linear speedup is still about 960 beyond which twall does not change
much. The scaling is extended from LES (isothermal) to the LES/3D-CMC
solvers. The accuracy of LES/0D-CMC and LES/3D-CMC solvers in predicting
local extinction will be compared in Sub-section 6.3.2.
Figure 3.5 shows the wall clock time twall from different operations in the
3D-CMC solver as a function of the number of processor N p. Four individual
operations are considered here, including the MPI communications (collecting
and scattering Qα, Qh and other quantities), data averaging over all the LES
cells for each CMC cell, computations of the CMC terms in physical space (i.e.
T1, T2 and T5) as well as the CMC terms in mixture fraction space (i.e. T3 and
T4). Here twall for individual operation is estimated with averaging through the
cumulative wall clock time of the corresponding operation for Nt time steps and
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all the N p processors, i.e.
Twall =
N p∑
p=1
N t∑
t=1
tt,pwall. (3.66)
One can see from Fig. 3.5 that twall for data averaging and MPI communications
demonstrates limited variations as Np increases. However, the wall clock time
used for the terms in physical space shows a linear speedup until N p reaches
1920, beyond which it still slightly decreases with the increase of N p. Over the
entire range ofN p shown in Fig. 3.5, twall for the terms in mixture fraction space
has a linear speedup. This feature confirms the good scaling for the VODPK ODE
solver T4 and the TDMA algorithms for T3.
The fact that the scaling of total wall clock time twall plotted in both Figs.
3.5 and 3.4 deteriorates may result from the unsatisfactory scalability of MPI
communication and data averaging overheads. Figure 3.6 presents the percent-
ages for the operations in the 3D-CMC solver as shown in Fig. 3.5. For clarity,
the corresponding wall time twall values for each operation with each N p are
also marked. The costs for data averaging and MPI communications become in-
creasingly dominant when N p is increased and when N p ≥ 1920, they account
for over a half of the total twall. The percentage for the terms in physical space
maintains 15% or so, irrespective of N p. For the terms in mixture fraction, their
cost is gradually minimized and when N p = 7680, twall becomes less than 10%.
Finally, the generality of the scaling results presented in Figs. 3.4−3.6 should
be taken into consideration, i.e. how the scaling curves could be affected by
the simulated turbulent flame configurations and by the computer architecture.
First, the scale of 3D-CMC computations jointly depends on the numbers of
species, CMC cells in physical space and CMC nodes in mixture fraction space.
The specifications for these numbers in the present tests basically take the full
advantage of the memory on ARCHER cluster (3−4 GB per processor), assuming
that the interfaced LES solver is memory-saving. The memory consumption does
not change with increased N p since global arrays are needed for both Qα and
Qh. In addition, the stiffness of the selected mechanism would also change its
contribution to the total wall clock time. The variation of flame reactivity may
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also lead to change of the overhead for the chemical source terms. Second, the
implementation of MPI in 3D-CMC solver is general and it is anticipated that the
scaling results in Figs. 3.4−3.6 do not have the significant sensitivity to different
computing platforms. Nevertheless, one cannot neglect the influence from the
inter-node and inter-processor physical connections of different clusters on MPI
communications; after all, this limits the scaling of LES/3D-CMC when N p is
close to O(103).
3.5 Summary
In this Chapter, the LES governing equations for isothermal incompressible and
reacting flows are presented. The conservative governing equations for the three
dimensional sub-grid scale CMC model are derived, which can be discretized
on the unstructured meshes with the finite volume method. Based on them,
the in-house unstructured CMC solver is developed. The CMC cell reconstruc-
tion approach is proposed, with which the CMC cells are generated from the
LES cells and can be arbitrarily polyhedral. The numerical flux conservation in
physical space in this implementation is significant in predicting the large vari-
ations of conditional mass fractions that may exist in extinction of turbulent
non-premixed flames. The data transfer interface between the CMC and LES
solvers is designed and the MPI based parallelization is realized in the 3D-CMC
solver with round-robin algorithm, which can ensure the perfect load balancing
among all the processors. The solvers used in different occasions of this thesis
are also introduced in this Chapter. The scalability of the solvers is assessed on
the ARCHER (Cray XC30) clusters of the UK National Supercomputing Service
and, particularly, the LES/3D-CMC solver can have a linear speedup until N p
is close to O(103). Through the computational cost analysis, one can see that the
MPI communications become the limiting factor for the LES/3D-CMC solver to
have a linear speedup with higher processor numbers.
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3.6 Figures for Chapter 3
N
P
NCMC1
NCMC2
: LES faces
:  CMC nodes
:  LES cell centroids
: CMC faces selected 
from LES faces
Figure 3.1: Schematic of CMC cell reconstruction from unstructured LES mesh.
The symbols “N” and “P” denote the neighbor and owner LES cells for a LES
and CMC inter-cell face, while “NCMC1” and “NCMC2” the CMC nodes.
CMC LES
(LES resolution)(CMC resolution) Favre 
Averaging
Unconditionally 
filtered reactive 
scalar fields
Figure 3.2: Schematic of data coupling between the LES and CMC solvers.
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Figure 3.3: Conditional temperature at stoichiometry T |η = ξst as a function
of peak value of conditional scalar dissipation rate N0 from the 0D-CMC solver.
Curve I corresponds to the compositions in Sydney swirl flames (SMA series)
[Masri et al., 2004], while Curve II those in Cambridge swirl flames [Cavaliere
et al., 2013]. The species mass fractions at oxidizer and fuel streams are listed in
the inset tables. N0,e is the critical N0 for extinction.
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Figure 3.4: Wall clock time per time step twall as a function of processor num-
ber Np for LES of N16S159, LES/0D-CMC and LES/3D-CMC of SMA2. The
quantity φ is the number ratio of LES cells to inter-processor faces in the local
processors.
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N p for different operations in the 3D-CMC solver.
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Chapter 4
Swirl Non-reacting Flows
4.1 Introduction
The swirling non-premixed flames investigated experimentally in University of
Sydney [Masri et al., 2004] and University of Cambridge [Cavaliere et al., 2013]
are selected as target flames in this thesis. The localized and global extinction in
both types of flames will be studied with LES and sub-grid scale CMC model in
Chapters 5−8. As a preparatory study for the following combustion simulations,
this Chapter aims to examine the ability of the current LES solver to correctly
predict the instantaneous and time averaged features of aerodynamics in the
non-reacting flows, which have been measured by Al-Abdeli and Masri [2004]
and Cavaliere [2013] respectively for both burners. In addition, the numerics
(mesh, boundary condition and computational domain) relevant to LES in non-
reacting flows will be studied, and the findings from the sensitivity analysis are
references for the LES/3D-CMC computations in the following Chapters. The
burner configurations, LES numerics, flow information and simulated cases are
detailed in Section 4.2. The results about the flow fields predicted by LES will be
discussed and the sensitivity analysis about the mesh, boundary condition and
the computational domain will be conducted in Section 4.3. This Chapter closes
by the conclusion section.
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4.2 Modelling
4.2.1 LES modelling
The filtered governing equations for mass and momentum equations for isothermal
incompressible flows have been presented in Sub-section 3.1.1, i.e. Eqs. (3.3a)
and (3.3b). The Smagorinsky model detailed in Sub-section 3.1.1 is used here to
close the sub-grid scale viscosity.
4.2.2 Experimental setup and flow information
4.2.2.1 Sydney swirl burner and flow information
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the configuration of Sydney swirl burner [Masri et al.,
2004]. This burner is extended from a bluff-body burner [Dally et al., 1998] also
from the University of Sydney and designed for investigating turbulence−chemistry
interactions and blow-off limits in swirl stabilized non-premixed flames [Al-Abdeli
and Masri, 2003; Al-Abdeli et al., 2006; Masri et al., 2004]. It has a bluff body
with diameter Db = 50 mm. For the investigations of non-reacting flows, air with
bulk velocity Uj is injected through the jet exit with diameter Dj = 3.6 mm,
which is located in the center of the bluff body. The primary swirling air with
axial bulk velocity Us and swirl bulk velocity Ws is fed through the annular gap
(Da = 60 mm), which concentrically surrounds the bluff body. The axial streams
of air are injected from two diametrically opposed ports as explicitly marked in
Fig. 4.1(b). In the Sydney swirl burner, the swirling flows are induced into the
primary axial streams via three inclined (15◦ to the horizontal plane) tangential
swirl ports (each 7 mm in diameter), circumferentially 120◦ to each other and 300
mm upstream of the burner exit plane as shown in Fig. 4.1(b). Clearly, three
tangential swirl ports are located downstream of the diametrically opposed ones.
The burner is positioned in a secondary axial (coflow) square wind tunnel (130
mm × 130 mm) with constant air bulk velocity Ue of 20 m/s and turbulence level
of around 2%. More information about the Sydney swirl burner can be found
elsewhere [Al-Abdeli and Masri, 2003, 2004; Al-Abdeli et al., 2006; Masri et al.,
2004] and will not repeated here.
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A series of non-reacting flows and flames varied by different bulk velocities
and/or fuel compositions in this burner were measured. The data are currently
archived in the database by TNF workshop (http://www.sandia.gov/TNF). LDV
is applied to measure all the velocity statistics while Raman−Rayleigh−LIF tech-
nique is used for the scalar measurements. Contributions from the Sydney swirl
burner include characterization of the swirl-induced aerodynamics [Al-Abdeli and
Masri, 2004], detailed measurements of the flame structures [Masri et al., 2004],
blow-off limits [Al-Abdeli and Masri, 2003] and the time varying flame behaviors
[Al-Abdeli et al., 2006], etc. The detailed operating conditions (parameterized
by Us, Ws, Uj and Ue) and the measured data have been freely available on the
web (http://sydney.edu.au/engineering/aeromech/thermofluids/swirl.htm).
The non-reacting case, N16S159, is selected. For the primary air flows in the
annulus, the axial and swirl bulk velocities are Us = 16.3 m/s and Ws = 25.9 m/s,
respectively. The air bulk velocity in the central jet is Uj = 66.3 m/s. Following
the same formula used by Masri et al. [2004], we predict the swirl number SN as
the ratio of swirl bulk velocity to primary air axial bulk velocity at the burner
exit, i.e.
SN =
Ws
Us
, (4.1)
to quantitatively represent the swirl intensity and hence for this case SN is 1.59.
All the streams are under ambient conditions (i.e. 1 atm and 298 K). The
Reynolds numbers for the primary air stream (Res = DaUs/ν) and central jet
(Rej = DjUj/ν) are approximately Res = 62,300 and Rej = 15,200, respectively.
The above mentioned operating conditions (i.e. Us, Ws, Uj and Ue) are exactly
the same as the swirl non-premixed flame case, SMA2, studied in Chapter 5 in
which case the air-diluted methane, rather than air, is fed through the central
jet. Therefore, the LES of N16S159 in this Chapter is viewed as the prerequi-
site step towards correctly understanding its aerodynamics and the relevant LES
methodology needed for the flame simulations in Chapter 5.
4.2.2.2 Cambridge swirl burner and flow information
The configurations and dimensions of the Cambridge swirl burner can be found
in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. This burner is developed from a previous setup used for
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studying lean turbulent flames with oscillating inlet conditions [Balachandran
et al., 2005], spark ignition in both non-premixed flames [Ahmed et al., 2007]
and in spray flames [Marchione et al., 2009]. As shown in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4, a
glass enclosure (95 mm × 150 mm) made of synthetic optical-quality quartz is
fitted at the burner exit. Its outlet is open to the atmospheric surroundings. The
confinement resulting from the enclosure walls is expected to considerably affect
the flow fields (e.g. RZ pattern and the air entrainment) [Cavaliere, 2013].
The Cambridge swirl burner consists of a 350 mm long annulus with inner
diameter Da = 37 mm, fitted with a concentric bluff body, as marked in Fig.
4.4. Close to burner exit, the bluff body has a wedged top (cf. Fig. 4.3c) with
the radius being increased to give a diameter Db = 25 mm, which is expected to
result in a sudden acceleration of the swirling air stream. The bluff body surface
has a central fuel exit with diameter Dj = 4 mm. Swirl motion of the air in
the annular gap (with axial bulk velocity Us) is generated when it passes a static
swirler which has six guide vanes (the constant vane angle is θ = 60◦ with respect
to the streamwise direction) and is located 41.6 mm upstream of burner exit. The
configurations of bluff body and swirler can be seen in Fig. 4.4(c). Following the
same formula used in the experiment by Cavaliere et al. [2013], the swirl number
SN for the Cambridge swirl burner is predicted using Beer and Chigier’s method
[Beer and Chigier, 1971] originating from purely geometrical consideration
SN =
2
3
1− (Dhub/Dsw)3
1− (Dhub/Dsw)2
tanθ. (4.2)
For this burner, the swirler hub diameter Dhub and the swirler diameter Dsw are
11 mm and 37 mm respectively, and hence the swirl number for the Cambridge
buner is SN = 1.23.
The additional comments about the swirl generation method and the swirl
number for the Sydney and Cambridge facilities are made here. As mentioned
above, the tangential velocity component is imparted into the flow in the Syd-
ney and Cambridge swirl burners using aerodynamic and geometric approaches
respectively: axial-plus-tangential entry swirler and guide vane swirler [Gupta
et al., 1984]. Both devices are commonly found in practice: the former was
also used by Martinelli et al. [2007] for a swirling jet and the latter technique
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was applied in the work by Hola¨pfel et al. [1996] and in the TECFLAM burner
[Schmittel et al., 2000], to name a few. The efficiency of swirl generation (i.e.
the ratio of kinetic energy of swirling flow to the pressure drop between air inlet
and burner throat) for the axial-plus-tangential entry swirler is high for small
SN , while the axial-plus-tangential entry swirler is less efficient than guide vane
swirler for large SN (e.g. > 1.0) [Gupta et al., 1984]. Principally, SN is dependent
on both the Reynolds number and vane angle [Sheen et al., 1996]. However, for
high SN , it is negligibly influenced by the Reynolds number and hence Eq. (4.2)
is valid. In addition, although the same symbol SN is used for swirl numbers
of the Sydney and Cambridge burners, however, they are respectively calculated
through different formulas, i.e. Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2). In the Sydney swirl burner,
the mass flow rates of axial and tangential ports can be modulated to achieve the
varying SN while SN for Cambridge swirl burner is fixed as long as the vane angle
θ does not change. It is not straightforward to directly compare the values of SN
for the current two burners because they are expected to generate non-equivalent
flow fields downstream even if they have the same SN . Equations. (4.1) and (4.2)
are appealing since measurements of axial and tangential velocity profiles at the
swirler outlet are not necessary. The comparisons of SN from different formu-
las were made by Candel et al. [2014] and it was found that SN from algebraic
formulas, e.g. Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), is typically larger than those with measured
velocity and integration using the ratio of swirl and axial momenta.
The Cambridge swirl burner has been used to experimentally investigate the
spark ignition in spray flames [Letty et al., 2012] and, more recently, local extinc-
tion and blow-off in premixed, non-premixed and spray flames [Cavaliere et al.,
2013; Yuan et al., 2015a,b]. For the extinction studies, a series of flames for each
regime are systematically studied by Cavaliere et al. [2013] and the contributions
include studying the flame behaviors approaching blow-off, blow-off limits as well
as blow-off transient and its duration in premixed, non-premixed and spray flames
under gas-turbine-like conditions. Besides the LDV used to measure the velocity
fields, 5 kHz OH* chemiluminescence and 5 kHz OH-PLIF are applied in order
to image the transients of localized extinction and blow-off.
In this Chapter, the non-reacting case from the Cambridge swirl burner,
CSWH1, is selected for investigation of flow fields using LES. Here the nam-
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ing for this case exactly follows what is adopted by Cavaliere [2013]. The axial
bulk velocity for swirling air stream is Us = 14.3 m/s (The corresponding mass
flow rate at the burner exit is 500 L/min). The air stream is under ambient con-
ditions, i.e. 1 atm and 298 K. As such, the Reynolds number Res for the swirling
stream is about 23,000. In the CSWH1 case, no flows are injected through the
central jet exit. Furthermore, the operating conditions of CSWH1 are not exactly
identical to those of the non-premixed flames simulated in Chapters 6, 7 and 8. It
was observed experimentally that the basic flow structures of the Cambridge swirl
burner do not change qualitatively with the varying air mass flow rate [Cavaliere,
2013]. Hence, it is still meaningful to select CSWH1 as the non-reacting case to
first investigate the aerodynamics characteristics before we proceed to study the
non-premixed flames in Chapters 6, 7 and 8.
4.2.3 Numerics
4.2.3.1 Numerical implementations
The LES solver (isothermal flows) introduced in Sub-section 3.4.1 will be applied
for the computations in this Chapter. Second order implicit backward scheme
is used for time discretization in Eqs. (3.3a) and (3.3b). Second order cen-
tral differencing is applied for discretizing the convection and diffusion terms.
The velocity−pressure coupling is performed by the hybrid SIMPLE and PISO
method [Issa, 1986] and the Rhie−Chow strategy is used to avoid the spurious os-
cillations [Rhie and Chow, 1983], which have been described in Sub-section 3.3.1.
The time step is 1 × 10−6 s for LES of non-reacting flows in both Sydney and
Cambridge burners. In the LES solver, the CFL number for each cell is estimated
as
CFL =
1
2
∆t
∑FLES
m=1 ρmU˜m · nm∆Sm
ρVLES
. (4.3)
Here FLES is the number of faces for the considered LES cell and the density is
constant in incompressible flows. The above time step can ensure the CFL number
from Eq. (4.3) is less than unity over the entire computational domain. Parallel
computations (32 processors) are performed on the Cambridge High Performance
Computing Cluster Darwin, and 0.001 s physical time needs approximately 20
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minutes wall clock time. The total simulated physical time for both burners is
0.15 s.
In LES, generating the inflow turbulence is of great importance and may
have an influence on the downstream turbulence evolutions. The state-of-the-art
approaches to specify the inlet turbulence for LES have been reviewed and sum-
marized by Tabor and Baba-Ahmadi [2010] and include the precursor calculation
method [Lund et al., 1998], digital filter method [Klein et al., 2003] and its vari-
ant [di Mare et al., 2006], as well as synthesised turbulence method [Jarrin et al.,
2006; Kornev and Hassel, 2007], just to name a few. Two types of synthesised
turbulent inlet methods are used in this and the following Chapters: white-noise
random fluctuation method and synthetic eddy method. Their algorithms will
be briefly introduced as follows.
White-noise random fluctuation method
In this method white noise random fluctuations are imposed to the mean veloc-
ity profiles at the inlet, however, they do not have the required features of the
turbulent flows, i.e. no spatially or temporally coherent structures, and hence
would be destroyed by the LES solver. Its drawbacks in generating the realistic
inlet turbulence have been extensively investigated [Klein et al., 2003]. However,
since one only needs to specify the mean velocity profiles over the inlets, which
to some degree reduces the uncertainty, it is still adopted in some computations
of this and following Chapters.
Synthetic eddy method
The synthetic eddy method is more sophisticated than the white-noise random
fluctuation method. The inlet turbulence in this method is generated with the
temporally and spatially evolving distributions of Lagrangian vortices [Jarrin
et al., 2006; Kornev and Hassel, 2007], i.e.
Urms =
N∑
k=1
ckf
(
x− xk) , (4.4)
in which N is the number of vortices and xk is the locations of k-th vortex. The
amplitudes ck are given by
cki = aij
k
i . (4.5)
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Here aij is the Cholesky decomposition of the Reynolds stress tensor R, i.e.
√
R11 0 0
R21/a11
√
R22 − a221 0
R31/a11 (R32 − a21a31)/a22
√
R33 − a231 − a232
 . (4.6)
ki in Eq. (4.5) are random variables and the function f is the spatial distribution
of velocity at location of xk. These Lagrangian vortices are transported by the
bulk flows from the inlet into the computational domain. The quantities that
should be provided include the length scale and Reynolds stress tensor, besides
the mean velocity distributions for the inlets.
4.2.3.2 Computational domain, boundary condition and mesh
Sydney swirl burner
The computational domain for the Sydney swirl burner is illustrated in Fig. 4.5.
The origin of Cartesian coordinate system lies at the center of fuel jet exit on
the bluff body surface, as marked in Fig. 4.2. x is aligned with the streamwise
direction, while y and z denote the spanwise coordinates. As shown in Fig. 4.5,
the computational domain is composed of three parts: the pipe leading to jet exit,
annulus carrying the swirling air stream and cylindrical downstream domain. The
streamwise length of both pipe and annulus are 50 mm, while the extent of the
cylindrical downstream domain is 300 mm × 150 mm × 2pi (in streamwise, radial
and azimuthal directions, respectively).
The velocity and pressure fields are initialized by the results from a RANS
simulation with RNG k- model conducted beforehand. The boundaries for the
computational domain except walls are marked explicitly in Fig. 4.5. Here the
size of the coflow inlet is greater than that of the wind tunnel cross-section (130
mm × 130 mm) since the investigations in this Chapter are made as close as
possible to the LES in Chapter 5. The scalar measurements for the flames were
made in the wind tunnel with 310 mm× 310 mm in Sandia National Laboratories.
The uniform velocity distribution Ue = 20 m/s imposed by 2% turbulent intensity
is applied for it. Since there is no measurements available for the velocities exactly
at the burner exit, the one-seventh power law is assumed for the axial velocity in
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the central jet, following what was adopted by Masri et al. [2000]
〈U〉 = 1.218Uj
(
1− |r|
1.01δ
)1/7
, (4.7)
in which the mean air bulk velocity Uj is 66.3 m/s for N16S159 case. r =
√
y2 + z2
is the distance to the jet exit center while δ = Dj/2 = 1.8 mm. In Eq. (4.7), the
factor 1.01 is introduced to ensure that the velocity gradient at the walls is finite
[Masri et al., 2000]. For the axial and swirl velocities at the annular air inlets (25
mm < r < 30 mm), the one-seventh power law, i.e. Eq. (4.7), is applied as well.
In these cases, δ = 2.5 mm and Uj in Eq. (4.7) should be replaced by Us or Ws.
r is the distance to the radial center of the annulus, i.e. (Da −Db)/4. Equation
(4.7) is also adopted for the swirling air inlet by Malalasekera et al. [2007], Dinesh
and Kirkpatrick [2009] and Yang and Kær [2012] for their LES of the N16S159
and other non-reacting cases and very good agreement of velocity fields with the
measurements was achieved, confirming its validity. However, strictly, the profiles
of axial and swirl velocities are far from symmetry with respect to the geometric
center (which characterizes the profile from Eq. 4.7) and typically their peaks are
shifted off the center due to the centrifugal effect, which is particularly true when
SN is high [Gupta et al., 1984]. The radial velocity component is set to be zero
for the swirling air inlets, considering its relatively small magnitude compared
to other two components. Zero pressure gradient conditions are enforced for all
the inlets. For the lateral boundary open to the atmosphere and downstream
outlet, the velocity is specified with zero gradient condition while the pressure is
atmospheric. The walls (the bluff body, pipe as well as the annulus) have nonslip
condition for velocity and zero pressure gradient. The wall function developed
by Spalding [1961] is applied for the above mentioned solid walls.
The two dimensional slice of the mesh distribution for the downstream domain
is schematically demonstrated in Fig. 4.6. Purely tetrahedral cells are used
to discretize the whole domain shown. Three regions are refined and roughly
correspond to the central air jet (refinement zone 1 in Fig. 4.6), recirculation zone
(refinement zone 2) and its immediate downstream (refinement zone 3) based on
the flow pattern observed in the experimental measurements by Al-Abdeli and
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Masri [2003]. The minimal cell size gradually increases from refinement zone 1
to refinement zone 3. For the bluff body, annulus as well as the pipe walls, the
mean values of y+ vary between 20 and 80.
Cambridge swirl burner
Figure 4.7 demonstrates the computational domain of the Cambridge swirl burner.
It should be mentioned here that a large hemispherical far-field is also included
in the computational domain but not shown in Fig. 4.7. It aims to include the
complete CRZ which extends beyond the combustion chamber shown from the
experiments [Cavaliere, 2013] and also to minimize the effects of potential nu-
merical pressure perturbations at the chamber exit on the upstream flow fields
[Escudier et al., 2006]. Similar to the Sydney swirl burner, the origin of the
Cartesian coordinate system is located in the center of the jet exit (cf. Fig. 4.4).
x-axis is parallel to the streamwise direction while y- and z-axes are perpendicu-
lar to the chamber walls. The computational domain for Cambridge swirl burner
include rectangular chamber and annulus, which are shown in Fig. 4.7. Different
from the domain for the Sydney burner in Fig. 4.5, the swirler with six guide
vanes is also included.
With CSWH1 operating conditions, a RANS simulation with RNG k- model
is first performed using the complete geometry (i.e. including the annnulus and
swirler). The velocity and pressure fields from RANS are used for initializing
the LES fields. The boundaries except the solid walls are marked in Fig. 4.7.
The mean velocity distributions at the annular air inlet are interpolated from
the RANS and the zero gradient pressure is specified there. For the boundaries
of the far-field, the velocity has the zero gradient condition and the pressure is
fixed to atmospheric, mimicking the open surroundings near the chamber exit.
For all the walls, including the chamber walls, annulus, swirler hub and vanes as
well as bluff body, nonslip condition is enforced for velocity and zero gradient for
pressure. For all the walls, the wall function by Spalding [1961] is used.
The mesh distribution of the combustion chamber visualized on the two di-
mensional slice is shown in Fig. 4.8. In the current investigations, purely tetra-
hedral cells are used to discretize the computational domain for Cambridge swirl
burner. Although the IRZ is long, however, considerable shear and hence the
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induced turbulent flows are confined to x < 75 mm [Cavaliere, 2013]. Therefore,
the mesh in the bowl-like regions highlighted in Fig. 4.8 are refined (marked as
refinement zone 1) and its downstream is refined as well (marked as refinement
zone 2 in Fig. 4.8). The mean values of y+ for the chamber walls are roughly
20−50.
4.2.3.3 Simulated cases
For the non-reacting flows N16S159 in the Sydney swirl burner, five cases are sim-
ulated and their details about the computational domain, inlet boundary spec-
ification and mesh number have been tabulated in Table 4.1. Case N16S159 is
viewed as the base one in the current investigations and its computational domain
starts at the burner exit and the white noise is specified at the swirling inlets and
central jet exit. Its total LES cell number is around 8.4 millions. The other cases
in Table 4.1 are grouped with N16S159 for the following comparisons:
1. mesh refinement effect: N16S159, N16S159-c, N16S159-f
2. turbulent inlet effect: N16S159, N16S159-ti
3. computational domain effect: N16S159, N16S159-fl
For the Cambridge swirl burner, the similar comparative studies are conducted
and the five cases are listed in Table 4.2. Case CSWH1 is selected as the base
simulation. The computational domain starts at the burner exit and the white
noise method is used at the inlet boundaries. Its total LES cell number is ap-
proximately 8.2 millions. The influences of mesh refinement, turbulent inlet and
computational domain are investigated with the following groups of simulations:
1. mesh refinement effect: CSWH1, CSWH1-c, CSWH1-f
2. turbulent inlet effect: CSWH1, CSWH1-ti
3. computational domain effect: CSWH1, CSWH1-fl
For all the cases for both Sydney and Cambridge swirl burners shown in
Tables 4.1 and 4.2, the time duration used for compiling the velocity statistics is
approximately 0.1 s after the initial period of 0.05 s.
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4.3 Results and discussion
4.3.1 Sydney swirl burner
4.3.1.1 General characteristics
The two dimensional contours from x−y plane for the base case, N16S159, are
shown in Fig. 4.9. The filtered axial and swirl velocities (U˜ and W˜ ) as well as
z-vorticity (ω˜z) are plotted in Figs. 4.9(a)−4.9(c) while the mean axial and swirl
velocities (〈U˜〉 and 〈W˜ 〉) in Figs. 4.9(d) and 4.9(e). The RZ is observable in
Fig. 4.9(a), which is enclosed by the iso-lines of zero axial velocity, and extends
from the immediate downstream of bluff body to x/Db ≈ 2.5. The non-swirling
air jet penetrates into RZ along the centerline and there are also reverse flows
downstream of the jet tip based on Fig. 4.9(a). In Fig. 4.9(b), the strong swirl
velocity exists immediately from the ring inlets of the swirling air to x/Db = 1.0
downstream and the regions with peak W˜ are roughly cylindrical with the radius
0.5Db, which completely confine the RZ. The time averaged distributions of axial
and swirl velocities are presented in Figs. 4.9(d) and 4.9(e). Here the mean
shape of RZ shown in Fig. 4.9(d) is slightly asymmetric which is different from
the experimental findings [Al-Abdeli and Masri, 2003]. Furthermore, although
the length of instantaneous RZ in Fig. 4.9(a) is very close to the experimental
counterpart, i.e. 2Db [Al-Abdeli and Masri, 2003], the length of mean RZ (around
1.4Db − 1.6Db based on Fig. 4.9d) is under-predicted. Also, the RZ surrounding
the air jet is radially wider than the experimental results, particularly close to
the waist of the jet, e.g. x/Db = 0.8. For 〈W˜ 〉 demonstrated in Fig. 4.9(e), no
considerable swirl motions exist around the jet exit and the magnitude of 〈W˜ 〉 in
the RZ is relatively uniform.
The distribution of z-vorticity ω˜z for N16S159 is shown in Fig. 4.9(c). The
strongest vorticity is generated upstream of the air jet, resulting from the shearing
between the jet and RZ. Further downstream, say x/Db = 1−1.5, the distribution
of z-vorticity is not continuous and shows streak structures with appreciable
inhomogeneity. In addition, the swirling air is also responsible for the considerable
z-vorticity, which extends from the ring inlet until x/Db = 2.5. The generation
of the vortices is mainly in the RZ, although upstream close to the bluff body
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surface (e.g. x < Db and −0.5Db < y < 0), ω˜z is comparatively small as shown
in Fig. 4.9(c).
The statistics of axial and swirl velocities at eight streamwise positions (from
x = 6.8 mm to 125 mm) from N15S159 case are shown in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11,
respectively. The mean axial velocity 〈U˜〉 from the computations agrees well with
the experimental data. One discrepancy that needs to be pointed out is that the
LES over-predicts 〈U˜〉 along the centerline at the streamwise positions x = 20
mm, 30 mm and 40 mm. At x = 40 mm, 〈U˜〉 is lower in LES, thereby over-
predicting the intensity of recirculation close to the RZ center. The axial velocity
r.m.s. in the jet flow regions is under-predicted at x = 6.8 mm, 10 mm, 20 mm.
This is expected to be affected by the white noise inlet since no real turbulence
is injected through central jet. Further downstream (x ≥ 30 mm) shown in Figs.
4.10(d)−4.10(h), the computation predicts the r.m.s. very well.
The mean swirl velocities from the N16S159 case in Fig. 4.11 also demonstrate
excellent agreements with the measurement results. Nevertheless, the computa-
tion fails to predict the swirling motion immediately around the jet exit. Specif-
ically, at x = 6.8 mm and 10 mm, 〈W˜ 〉 over 3 mm < r < 15 mm from LES is
lower than that from the measurements. This can be found as well in the two
dimensional contours of 〈W˜ 〉 in Fig. 4.9(e). The highly swirling zone around the
base of the non-swirling jet is an important aerodynamic feature in the N16S159
case and also observed in the Sydney swirl flame cases [Al-Abdeli and Masri,
2003], such as SMA2. This under-prediction may result from the fact that no
real and accurate turbulence is specified for both fuel and swirling inlets, which
is expected to affect obtaining the correct radial pressure gradient near the bluff
body. Similar to the upstream axial velocity r.m.s., the swirl velocity r.m.s. at
x = 6.8 mm and 10 mm is also smaller than the experimental results. The statis-
tics of swirl velocity are well reproduced at x ≥ 40 mm, as demonstrated in Figs.
4.11(e)−4.11(h).
The PSD functions of axial velocity at different locations are calculated and
plotted in Fig. 4.12. The probed locations, C1−C8, have been marked explicitly
in Fig. 4.9(e) and C1−C4 are exactly on the centerline while C5−C8 are 15
mm radially away from the centerline. As shown in Fig. 4.12(a), the axial
velocity PSDs from the centerline probed locations do not manifest any dominant
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frequency over the entire calculated frequency range. Similar observations are
made for the probed locations C5−C8 based on the results in Fig. 4.12(b). In
addition, the slopes of PSD curves for all the shown locations change at high
frequency range (f ≥ 10, 000).
Figure 4.9(a) shows the penetration of the central jet which basically follows
the centerline. To elucidate the transient characteristics of the air jet, the pressure
distributions overlaid by the streamlines on the y−z slice with x = 50 mm are
presented in Fig. 4.13. The sub-figures respectively correspond to four time
instants separated by 0.01 s. From Fig. 4.13(a), one can see that the pressure is
relatively low in the RZ and large scale vortical structures can be found on the
periphery of the low pressure regions. However, in the RZ there are no pronounced
large vortices and instead only small ones exist. Meanwhile, the positions of the
low pressure pockets do not show the consistency with vortices. This is quite
different from the situations when the PVC exists, in which case the large scale
vortex with low pressure can be seen off the central axis of symmetry [Syred,
2006]. The flow structures within the RZ at other three instants as shown in
Figs. 4.13(b)−4.13(d) do not show any hints for the appearance of PVCs either.
As such, based on Figs. 4.12 and 4.13, no PVC phenomenon and dominant
frequency appear in the N16S159 case. This is consistent with the experimental
measurements in which no characteristic frequency was detected [Al-Abdeli and
Masri, 2004]. Accurately predicting the transient behaviors in the RZ is of great
importance since the flows there are expected to directly influence the local mixing
rates in turbulent non-premixed flames.
4.3.1.2 Sensitivity analysis
Grid sensitivity
The effects of grid refinement on the velocity statistics will be examined here.
Three case with coarse, intermediate and fine meshes are used here and correspond
to N16S159-c, N16S159, and N16S159-f listed in Table 4.1. The nominal cell sizes
in refinement zones 1, 2 and 3 marked in Fig. 4.6 are shown in Table 4.3 and
the total cell number can be found in Table 4.1. Figures 4.14(a)−4.14(c) present
the fractions of residual kinetic energy 〈M〉 for the N16S159, N16S159-c, and
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N16S159-f cases, respectively. The instantaneous M is calculated as follows
M =
k
K + k
, (4.8)
in which the turbulent kinetic energy of the resolved flows, K, is predicted with
K =
1
2
〈(
U˜− 〈U˜〉
)
·
(
U˜− 〈U˜〉
)〉
. (4.9)
The sub-grid scale kinetic energy k is modelled with Eq. (3.10). Based on Eq.
(4.8), M should vary between 0 and 1, corresponding to the DNS and RANS as
the limiting cases. M ≤ 0.2 is a widely accepted criterion for a well resolved LES,
corresponding to the resolution of 80% of kinetic energy in LES [Pope, 2004]. As
such, 〈M〉 in Fig. 4.14 is clipped to 0−0.2. One can see from Fig. 4.14(a) that in
the RZ 〈M〉 is relatively small and in most of the refinement zone 2 it is less than
0.06. For the refinement zone 3, 〈M〉 is close to 0.1. The coarse mesh leads to
the slightly larger 〈M〉 in the refinement zone 1 as shown in Fig. 4.14(b) and no
obvious changes in other two zones. In the fine mesh case in Fig. 4.14(c), the time
averaged fractions of residual kinetic energy in the zones 1 and 2 become smaller,
indicating more kinetic energy is resolved in the fine mesh case. However, the
fractions of the residual kinetic energy in the regions 0.5Db downstream of the
jet exit are greater than 0.2 (approximately 35%, 29% and 25% for the coarse,
base and fine cases) in all the three cases due to the large jet exit velocity. This
leads to the possibility that the turbulence near the jet exit would not be well
resolved.
The comparisons of the statistics of axial velocities at four streamwise loca-
tions (x = 10 mm, 30 mm, 70 mm and 100 mm) from the above three meshes are
made in Fig. 4.15. It is shown that the mean axial velocity from the current three
meshes has negligible difference, with an exception being the mean profiles close
to the centerline at x = 30 mm and 70 mm. For the r.m.s., noticeable difference
due to the mesh resolution exists close to the centerline at all shown locations
in Fig. 4.15. In particular, the r.m.s. from the base and fine meshes are closer
to the experimental results than that from coarse mesh at x = 30 mm and 70
mm. The comparisons of the swirl velocity statistics are made in Fig. 4.16. The
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mean swirl velocities from the three meshes agree with measurements very well,
whereas the r.m.s. from the base and fine meshes is much closer to the centerline.
Therefore, the mean axial velocity and the r.m.s. of axial and swirl velocities at
the centerline are considerably influenced by the mesh resolutions in the current
LES.
Effect of computational domain
Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show the statistics of axial and swirl velocities from N16S159-
fl which has the full geometry, including the fuel pipe, annulus as well as cylin-
drical downstream domain as illustrated in Fig. 4.5. The mean axial velocities
shown for four streamwise locations are reasonably predicted based on the results
in Fig. 4.17 but at x = 20 mm in Fig. 4.17(a), the mean axial velocity close
to the centerline is under-predicted. The r.m.s. of the axial velocity close to
the centerline is better captured in N16S159-fl, compared to the results for the
cases of N16S159 in Fig. 4.10 and N16S159-ti in Fig. 4.19. Nevertheless, over
the entire radius range there are still pronounced differences between the results
from N16S159-fl and the measured data. For the swirl velocity statistics at the
same streamwise locations in Fig. 4.18, the mean shows a good agreement with
the experimental data but the r.m.s. is not well predicted. These differences
may result from the fact that the flows in the upstream annulus and pipe are not
accurately computed, which makes the results from N16S1569-fl not superior to
those from N16S159 and N16S159-ti.
Effect of turbulent inlet boundary condition
For the synthetic eddy boundary condition, in addition to the mean velocity
profiles at the inlets, one also needs to specify the length scale L and Reynolds
stress tensor R. Since the measurements at both central jet exit and circular
swirling air inlet are not available, the estimated values are specified in the present
investigations exactly following the strategy by Masri et al. [2000]. For the central
air jet, the length scale is assumed to be L = 0.1Dj = 0.00036 m. The components
of R are given as follows
〈vv〉 = 〈ww〉 = 0.5〈uu〉, (4.10)
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〈uv〉 = 0.5 r
Dj/2
〈uu〉, (4.11)
〈uw〉 = 〈vw〉 = 0. (4.12)
In the current simulation, 〈uu〉 is taken from the experimental data at x = 6.8
mm. In the swirling air inlets, the length scale is L = 0.1(Da −Db)/2 = 0.0005
m. The r.m.s. of axial and swirl velocities are assumed to linearly increase with
radius from the center of circular inlets to the walls. At the center, u and w
are assumed to be 3.0 m/s and 2.0 m/s, respectively, while at the walls, they
are 6.3 m/s and 7.1 m/s, respectively. These values are estimations from the
measurements at x = 6.8 mm. Linear variations across the circular swirling
air inlets are assumed for 〈uv〉 and 〈vw〉. At the walls, 〈uv〉w = 0.0025U20 and
〈vw〉w = 0.0025W 20 are assumed [Masri et al., 2000]. As such, 〈uv〉 and 〈vw〉
vary from −〈uv〉w and −〈vw〉w at the inner walls to +〈uv〉w and +〈vw〉w at the
outer walls. Here U0 and W0 are the mean axial and swirl velocities at the center,
respectively. In addition, 〈uw〉 is assumed to be zero in this case.
The velocity statistics from N16S159-ti case with synthetic eddy boundary
condition can be found in Figs. 4.19 and 4.20. Based on Fig. 4.19, the mean
axial velocity 〈U˜〉 is in line with the experimental results at both upstream (x ≤
20 mm) and downstream (x ≥ 100 mm) locations. However, discrepancies exist
at x = 30 mm, 40 mm and 70 mm. The mean axial velocity is under-predicted
over the radial ranges of r < 15 mm, which is completely converse compared to
the results from the LES with white noise inlets (i.e. N16S159) as showed in
Figs. 4.10(d)−4.10(f). At x = 70 mm, 〈U˜〉 is slightly negative, indicating the
appearance of reverse flows along the centerline. This is different from the LES
results with white noise boundary conditions in Fig. 4.10(f) and the experimental
observations by Al-Abdeli and Masri [2004]. The axial velocity r.m.s. close to the
fuel jet exit, such as x = 6.8 mm, 10 mm and 20 mm in Figs. 4.19(a)−4.19(c), is
improved to some degree compared to the results with white noise inlets in Figs.
4.10(a)−4.10(c), but it is still lower than the measured results. Meanwhile, this
under-prediction lasts until x = 70 mm while in the same streamwise locations
the r.m.s. from LES with white noise inlet boundary conditions are closer to the
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experimental data.
The radial profiles of swirl velocity statistics from N16S159 case at the same
streamwise positions are plotted in Fig. 4.20. The mean swirl velocity 〈W˜ 〉 agrees
with the experimental results very well and the only point that needs to be im-
proved is the under-calculation of 〈W˜ 〉 close to the central air jet exit, say at
x = 6.8 mm and 10 mm in Figs. 4.20(a) and 4.20(b). This discrepancy indicates
that the current specifications for synthetic eddy method, Eqs. (4.10)−(4.12),
may be still not accurate and hence do not fully mimic the realistic turbulence
at the inlet, compared to the results with white noise boundary conditions. The
comparisons of r.m.s. between the LES with synthetic eddy method and experi-
mental results show that the noticeable difference exists at the upstream of RZ,
i.e. from x = 6.8 mm to 40 mm.
The evolutions of mean and r.m.s. of axial velocity along the centerline are
further compared between the cases with white noise (N16S159) and synthetic
eddy (N16S159-ti) specifications for the inlets in Fig. 4.21. One can find that
〈U˜〉 in N16S159 is considerably over-predicted but at x = 60 mm afterwards, the
experimental data are well reproduced. Although there are still some differences
shown in Fig. 4.19, the decay rate of 〈U˜〉 and therefore the jet penetration into
the RZ are greatly improved in N16S159-ti due to the imposed temporally and
spatially correlated turbulent inlet conditions. In Fig. 4.21(b), it is shown that
the axial velocity r.m.s. is close to the experimental data starting from x = 30
mm and at the upstream regions (x ≤ 30 mm) the simulation results are much
smaller. In N16S159-ti, the r.m.s. is much closer to the experimental data but
still lower, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.19. Therefore, the inclusion of synthetic
eddy inlet boundary conditions improves the penetration of central air jet and
the r.m.s. close to the jet exit. However, at 30 mm < x < 85 mm, both mean and
r.m.s. are slightly smaller than the measured data when synthetic eddy method
is used. The influences from different specifications of turbulent inlet boundary
conditions are not observable when x > 85 mm.
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4.3.2 Cambridge swirl burner
4.3.2.1 General characteristics
Figure 4.22 shows the velocity and z-vorticity distributions on the x−y plane from
the base case, CSWH1. From Figs. 4.22(a) and 4.22(b), the swirling air stream
entres the combustion chamber with an angle of roughly 30◦ with respect to
the streamwise direction. They impinge on the chamber lateral walls at around
x/Db = 1.0 and then flow towards the chamber exit. This is quite different
from results of the Sydney swirl flows (i.e. N16S159) in Fig. 4.9, in which case
the swirling air remains cylindrical after leaving the annular air inlets. This
discrepancy leads to different aerodynamic characteristics in two burners. In
the flame cases it is also responsible for the quite different flame shapes and
behaviors that will be discussed in detail in Chapters 5 and 6. In particular, the
IRZ confined by the swirling air streams (marked by the iso-lines of zero axial
velocity in Fig. 4.22a) is long and extends beyond the chamber that is 0.15 m
long. In addition, there are also small CRZ due to the confinement of the chamber
walls. The distributions of time averaged axial and swirl velocities are shown in
Figs. 4.22(d) and 4.22(e). The IRZ and CRZ are basically symmetric, although
the slight asymmetry of IRZ at the downstream still exists in the computational
results, which may be due to the fact that the time used for statistics calculation
is still not long enough for the flows near the chamber exit. The z-vorticity in
the CSWH1 case mainly exists along the shear layers between the swirling air
and the IRZ as well as CRZ. Since there is no central jet from the bluff body in
CSWH1, it is not able to examine the velocity and vorticity distributions for it
in this study. Nevertheless, they will be discussed in the LES/3D-CMC of the
Cambridge swirl non-premixed flames in Chapters 6 and 7.
The flow patterns can be understood further when the streamlines based on
the filtered and time averaged velocities in Fig. 4.23 are analyzed. In CRZ,
one can observe the counter-clockwise and clockwise rotating vortices in the LHS
and RHS, respectively. Close to the swirling air in the IRZ, there are some small
vortices, whereas further downstream two large scale vortex structures rotating in
the opposite directions can be found. Their cores are on the iso-lines of zero axial
velocity and near the points where the swirling air impinges on the walls. Near
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the chamber exit, the flows are still turbulent, characterized by the appearance
of small vortices. This implies the necessity of including the sufficiently large
far-fields to accurately simulate the highly swirling flows like CSWH1. Besides
the above structures, the IRZ is basically dominated by the reverse flow, from
the chamber exit towards the bluff body. This can be further confirmed by
the streamlines predicted from the time averaged velocities components in Fig.
4.23(b). Similar to Fig. 4.22(d), the slight asymmetry is also observed in Fig.
4.23(b) although essentially the flows in the CSWH1 case are symmetric based
on the measurements [Cavaliere, 2013].
The radial profiles of statistics of the axial, swirl and radial velocity compo-
nents are presented in Figs. 4.24−4.27. The mean axial velocities 〈U˜〉 show good
agreement with the experimental results, from x = 8 mm to x = 117 mm in Fig.
4.24. About the axial velocity r.m.s. in Fig. 4.25, the LES results are close to
the measured ones, except at x = 8 mm, 13 mm and 23 mm. The peaks of axial
velocity r.m.s. at these locations are under-calculated. This may be caused by
the white noise inlet which does not have the spatially and temporally correlated
turbulence. The mean swirl and radial velocities in Figs. 4.26 and 4.27 also
agree with experimental data well. The only difference is about the mean radial
velocity in the CRZ at x = 8 mm shown in Fig. 4.27(a), which is slightly lower
than the experimental results. At the locations of x = 8 mm, 13 mm and 18
mm, the peak r.m.s. of swirl and radial velocities are clearly smaller compared to
the experimental data, similar to the situations for r.m.s. of axial velocity. Since
these peak locations spatially correspond to the shear layers between the swirling
streams and chamber flows, this implies that the r.m.s. in the shear layers is
under-predicted. This may be due to the not enough mesh resolution, making
the velocity field under-resolved there.
4.3.2.2 Sensitivity analysis
Grid sensitivity
The influence of mesh resolution on the velocity statistics is examined here with
three sets of meshes, i.e. CSWH1-c (coarse mesh), CSWH1 (intermediate mesh)
and CSWH1-f (fine mesh). Their cell sizes of refinement zone 1 and zone 2 are
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tabulated in Table 4.4 and the total cell numbers in Table 4.2. The LES with
the intermediate mesh has been analyzed in Figs. 4.22−4.27. Figure 4.28 shows
the contours of time averaged fraction of residual kinetic energy, 〈M〉, for the
above mentioned three cases. The instantaneous fraction, M , is calculated using
Eq. (4.8). In Fig. 4.28(a), in the refinement zone 1 where the strong shearing
occurs, 〈M〉 is below 0.2 and, more specifically, it varies around 0.1 over the
shown domain. In addition, 〈M〉 is larger than 0.2 immediately downstream of
the annulus air inlets. There is also large fraction of residual kinetic energy near
the bottom and lateral walls of the combustor chamber. They may respectively
affect the prediction of the turbulence near the inlet as well as the chamber walls
but these influences are expected to be small since most of the turbulence in
this burner is generated by the strong shearing within the chamber. About the
coarse mesh case (CSWH1-c), in the refinement zone 1, 〈M〉 is noticeably larger
compared to the counterpart from CSWH1 in Fig. 4.28(a), but is still less than
0.2. Close to the chamber walls, there are large areas with 〈M〉 > 0.2. When
the cell is refined further compared to the intermediate case CSWH1, 〈M〉 is
reduced to below 0.04 over most of the refinement zone 1, indicating the fairly
small residual kinetic energy in the CSWH1-f case.
The statistics of axial and swirl velocities at three streamwise locations (x =
8 mm, 13 mm and 33 mm) from CSWH1-c, CSWH1 and CSWH1-f cases are
presented in Fig. 4.29. About the mean axial velocity, the results from CSWH1-
c and CSWH1 are close to each other, whilst those from CSWH1-f are slightly
better in predicting the reverse flows in IRZ, e.g. at x = 13 mm and 33 mm. This
slight improvement is also observed in the results of swirl velocity in IRZ at x =
33 mm. The location and magnitude of peak mean axial and swirl velocities are
accurately calculated for all the three cases. Generally, the mesh resolution does
not have obvious influence on the mean axial and swirl velocities. However, the
r.m.s. is considerably affected as shown in Fig. 4.29. In particular, in the shear
layers and/or also in the CRZ (e.g. |y|/Db ≥ 0.5), higher r.m.s. of axial velocity
is predicted as the mesh is finer. This finding also exists for the r.m.s. of swirl
velocity. The velocity fields are resolved more in this case from the Cambridge
swirl burner if the mesh is finer, thereby leading to more accurate r.m.s. results
in the CSWH1-f case. Combining the current results and those from the mesh
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resolution studies in Figs. 4.15 and 4.16, one can see that the mesh resolution
effects on the resolved and residual fields are not general and, instead, they are
specific to the investigated flow features, the sub-grid scale model and the extent
to which the studied fields are sensitive to the small scale dynamics, which was
also observed by Boudier et al. [2008].
Effect of computational domain
Here the CSWH1-fl case with the complete computational domain (i.e. annulus,
swirler, combustion chamber shown in Fig. 4.7 and also hemisphereical far-field)
is simulated and the emphasis will be laid on the influence of annulus and swirler
on the velocity statistics. In Fig. 4.30, the filtered and mean axial and swirl
velocities on the two dimensional x−y cutting plane are presented. One can
clearly see that the flow becomes complex after they pass the angled guide vanes
and the toroidal recirculating regions appear spanning from the swirler hub to the
whole bluff body lateral surfaces based on Figs. 4.30(a) and 4.30(b). Meanwhile,
the rotating motion is generated characterized by the considerable swirl velocity
component downstream of the swirler presented in Figs. 4.30(c) and 4.30(d).
When it comes to the flows in the combustion chamber, they have qualitatively
similar features (say, CRZ and IRZ) to the results in Fig. 4.22 which is predicted
without the annulus and swirler. However, the radii of the IRZ are slightly smaller
in Fig. 4.30 than those shown in Fig. 4.22.
The second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor, Q, is calculated from
Q =
1
2
(LL−DD) , (4.13)
in which L is the antisymmetric part of the velocity gradient tensor, i.e.
L =
1
2
(
∇U¯−∇U¯T
)
, (4.14)
and the symmetric part of the velocity gradient tensor, D, is from Eq. (3.4).
Q > 0 is a necessary condition for the existence of thin, convex low-pressure
tubes and its iso-suface can be used for visualizing the vortex [Lesieur et al., 2005].
Figure 4.31 plots the iso-surfaces of Q = 1.5× 107 1/s2 coloured by the vorticity
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magnitude. The strong vorticity is generated in the annulus after the swirler. The
vortices visualized by theQ iso-surfaces in the annulus extend into the combustor,
with the streak-like structures normal to or inclined to the longitudinal direction.
Therefore, inclusion of the swirler and annulus is expected to accurately simulate
the generation of the swirling flows and the spatial evolution of the vortices.
Meanwhile, this also imposes the challenge for the LES of complex flows in the
swirler and the near-wall turbulence in the annulus.
The comparisons of axial and swirl velocities between the current cases and
the experimental results at the selected streamwise positions are made in Fig.
4.32. For the axial velocity, excellent agreement is achieved at all the three
locations, although two points should be pointed out. First, the recirculation in
the IRZ at x = 13 mm and 33 mm is over-predicted, with stronger magnitudes
of axial velocities compared to the measured ones. Second, for the axial velocity
r.m.s. at x = 8 mm and 13 mm, the LES results are roughly symmetric and the
peak positions are different from the experimental counterparts although the peak
r.m.s. values are close to the experimental results as shown in Fig. 4.32. For the
swirl velocity statistics, at x = 8 mm, the mean swirl velocity from the LES with
annulus and swirler is generally in line with the experimental data. Nevertheless,
at x = 13 mm and 33 mm, some discrepancies exist. Specifically, the LES over-
predicts the swirl velocity within the RZ (i.e. −0.5Db < y < 0.5Db) at the x = 13
mm and over the entire spanwise range at x = 33 mm. This directly indicates
that the swirling motion at these locations is not accurately captured. This is
also relevant to the over-predictions of the recirculation at these two locations
discussed above: qualitatively, the stronger swirling, the larger radial and axial
pressure gradients, and hence the larger intensity of the recirculating flows. In
addition, the current simulation gives better results of swirl velocity r.m.s. at
x = 8 mm and 13 mm compared to those from the simulation excluding the
annulus and swirler (cf. Fig. 4.25). This improvement can be expected since
the white noise imposed on the mean inlet velocity profiles does not contain the
spatial and temporal correlation information and therefore decays quickly.
Some additional comments are made here concerning the over-calculations of
the mean swirl velocities in LES including the annulus and swirler. First, this
problem does not arise in the LES without annulus and swirler (cf. Fig. 4.25),
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which shares the identical mesh (for the combustor chamber and far-field) and
the LES sub-grid scale modelling. This implies that the flows in the upstream
annulus section may not be accurately simulated. Second, a RANS simulation
with RNG k− model is conducted as mentioned in Sub-section 4.2.3.2, which
includes the annulus and swirler in the computational domain. The mean axial
and swirl velocities are plotted in Fig. 4.32. The RANS results agree fairly well
with the measured data and this is also the case for the more downstream loca-
tions not given in Fig. 4.32. Therefore, the conclusion can be made tentatively
that the current LES modelling do not perform well in the annulus and swirler.
As shown in Fig. 4.30, the wall confined turbulence and severe separations as
well as recirculation characterize the complexity of the flows within the annulus.
Systematic investigations of the near-wall treatment in LES modelling is beyond
the scope of the thesis but the author acknowledges its importance in simulat-
ing the turbulence and also the combustion near walls, which will be part of the
future work.
Both of the computational domains with and without the annulus are used for
the non-premixed flame simulations in Chapters 6−8 since they have respective
advantages in predicting the velocity statistics based on the analysis for Figs.
4.24−4.27 and 4.32. Particularly, for the LES/3D-CMC computations without
annulus in Chapter 8, the mean velocity profiles at the swirling air inlet (i.e.
the annulus exit) are interpolated from the RANS results since the experimental
data are not available at the inlet whilst the RANS results show the excellent
agreement with the measured velocity data in the chamber plotted in Fig. 4.32.
This will be detailed in Sub-section 8.2.3.
Effect of turbulent inlet boundary condition
The effect of turbulent inlet boundary conditions on the velocity statistics in the
combustion chamber will be studied here. The geometry with no annulus and
swirler is used and therefore the inlet boundary corresponds to the chamber at
x = 0. The Reynolds stress R imposed on the swirling air inlets is interpolated
from the LES with the complete computational domain, i.e. CSWH1-fl. The
above ad hoc specifications are based on that speculation that the r.m.s. from
the LES with annulus agrees well with the experimental close to the inlet, say,
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x = 8 mm in Fig. 4.32, and hence the turbulence exactly at the inlet should also
be not far from the experimental ones. The integral length scale L is assumed
to be uniform over the inlet and is estimated as L = 0.1(Da − Db)/2 = 0.006
m. Possible uncertainties may exist about if they accurately mimic the real
turbulence at the air inlets. However, it will be still meaningful to examine the
influence of turbulent inlet boundary on the flow fields in the Cambridge swirl
burner.
Figure 4.33 shows the comparisons of axial and swirl velocity related Reynolds
stress components, i.e. 〈uu〉, 〈ww〉 and 〈uw〉, close to the air inlet (x = 1 mm,
3 mm and 8 mm) from the two LES cases with the white noise and synthetic
eddy inlet conditions, respectively. Three observations can be made. First, the
LES with synthetic eddy inlet boundary conditions indeed introduces pronounced
turbulence at the upstream locations, e.g. at x = 1 mm. Second, the difference
between the LES with synthetic eddy inlet and white noise inlet is only limited
to the shear layers between swirling air stream and IRZ as well as CRZ, respec-
tively. Within the IRZ and CRZ, no obvious distinctions can be found for all the
demonstrated streamwise locations. Third, in spite of the above improvements,
the Reynolds stress from the LES with annulus is still lower than its experimen-
tal counterparts in Fig. 4.33(c). Therefore, one can see that the synthetic eddy
method greatly improves the velocity statistics near the swirling air inlet but
careful specifications are needed for the integral length scale and Reynolds stress
tensor.
4.4 Conclusions
The swirl non-reacting flows from the Sydney and Cambridge swirl burners are
simulated using LES. The parameters of both experimental setup and flow in-
formation are introduced first. The general features about the flow structures
are analyzed based on the LES results and the velocity statistics are compared
with the measurements. For the non-reacting flows in the Sydney burner, the
RZ is reasonably captured although its mean length is slightly smaller than the
measured results. For the non-reacting flows in the Cambridge burner, the IRZ
and CRZ are correctly predicted. Generally, the current LES modelling can accu-
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rately predict the swirl non-reacting flows in both burners. In addition, influences
of LES grid refinement, extent of the computational domain and turbulent inlet
boundary condition on the swirl flow fields are investigated. The mesh refinement
has an important influence on the decay of mean axial velocity along the cen-
terline and also on the r.m.s. Inclusion of the annulus and swirler can simulate
the generation of the swirling motion and upstream turbulence, but also poses a
challenge in correctly simulating the complex flows therein. The synthetic eddy
method shows the improvements in computing the jet penetration and velocity
r.m.s. near the inlets, but accurate specifications are needed to mimic the realistic
inlet turbulence.
The studies in this Chapter serve as a preliminary preparation for the following
chapters on LES/3D-CMC simulations of turbulent non-premixed flames. The
numerics (domain, boundary condition and mesh) used in Chapters 5−8 are listed
briefly as follows. The details for them are presented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.
• Chapter 5 (Sydney swirl flames): N16S159 for SMA2, N16S159-ti for SMA3
and SMA4.
• Chapters 6 and 7 (Cambridge swirl flames): CSWH1-fl.
• Chapter 8 (Cambridge swirl flames): CSWH1.
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4.5 Tables for Chapter 4
Table 4.1: Simulated cases of the Sydney swirl burner
Cases Computational domain * Inlet boundary Total cells
N16S159 Cylindrical domain White noise method 8.4 M
N16S159-c Cylindrical domain White noise method 4.3 M
N16S159-f Cylindrical domain White noise method 16.1 M
N16S159-ti Cylindrical domain Synthetic eddy method 8.4 M
N16S159-fl
Fuel pipe, annulus,
cylindrical domain,
White noise method 15.0 M
* The individual parts of the computational domain for the Sydney swirl burner have been
marked in Fig. 4.5.
Table 4.2: Simulated cases of the Cambridge swirl burner
Cases Computational domain † Inlet boundary Total cells
CSWH1 combustor, far-field White noise method 8.2 M
CSWH1-c combustor, far-field White noise method 3.1 M
CSWH1-f combustor, far-field White noise method 15.0 M
CSWH1-ti combustor, far-field Synthetic eddy method 8.2 M
CSWH1-fl
swirler/annulus,
combustor, far-field
White noise method 10.2 M
† The individual parts of the computational domain for the Cambridge swirl burner have
been marked in Fig. 4.7.
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Table 4.3: Cell size in N16S159, N16S159-c and N16S159-f cases
Cases
cell size in Zone 1
(mm)
cell size in Zone 2
(mm)
cell size in Zone 3
(mm)
N16S159 0.3 0.4 1.0
N16S159-c 0.39 0.52 1.3
N16S159-f 0.23 0.31 0.77
Table 4.4: Cell size in CSWH1, CSWH1-c and CSWH1-f cases
Cases cell size in Zone 1 (mm) cell size in Zone 2 (mm)
CSWH1 0.4 0.75
CSWH1-c 0.6 1.1
CSWH1-f 0.3 0.5
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4.6 Figures for Chapter 4
(a) (b)Bluff body
Annulus
Axial air stream ports
Swirl air 
stream ports
Figure 4.1: Photos of the Sydney swirl burner configuration [Al-Abdeli et al.,
2006]: (a) bluff body and annulus; (b) axial and swirl stream ports.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the Sydney swirl burner [Masri et al., 2004].
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.3: Photos of the Cambridge swirl burner [Cavaliere, 2013]: (a) combus-
tor; (b) enclosure; (c) bluff body with swirler. All units in mm.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of the Cambridge swirl burner [Cavaliere, 2013]. All units
in mm.
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Downstream domain
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Atmosphere 
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Swirl air
Air (or fuel)
Figure 4.5: Computational domain of the Sydney swirl burner. The black nota-
tions are for parts of computational domains while the red for boundaries.
Refinement zone 1
Refinement 
zone 3
Refinement 
zone 2
Figure 4.6: Schematic of mesh distribution in the downstream domain (x−y slice
with 300 mm × 300 mm) for the Sydney swirl burner.
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Combustion chamber
Swirler
Air
Fuel injector
Figure 4.7: Computational domain of the Cambridge swirl burner.
Refinement 
zone 1
Refinement 
zone 2
Figure 4.8: Schematic of mesh distribution in the combustion chamber (x−y slice
with 90 mm × 150 mm) for the Cambridge swirl burner.
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Figure 4.9: Two dimensional distributions (x−y plane) of instantaneous (a) axial
velocity, (b) swirl velocity, (c) z-vorticity, time averaged (d) axial velocity and (e)
swirl velocity for N16S159. The solid lines in (a) and (d) denote the zero axial
velocity iso-lines. The symbols denoted by C1−C8 in (e) are the LES probing
locations.
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Figure 4.10: Radial profiles of mean (red) and r.m.s. (blue) of axial velocity at
different streamwise locations for N16S159. Lines: LES; symbols: experiment.
Simulation results are from LES with white noise inlets. The left and right
ordinates (units in m/s) are for mean and r.m.s., respectively.
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Figure 4.11: Radial profiles of mean (red) and r.m.s. (blue) of swirl velocity at
different streamwise locations for N16S159. Lines: LES; symbols: experiment.
Simulation results are from LES with white noise inlets. The left and right
ordinates (units in m/s) are for mean and r.m.s., respectively.
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Figure 4.12: Spectra of the axial velocity with the different locations (a) along
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  𝑝 𝜌 𝑚2/𝑠2
Figure 4.13: Distributions of kinematic pressure p¯/ρ on the y−z plane ([-50 mm,
50 mm] × [-50 mm, 50 mm], x = 50 mm) overlaid by the streamlines at four
different time instants.
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Figure 4.14: Time averaged fractions of residual kinetic energy 〈M〉 with (a) base
(N16S159), (b) coarse (N16S159-c) and (c) fine (N16S159-f) meshes.
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Figure 4.15: Radial profiles of mean (first row) and r.m.s. (second row) of ax-
ial velocity from LES with base (dashed), coarse (solid) and fine (dash-dotted)
meshes. The symbols denote the experimental data.
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Figure 4.16: Radial profiles of mean (first row) and r.m.s. (second row) of swirl
velocity from LES with base, coarse and fine meshes. The legend same as that
in Fig. 4.15.
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Figure 4.17: Radial distributions of mean and r.m.s. of axial velocity at four
streamwise locations from N16S159-fl. Lines: LES results; symbols: measure-
ments.
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Figure 4.18: Radial distributions of mean and r.m.s. of swirl velocity at four
streamwise locations from N16S159-fl. The legend same as that in Fig. 4.17.
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Figure 4.19: Radial profiles of mean (red) and r.m.s. (blue) of axial velocity
at different streamwise locations from N16S159-ti. Lines: LES; symbols: ex-
periment. The left and right ordinates (units in m/s) are for mean and r.m.s.,
respectively.
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Figure 4.20: Radial profiles of mean (red) and r.m.s. (blue) of swirl velocity
at different streamwise locations from N16S159-ti. Lines: LES; symbols: ex-
periment. The left and right ordinates (units in m/s) are for mean and r.m.s.,
respectively.
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Figure 4.21: Centerline distributions of (a) mean and (b) r.m.s. of axial velocity
from LES with white noise inlet (N16S159) and synthetic eddy method (N16S159-
ti).
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Figure 4.22: Two dimensional distributions (x−y plane) of instantaneous (a)
axial velocity, (b) swirl velocity, (c) z-vorticity, time averaged (d) axial velocity
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Figure 4.23: Streamlines on the x−y plane based on (a) filtered velocity and (b)
time averaged velocity. The image size is 95 mm × 150 mm. The background con-
tours in (a) and (b) correspond to the filtered and time averaged axial velocities,
respectively. White lines denote the zero axial velocity iso-lines.
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Figure 4.24: Radial profiles of mean axial velocity for different streamwise loca-
tions from CSWH1. Solid lines: LES; symbols: measurements [Cavaliere, 2013].
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Figure 4.25: Radial profiles of axial velocity r.m.s. for different streamwise loca-
tions from CSWH1. The legend same as that in Fig. 4.24.
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Figure 4.26: Radial profiles of mean (first row) and r.m.s. (second row) of swirl
velocity for different streamwise locations from CSWH1. The legend same as that
in Fig. 4.24.
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Figure 4.27: Radial profiles of mean (first row) and r.m.s. (second row) of radial
velocity for different streamwise locations from CSWH1. The legend same as that
in Fig. 4.24.
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Figure 4.28: Time averaged fractions of residual kinetic energy 〈M〉 with (a) base
(CSWH1), (b) coarse (CSWH1-c) and (c) fine (CSWH1-f) meshes.
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Figure 4.29: Comparisons of statistics of axial (left column) and swirl (right
column) velocities from coarse, base and fine meshes.
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Figure 4.30: Distributions of (a, b) axial and (c, d) swirl velocities (units in m/s)
on the x−y plane from CSWH1-fl. Filtered velocity: first column; mean velocity:
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Figure 4.31: Instantaneous iso-surfaces of the second invariant of velocity gradient
tensor from CSWH1-fl,Q = 1.5×107 1/s2, coloured by the magnitude of vorticity
(unit in 1/s).
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Figure 4.32: Radial profiles of statistics of axial (left column) and swirl (right
column) velocities at x = 8 mm, 13 mm and 33 mm from CSWH1-fl. Black and
red lines: LES; blue lines: RANS; symbols: experiment [Cavaliere, 2013].
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Figure 4.33: Radial profiles of axial and swirl velocity related Reynolds stress
from the LES with the synthetic eddy (CSWH1-ti) and white noise (CSWH)
inlet conditions at three streamwise locations: (a) x = 1 mm (left column), (b)
x = 3 mm (middle column) and (c) x = 8 mm (right column).
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Chapter 5
Local Extinction in Sydney Swirl
Flames
5.1 Introduction
In terms of turbulent combustion modelling using the sub-grid scale CMC model,
the local extinction features in Sandia flame F have been successfully predicted
[Garmory and Mastorakos, 2011], using the constant for the sub-grid scalar dis-
sipation rate model calibrated with Sandia flame D. Bearing in mind that the
current LES/3D-CMC will be extended to simulation of local and global extinc-
tion in swirling turbulent flames, one would be naturally driven to see first if the
CMC sub-grid model with its sub-models can accurately predict the extinction
in laboratory scale swirl flames with simple geometry and boundary. In light of
this motivation, the Sydney swirl flames are the ideal candidates since they still
demonstrate the jet flame characteristics but with a cone-shaped RZ enclosing the
flame base [Masri et al., 2004]. The RZ leads to the distinctive mixing field and
its dissipation behaviors, thereby making the Sydney swirl flames show different
stability characteristics compared to the simple and piloted jet flames[Al-Abdeli
and Masri, 2003]. The previous LES investigations on the Sydney swirl flames
were mainly to validate their combustion models in terms of the velocity fields
and compositional structures, such as the work by El-Asrag and Menon [2007],
James et al. [2007], Kempf et al. [2008] and Olbricht et al. [2010], and very limited
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computational attempts were made to study the extinction characteristics for the
swirl flames in this burner.
The objectives of this Chapter are two-fold. First, a detailed comparison
between the current LES/3D-CMC and experimental data will be made for a
flame case with little localized extinction (i.e. SMA2) in terms of the velocity,
mixing and reactive scalar fields, providing the validation for the current imple-
mentations for the 3D-CMC model. Second, the extinction characteristics will be
studied with increased fuel bulk velocities (i.e. SMA3 and SMA4). This Chapter
is structured as follows. The modelling and numerics will be briefly introduced
in Section 5.2, and the results and discussion for the three cases will be given
in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 presents the conclusions that are made based on the
studies in this Chapter.
5.2 Modelling
5.2.1 LES and CMC modelling
The filtered velocity and mixture fraction, U˜ and ξ˜, are solved and their corre-
sponding LES governing equations have been listed in Chapter 3. The Smagorin-
sky model and other models adopted have been detailed in Sub-section 3.1.2.
The variance of filtered mixture fraction, ξ˜′′2, is estimated with Eq. (3.23). The
filtered scalar dissipation rate N˜ is the sum of the resolve and sub-grid parts (N˜res
and N˜sgs), as presented in Eq. (3.22).
The conditionally filtered mass fractions and total enthalpy, Qα and Qh, are
solved with the three dimensional CMC governing equations, Eqs. (3.35) and
(3.36). The models used for the unclosed terms in the CMC equations are pre-
sented in Section 3.2. Particularly, the laminar Schmidt number used in this
Chapter is Sc = 0.7, while the sub-grid one is Sct = 0.4 [Pitsch and Steiner,
2000b], which is expected to be reasonable for predicting the scalar behaviors in
turbulent jet and jet-like flames.
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5.2.2 Numerics
The experimental setup and dimensions of the Sydney swirl burner have been
demonstrated in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 and introduced in Sub-section 4.2.2.1. More
information concerning this burner can be found elsewhere [Al-Abdeli and Masri,
2003; Masri et al., 2004]. The flow in this burner is characterized by the external
ambient coflow velocity (Ue), the axial annular velocity (Us), the swirl annular
velocity (Ws) and the fuel jet velocity (Uj). The coflow velocity Ue is 20 m/s
with around 2% free stream turbulence. The SMA series is selected here and
the fuel stream is CNG/air (1:2 by volume) with the temperature of 298 K and
the pressure of 1 atm [Masri et al., 2004]. In the simulations, pure methane is
used instead of CNG, consistent with the fuel for composition measurements in
Sandia National Laboratories, allowed by the negligible influence that exists on
the stability features and blow-off limits of the flame in this burner [Masri et al.,
2004]. The stoichiometric mixture fraction for SMA is ξst = 0.25.
For the simulations in this Chapter, the LES computational domain is exactly
the same as the one for N16S159 shown in Fig. 4.5. The domain starts at the
burner exit plane and hence the annulus as well as the fuel pipe are excluded here.
The scale for the LES domain is 6Db×3Db×2pi (Db = 0.05 m) in the longitudinal,
radial and azimuthal directions, respectively. The origin of the Cartesian coordi-
nate system lies at the center of the fuel jet exit and x is the axial coordinate while
y and z the spanwise ones. The computational domain is discretized by approxi-
mately 8,400,000 tetrahedral cells illustrated in Fig. 4.6, which are also used for
the LES of N16S159 case in Chapter 4. The mesh refinement information can be
found in Table 4.3. The boundaries are also explicitly marked in Fig. 4.5. The ve-
locity at the coflow inlet is set to be uniformly 20 m/s, imposed by the white noise
of 2% intensity. The axial velocity at the fuel jet as well as both axial and swirl
velocities profiles are specified using the one-seventh power law, i.e. Eq. (4.7),
based on their individual bulk velocities. The 5% white noises are added to the
swirling air inlet, with the above mentioned mean velocity profiles. This choice is
based on the speculation that the turbulence immediately downstream of the air
inlet is mainly caused by the swirling motion and therefore the inlet turbulence
has a comparatively small contribution. The fuel jet exit boundary conditions
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should be clarified here. The synthetic eddy method discussed in Chapter 4 is
used for fuel jet exit for SMA2. For mean velocity profiles, the one-seventh pro-
files are applied while for the Reynolds stress components the measurements at
x = 6.8 mm downstream are employed at the jet exit. For SMA3 and SMA4,
there are no measurements for either mean velocities or Reynolds stress tensor at
the jet exit or immediate downstream. In light of this, the white noise method is
applied for the jet exit in both SMA3 and SMA4 in the LES/3D-CMC computa-
tions. Zero radial velocity is given in the current computations for the annulus
air inlet. At the side and outflow boundaries, zero gradient conditions for the
velocities are assumed. In addition, zero pressure gradient is enforced for all the
inlets and the bluff body wall. The mixture fraction is unity at the central fuel
jet exit while it is zero for both annulus air inlet and coflow. Its values at the
side and outflow boundaries are extrapolated from the neighboring internal fields.
The initial fields of the filtered velocity and mixture fraction in LES are obtained
from a previous simulation with LES/0D-CMC solver (introduced in Sub-section
3.4.1) in which case a single flamelet solution (N0 = 150 1/s) is adopted for all
the LES cells.
The mixture fraction space (i.e. η-space) for CMC is discretized by 51 nodes,
refined around ξst = 0.25. At the boundary of η = 0, the mass fractions of O2 and
N2 are 23.3% and 76.7%, respectively, while at η = 1, those of O2, N2 and CH4 are
18.2%, 59.9% and 21.9%, respectively. The temperatures for both boundaries are
298 K. The total enthalpy in η-space is linear, assuming the adiabaticity of the
current SMA flames. The conditional flame structures predicted using a stand-
alone 0D-CMC solver (introduced in Sub-section 3.4.1) with the above boundary
conditions and intermediate scalar dissipation rate (parameterized by N0 = 150
1/s) are used for initializing all the individual CMC cells.
The computational domain for CMC in physical space is identical to the one
for LES. About 120,000 polyhedral CMC cells are re-generated from LES cells to
discretize the domain. The Euler characteristic χCMC = 2, calculated using Eq.
(3.59), holds for each CMC cell, indicating the cell completeness. A schematic
of the CMC cells is demonstrated in Fig. 5.1(a). Similar to the LES mesh,
the refinement is also made in the zones 1−3, explicitly marked in Fig. 4.6.
One should bear in mind that the mesh in Fig. 5.1(a) is merely illustrated for
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CMC cell distribution and does not represent the actual one used for solving
the CMC governing equations since the reconstructed CMC cells are polyhedral
and difficult to visualize. In addition, Fig. 5.1(b) shows the number of LES cell
within each CMC cell %CMC , which depends on the ratio of local LES and CMC
cell distributions. Within the fuel jet, %CMC is less than 75. It increases to more
than 200 in the surrounding of the fuel jet (red region in Fig. 5.1b) due to the
coarse CMC cells there. Downstream of the jet (green region), %CMC is relatively
uniform, approximately 100. One also needs to specify the boundary conditions
(cf. Fig. 4.5) for Qα and Qh. Specifically, the inert mixing solutions with the
above mentioned boundary conditions at η = 0 and η = 1 in η-space are assumed
at all the inlets. For the bluff body wall, and lateral and outflow boundaries, zero
gradient conditions for Qα and Qh are applied.
The LES/3D-CMC solver introduced in Sub-section 3.4.1 is applied for the
computations in this Chapter. For the LES solver, second order implicit back-
ward scheme is used for time discretization. The central differencing scheme is
used for the diffusion and convection terms in the momentum equation as well as
for the diffusion term in the filtered mixture fraction equation. The TVD scheme
is adopted for the convection term in the filtered mixture fraction equation, en-
suring the boundedness of the mixture fraction. The first order upwind scheme
and second order central differencing are used for the conditional convection and
diffusion terms. The data coupling between the LES and CMC solvers has been
introduced in Sub-section 3.4.3 and will not be repeated here.
5.2.3 Simulated cases
Three cases, i.e. SMA2, SMA3 and SMA4, are selected. The velocity, mixture
fraction and compositions were measured by Masri et al. [2004] and Al-Abdeli
and Masri [2003] for SMA2 and SMA3. Nevertheless, the SMA4 has no measure-
ments and is proposed particularly for the current LES/3D-CMC to examine the
ability of the sub-grid scale CMC model for blow-off predictions. Their detailed
information has been tabulated in Table 5.1. The three cases have the same bulk
axial and swirl bulk velocities at the annulus air inlet, i.e. Us = 16.3 m/s and
Ws = 25.9 m/s and hence the same swirl number SN = 1.59, predicted based on
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Eq. (4.1). The bulk velocities for the fuel jet are progressively increased from
SMA2 to SMA4, i.e. Uj = 66.3 m/s, 132.6 m/s and 225 m/s, respectively. Based
on the LHV of the fuel, the heat release of the three cases are W˙ = 11.5 kW,
23.0 kW and 39.0 kW, respectively. The three fuel jet velocities respectively cor-
respond to the 31%, 63% and 104% of the blow-off limit for Us = 16.3 m/s and
Ws = 25.9 m/s (UBO = 216 m/s) measured by Al-Abdeli and Masri [2003]. The
reader should be reminded that the experimental blow-off limits are determined
when the earliest occurrence of visible flame extinction at the neck or base is
observed. Based on the experimental measurements, SMA2 has little local ex-
tinction, while SMA3 some extinctions and the flame in SMA4 critically blows
off [Masri et al., 2004].
To ensure the CFL numbers (see Eq. 4.3) of all the LES cells are less than
unity in LES, the time step for SMA2, SMA3 and SMA4 are 2×10−6 s, 1×10−6
s and 0.6×10−6 s, respectively. The same time steps are used for the CMC
solver. All the three simulations are performed on the Cray XC30 clusters of the
ARCHER UK National Supercomputing Service. 480 processors (20 nodes) are
used for both LES and CMC solvers. 100 time steps needs roughly 1 hour wall
time. All the simulations run about 20 flow-through times τ , which is estimated
from τ = Lξ/Uj. Here Lξ is the centerline location of ξst and is about 0.12 m
based on the measured results for SMA2 and SMA3 [Masri et al., 2004]. As such,
their respective flow-through time τ is 0.0018 s and 0.0009 s. The statistics of
SMA2 and SMA3 cases are compiled between 10τ ≤ t ≤ 20τ so that fields of LES
and CMC are fully developed.
5.3 Results and discussion
5.3.1 SMA2 case
5.3.1.1 General flame characteristics
The general flame characteristics of the SMA2 case will be presented first, in-
cluding contours of filtered and time averaged velocities, mixture fraction, tem-
perature and some selected mass fractions. Figure 5.2 shows the contours of the
filtered and mean axial and swirl velocities on the x−y plane. The basic flow
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structures for SMA2, including the RZ shape and swirling motion distribution,
are qualitatively similar to those for the non-reacting flow case, N16S159, which
are demonstrated in Fig. 4.9. Nevertheless, there are some differences between
SMA2 and N16S159 cases. First, the length of the fuel jet is increased. Second,
the RZ existing immediately downstream of the fuel jet in Fig. 4.9(a) is not
pronounced in Fig. 5.2(a). The above two differences can be attributed to the
thermal expansion effects from the reactions. Third, the RZ length in N16S159
plotted in Fig. 4.9(d) is less than experimental values, around 0.1 m. However, in
the SMA2 results it is accurately captured (roughly 0.1 m as well, fairly close to
the experimental results [Al-Abdeli and Masri, 2003]). Fourth, in LES of SMA2,
swirling motion immediately around the base of the central jet is strong, quanti-
fied by the localized pockets with large swirl velocity demonstrated in Figs. 5.2(c)
and 5.2(d). These are not observed in the computational results of N16S159 case.
Actually, in the measurements, the highly swirling zones circumambulating the
jet base are present in both reacting and non-reacting flows [Al-Abdeli and Masri,
2003]. This and the third points imply that in SMA2 the LES performs better
than in N16S159 in terms of predicting the flows near the fuel jet tip and the
swirling motion around the fuel jet base.
The filtered and mean mixture fraction contours are demonstrated in Figs.
5.3(a) and 5.3(b). One can clearly see that the mixture fraction fields are similar
to those of the jet flame. Compared to the simple jet flame [Meier et al., 2000]
or piloted jet flames [Barlow and Frank, 1998], the significant difference is that
there is a cylindrical domain (roughly 1.0Db long) enclosing the flame base, with
considerable mixture fraction close to ξst. The recirculating flows after the bluff
body surface leads to the strong mixing. The resolved scalar dissipation rate
and its mean are presented in Figs. 5.3(c) and 5.3(d). For clarity, log10Nres is
visualized, rather than Nres. The scalar dissipation is high along the ξst iso-lines
for x ≤ 0.7Db due to the shearing between the injected jet and the RZ fluid.
In the downstream region within the ξst iso-lines, say 0.7Db < x < 1.5Db, the
layer-like scalar dissipation structures become short and inhomogeneous. Beyond
x = 1.5Db, the scalar gradients dissipate mainly along the ξst iso-lines and Nres
is reduced compared to the upstream counterparts. The scalar dissipation rates
beyond the ξst iso-lines and in the cylindrical domain are weaker than those along
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the ξst iso-lines, and their structures are not continuous.
The contours of filtered temperature T˜ , heat release rate ˜˙q and mass fractions
of selected species Y˜α for SMA2 are shown in Fig. 5.4. The instantaneous heat
release rate ˜˙q is calculated from
˜˙q =
∫ 1
0
˜˙q|ηP˜ (η) dη, (5.1)
where ˜˙q|η = ∑nα=1wαhαW˜α|η and wα and hα are the molecular weight and specific
enthalpy of the α-th species, respectively. From Fig. 5.4(a), one can observe that
high T˜ results in a hot RZ which is expected to stabilize the flame. Another
section with high T˜ is at the downstream of the ξst iso-lines, i.e. x ≥ 1.5Db,
where the scalar dissipation rate is comparatively small based on Fig. 5.3(c).
For the middle section (0.7Db < x < 1.5Db), T˜ is lower, accompanied by higher
Nres. These features on the reactivity of different flame sections can also be
confirmed by ˜˙q and Y˜OH in Figs. 5.4(b) and 5.4(c). Strong heat release rate
and low OH mass fraction can be seen for 0.7Db < x < 1.5Db. In addition, the
OH concentration is large in the upstream of RZ. Figures 5.4(d)−5.4(f) show the
contours of Y˜CH4, Y˜H2 and Y˜CH2O, respectively. The radicals, H2 and CH2O, are
basically confined within the ξst iso-lines. The peak H2 concentration is found at
the downstream section of flame while that of CH2O occurs in the middle. Weak
CH2O concentration and heat release rate near the shear layer between RZ and
swirling air streams in Figs. 5.4(b) and 5.4(f) may be caused by their different
responses to the local finite scalar dissipation rate as presented in Fig. 5.3(d). The
mass fractions of CO and NO, as the major pollutants from this gaseous flame,
are demonstrated in Figs. 5.4(g) and 5.4(h), respectively. The considerable CO is
emitted from the downstream while for NO its formation is mainly concentrated
in both upstream and downstream of the flame, loosely consistent with high T˜
regions. Based on the results shown in Fig. 5.4, very little localized extinction is
observable and this is also the case for the other instants for SMA2. This is in
line with the experimental observations made by Masri et al. [2004].
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5.3.1.2 Velocity and mixing fields
The comparison of axial velocity statistics between the results from LES/3D-CMC
and the experimental data are made in Fig. 5.5. The mean axial velocity 〈U˜〉 is
correctly predicted for all the presented streamwise locations. The least satisfac-
tory location is x/Db = 1.0, where 〈U˜〉 is slightly over-predicted for r/Db ≤ 0.5.
The fuel jet penetration is examined in Fig. 5.5(h) through the centerline decay
of mean axial velocity. The computational results have stronger mean axial ve-
locity for 0.5 < x/Db < 1.75, e.g. around 25% higher for x/Db = 1.0. Overall,
the accuracy for the mean axial velocity is satisfactory. Some differences in the
axial velocity r.m.s. between the computational and experimental results exist.
At x/Db = 0.4−1.4, the LES under-predicts the r.m.s. close to the fuel jet, but
the qualitative tendencies of individual r.m.s. radial profiles are captured. It is
worth noting that the axial velocity r.m.s. at x/Db = 0.136 and 0.2 is predicted
fairly well, which may be attributed to the spatially and temporally correlated
inlet turbulence constructed with the synthetic eddy method for the SMA2 case.
The statistics of swirl velocity at the same locations are shown in Fig. 5.6 and
are compared with the measured data. In the current computations, the strong
rotation immediately around the central fuel jet is under-predicted, except at the
most upstream location x/Db = 0.136 in Fig. 5.6(a). A similar situation also
occurs in Fig. 4.20 for the non-reacting case N16S159. The swirl velocity r.m.s.
is well reproduced in the LES as presented in Fig. 5.6 and, particularly at the
upstream locations, the swirl velocity r.m.s. in the jet shows a good agreement
with the experimental data.
Figures 5.7(a)−5.7(f) show radial profiles of mixture fraction mean and r.m.s.
for SMA2, while Fig. 5.7(g) shows the centerline decay of the mean. Both mean
and r.m.s. of mixture fraction demonstrate excellent agreement with the mea-
sured data for all the shown longitudinal locations and also along the centerline.
The only discrepancy that needs to be pointed out is that 〈ξ˜〉 is lower than the ex-
perimental data for 0.1 < |r|/Db < 0.4 at the upstream locations, i.e. x/Db = 0.2
and 0.4 in Figs. 5.7(a) and 5.7(b). The RZ in the experiment at these locations
is mixed with mean mixture fraction merely slightly less then ξst = 0.25, while
the LES gives lower mean mixture fraction of about 0.2. In addition, based on
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Fig. 5.7(g), the flame length along the centerline (i.e. the stoichiometric mixture
fraction position) is around 0.125 m from the LES which is close to the measured
one, 0.12 m [Masri et al., 2004]. In the current LES of SMA2, the fact that the
mixture fraction can still achieve satisfactory mean and r.m.s. even if those of
the velocity field are not very accurately predicted implies that the contribution
from the sub-grid scale turbulence towards the mixing of conserved scalar may
be small and the latter is expected to be affected dominantly by the large scale
vortical structures resolved by LES.
The radial profiles of mean and r.m.s. of the resolved scalar dissipation rate
N˜res, which is calculated as D∇ξ˜ · ∇ξ˜ shown in Eq. (3.22), are demonstrated
in Fig. 5.8. The corresponding experimental data are not available. From Fig.
5.8(a), one can see that the mean of the resolved scalar dissipation rate is very
narrow at x/Db = 0.2 and the peak value location spatially coincides with the
shear layer of the fuel jet where the strong turbulence is expected to intensify the
gradient of the conserved scalar. Further downstream, say x/Db = 0.4 and 0.6,
the peaks still exist but their values are greatly relaxed. This behavior is very
similar to the scalar dissipation features in the piloted turbulent jet flames, e.g.
Sandia flames C, D and E [Barlow and Karpetis, 2004]. Beyond x/Db = 1.0, the
spikiness of mean scalar dissipation rate distributions cannot be observed and the
mean is small (below 20 1/s) and relatively uniform within the entire radii. This
is completely different from the above mentioned Sandia flame series, in which
case the spikiness still exists at x/Dj = 30 (Dj = 0.0072 m for the piloted flame
burner, the corresponding normalized locations here is x/Db = 4.32). In fact, the
distinctive distributions of the mean of N˜res can be found as well in Fig. 5.3(d),
with the x/Db = 1.0 being the rough demarcation. This may be affected by the
local recirculation zone (shown in Fig. 5.2b), which enhances the mixing there.
The profiles of the r.m.s. in Fig. 5.8(b) vary qualitatively following those of the
respective means. At the upstream locations, e.g. x/Db = 0.4, 0.6 and 1.0, the
r.m.s. is strong and even larger than their means, whilst it is greatly reduced for
x/Db ≥ 1.0.
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5.3.1.3 Scalar fields in physical space
Figure 5.9 presents the radial distributions of the temperature statistics at eight
locations and a comparison with the experimental data is made. The measured
temperature r.m.s. is only available at x/Db = 0.4, 0.6, 1.0 and 2.0. The mean
temperature field is correctly predicted in the LES, including the peak value
magnitudes and their locations. Nevertheless, in the upstream region of the RZ
(e.g. x/Db = 0.4 and 0.6), the mean temperature is slightly lower than the
experimental data. The r.m.s. at both x/Db = 0.4 and 0.6 is over-predicted,
but generally results of both the temperature fluctuations and the locations are
satisfactory based on Fig. 5.9.
The radial profiles of mean mass fractions of selected species (CH4, OH, H2,
CO and NO) at x/Db = 0.4, 0.6, 1.0 and 1.4 are demonstrated in Figs. 5.10
and 5.11. The mean CH4 mass fractions agree with the experimental data very
well at the upstream two locations, but are under-predicted to a small extent at
x/Db = 1.0 and 1.4. The noticeable differences can be seen for the mean OH
and H2 mass fractions at x/Db = 0.4 and 0.6. In the simulation, considerable
OH is produced immediately around the fuel jet while it is gradually decreased to
zero near the jet based on the experimental data. However, for the mean H2 mass
fraction at x/Db = 0.4 and 0.6, the under-prediction occurs in most of the RZ but
the values just around the jet is correctly captured. In fact, the mean and r.m.s.
of the mixture fraction at these two locations have good agreements with the
measured data, which has already been shown in Figs. 5.7(b) and 5.7(c). These
discrepancies presumably result from the errors of their conditional mass fractions
Qα, affected by the local scalar dissipation rates in both physical and mixture
fraction space. In addition, individual species have the different responses to
the variations of the dissipation in the mixture fraction space and therefore even
for the same local mixing state, their differences compared to the experimental
data could have different magnitudes. Both CH4 and H2 mean mass fractions are
reasonably reproduced at the downstream locations, x/Db = 1.0 and 1.4.
The mean mass fractions of CO and NO are shown in Fig. 5.11 at the same
four streamwise locations. In the LES, CO mean mass fractions at x/Db = 0.4
and 0.6 are greater than the counterparts from the experiments and are improved
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at the downstream two locations in Figs. 5.11(c) and 5.11(d). Conversely, the
peak values of NO at x/Db = 0.4 and 0.6 are roughly 20% lower than the mea-
sured results but their profiles over the entire radii are reasonably obtained. The
differences of both CO and NO at the upstream locations may affect or be af-
fected by the temperature. Specifically, the higher CO accumulation means that
less CO oxidization to CO2 can proceed and hence lower temperature (shown in
Fig. 5.9) since this conversion releases considerable heat [Law, 2006]. In addi-
tion, since the temperature is high in the upstream of RZ (shown in Fig. 5.2a),
the formation of NO may be dominated by the thermal mechanism and therefore
local temperature differences can lead to the errors in the NO predictions.
5.3.1.4 Scalar fields in mixture fraction space
In Figs. 5.12−5.15, comparisons of mean conditional temperature and species
mass fractions in mixture fraction space from the computational and measured
results are made. Note that the experimental data of conditional NO mass frac-
tions are not available. They respectively correspond to four axial locations, i.e.
x/Db = 0.4, 1.0, 1.4 and 2.0. The means from the computations are calculated
with both time and space averaging. For the latter, the conditional quantities, Qα
and QT , in the CMC cells with the radii being |r|/Db ≤ 0.5 (which is consistent
with the measured range [Masri et al., 2004]) and the specific axial locations are
averaged to obtain the space averaged Qα and QT . The number of the extracted
CMC cell corresponding to the above four axial locations is roughly 300, which
helps the statistical convergence.
Plotted in Fig. 5.12 are the mean conditional temperature and mass fractions
at x/Db = 0.4. The mean conditional temperature and the product (CO2 and
H2O) mass fractions in the LES are lower, whilst O2, OH and CO mass fractions
are over-predicted. This implies that the instantaneous extinctions at x/Db = 0.4
may be over-predicted. However, conditional CH4 mass fraction shows good
agreement with the measured data. Further downstream at x/Db = 1.0 in Fig.
5.13, the mean conditional temperature and the mass fractions are correctly pre-
dicted, except that of OH. The mean conditional OH mass fraction is greatly
over-predicted (about 100% higher in the peak) in the current LES. The above
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mentioned differences between the computational and experimental results also
apply to the the comparisons at x/Db = 1.4 and 2.0 demonstrated in Figs. 5.14
and 5.15. The over-prediction of conditional OH mass fraction also exists in the
LES/3D-CMC of Sandia flame F by Garmory and Mastorakos [2011] where it
was attributed to the occurrence frequency of intermediate OH mass fraction in
mixture fraction space, a transient between fully reactively state to inert one,
and its sustainability under some critical scalar dissipation rates and turbulence
fields. Essentially this is related to the response to the variations of conditional
scalar dissipation or the transport between the neighboring CMC cells. Also, the
nonlinearity of reactants and major products (e.g. CH4, O2, CO2 and H2O) for
η > ξst may be caused by the flow transport between neighboring CMC cells in
physical space.
In addition, based on the results in Figs. 5.12−5.15, the mean flame struc-
tures at all the four axial locations are basically in the fully burning state and
the turbulence−chemistry effects are not outstanding for SMA2. In fact, in the
computations the conditional reactive scalars at the above mentioned stream-
wise locations (results not presented here) demonstrate very little instantaneous
localized extinction in mixture fraction space and Qα as well as QT have small
fluctuations around the burning solutions. These observations are in line with the
measured mass fractions versus mixture fraction for SMA2 [Masri et al., 2004].
5.3.2 SMA3 and SMA4 cases
5.3.2.1 Velocity and scalar fields for SMA3
Similar to what is analyzed for SMA2, the velocity, mixture fraction and reactive
scalars in both physical and mixture fraction space from SMA3 will be compared
with the measurements [Al-Abdeli and Masri, 2003; Masri et al., 2004] in Figs.
5.16−5.26.
The axial velocity statistics at different streamwise locations are shown in Fig.
5.16. The mean axial velocities close to the centerline are over-predicted, although
the experimental data at the fuel jet are not available at x/Db = 0.104, 0.2, 0.6
and 1.0. The r.m.s. in the RZ (0.17 ≤ r/Db ≤ 0.5) are lower than the measured
results, which is particularly obvious at x/Db = 0.6, 1.0, 1.4 and 2.0. The discrep-
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ancies for the r.m.s. are more pronounced than those for SMA2, shown in Fig.
5.5. The mean swirl velocities at the shown axial locations in Fig. 5.17 are cor-
rectly predicted, except for the rotation around the central fuel jet at x/Db = 0.4
and 0.6, which is also the situation for the SMA2 results in Fig. 5.6. The swirl
velocity r.m.s. in the central fuel jet is slightly higher than the experimental data
at x/Db = 0.6, 1.0 and 1.4.
Different from the mixture fraction statistics for SMA2 in Fig. 5.7, the cor-
responding results for SMA3 in the upstream part of the RZ (x/Db = 0.2, 0.4
and 0.6) are under-predicted, as shown in Fig. 5.18. This directly leads to the
fact that the upstream spreading of the mean mixture fraction field is radially
smaller. At the downstream locations of x/Db = 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6, both mean and
r.m.s. are greatly improved. Based on the results in Fig. 5.18(g), the centerline
distributions of mean mixture fraction agree with the experimental data very
well, except the slight over-prediction between x/Db = 0.3 and 0.6.
Additional comments are made here about the mixture fraction statistics. In
fact, the results for SMA2 in Fig. 5.7 are excellent, for all the upstream and
downstream locations. The different performances in SMA2 and SMA3 may
be attributed to the turbulent inlet boundary conditions for the central fuel jet
exit, i.e. synthetic eddy method. For SMA2, the measured Reynolds stress
components (i.e. at x = 6.8 mm) are provided for the fuel jet. However, for
SMA3, the measurements in the upstream fuel jet were not made and therefore
white noise method with 5% intensity is applied. The inaccurate inlet turbulence
may be directly responsible for the turbulence near the jet exit, around 5 to 10
times jet diameter [Lund et al., 1998]. Another cause may be the mesh resolution
5−10Dj downstream of the jet exit. The same LES meshes are used for SMA2
and SMA3, but Uj for SMA3 is twice higher than that for SMA2. As such, it is
likely that in SMA3, the turbulence in the upstream shear layer between the fuel
jet and RZ is not well resolved. Therefore, accurately predicting the turbulence
in the upstream of the jet is important to obtain the mixture fraction field in the
upstream part of the RZ.
Plotted in Figs. 5.19−5.22 are the mean reactive scalar fields, including the
temperature and selected species mass fractions, at x/Db = 0.2, 0.3 and 0.6.
There are differences with the experimental results, due to the under-prediction
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of the mixture fraction fields there. They are reasonably computed at the shown
downstream locations, i.e. x/Db = 1.0, 1.4 and 2.0.
The mean conditional reactive scalars at x/Db = 0.4, 1.0, 1.4 and 2.0 are
shown in Figs. 5.23−5.26. At x/Db = 0.4, the mean flame structures from
the computations have greater finite-rate chemistry effect than the experimental
results. For instance, fuel leakage occurs at ξst = 0.25 and higher O2 mass
fraction appears there. But the mean OH and H2O conditional mass fraction and
temperature agree with the experimental profiles very well. At x/Db = 1.0, 1.4
and 2.0, the mean conditional flame structures are reasonably reproduced by the
LES/3D-CMC. Comparisons of mean conditional flame structures for SMA2 and
SMA3 in Figs. 5.12−5.15 and 5.23−5.26 also indicate that the present LES/3D-
CMC has the ability to capture the flame structure evolutions under different jet
bulk velocities.
5.3.2.2 Extinction features in SMA3 and SMA4
Figure 5.27 shows three dimensional iso-surfaces of stoichiometric mixture frac-
tion coloured by instantaneous OH mass fraction from SMA2, SMA3 and SMA4
cases. First, the longitudinal distances in SMA2 and SMA3 are correctly com-
puted, i.e. around 0.125 m. This has also been shown in the centerline profiles
of mean mixture fraction in Figs. 5.7 and 5.18. Second, comparing the ξst iso-
surfaces, one can clearly find that the flame shape in SMA2 (Uj = 66.3 m/s)
is more broad radially than SMA3 (Uj = 132.6 m/s). This may be caused by
the stronger mixing in the RZ of SMA3. The differences of flame shape between
SMA3 and SMA4 are not obvious. Third, in SMA2, very little local extinction
can be found in Fig. 5.27(a). However, with increased Uj in SMA3, more ex-
tinction regions (in blue) can be seen on the ξst iso-surfaces, particularly at the
flame base near the jet exit and also some pockets between x = 0.06 m and 0.1 m,
illustrated in Fig. 5.27(b). In SMA4, the local extinction degree is more severe
and the quenched fractions on the iso-surfaces expand downstream.
The two dimensional contour (x−y plane) of instantaneous OH mass fraction
Y˜OH from SMA3 is shown in Fig. 5.28(a). For x ≥ 0.5Db, Y˜OH is high along most
of the iso-lines of instantaneous stoichiometric mixture fraction. Numbers 1−4
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marked in Fig. 5.28(a) correspond to the regions along the ξst iso-lines with low
Y˜OH . Low Y˜OH in Region 1 has also been demonstrated in the results from Fig.
5.27(b). The distribution of resolved dissipation rate plotted in logarithmic scale
is presented in Fig. 5.28(b). One can see that at 0 ≤ x/Db ≤ 0.5, the N˜res along
the ξst iso-lines is high, which is directly responsible for the extinguishment in
Region 1, shown in Fig. 5.28(a). However, for 0.5 ≤ x/Db ≤ 1.25, the structures
of scalar dissipation become more anisotropic than those at 0 ≤ x/Db ≤ 0.5.
Figures 5.28(c)−5.28(f) shows the contours of instantaneous temperature, heat
release rate, temperature and scalar dissipation rate for Region 3, which is marked
with dashed lines in Fig. 5.28(a). Based on Fig. 5.28(c), one can see that for the
right branch of ξst iso-lines basically no Y˜OH can be observed, whereas for the left
one, Y˜OH is high, close to a value representing a fully burnt state. For the left
branch, very limited heat is released. Instead, at the regions close to or along the
right ξst iso-line branch, the heat release is relatively high. If Fig. 2.1 is re-visited,
one can explicitly see that the combustion along the right and left branches in
Fig. 5.28(d) respectively is close to the two limiting cases in non-premixed flames,
i.e. chemically frozen (small Da) and fully burning (large Da) situations. This
can be confirmed by the distributions of instantaneous temperature and scalar
dissipation, shown in Figs. 5.28(e) and 5.28(f). In particular, the right branch
with low OH is experiencing the strong scalar dissipation, indicating a small Da,
while for the left one, N˜res is almost zero with a large Da.
The time evolutions of instantaneous OH mass fraction Y˜OH with the ξst iso-
lines are presented in Fig. 5.29, covering about 0.0105 s long since the initial field.
At t = 0 s, the extinction along the ξst iso-lines mainly occurs for x/Db ≤ 0.7.
Beyond that, very little extinction exists. At t = 0.0015 s and t = 0.003 s,
more downstream fractions of the ξst iso-lines experience the extinguishment.
Meanwhile, the length of the iso-lines slightly shrinks longitudinally. The local
extinction reaches the strongest degree over the entire iso-lines at t = 0.0075 s
for all the shown shapshots. However, at t = 0.009 s and t = 0.0105 s, most of
the stoichiometric mixture fraction iso-lines are re-ignited. Since the OH* or OH-
PLIF measurements were not made by the investigators in University of Sydney,
comparisons concerning the dynamics of blow-off or flames approaching blow-off
limits cannot be conducted.
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5.4 Conclusions
Large eddy simulations with the sub-grid scale CMC combustion model dis-
cretized by finite volume method are applied to simulate three Sydney swirling
flames (i.e. SMA2, SMA3 and SMA4) with fixed swirl number but gradually
increased central fuel bulk velocity.
The detailed comparisons are made with SMA2 measurements in terms of the
statistics of axial and swirl velocities as well as mixture fraction. The temper-
ature and mass fractions of selected species in both physical and mixture frac-
tion space are also compared with the Raman−Rayleigh−LIF data. The above
comparisons for SMA2 demonstrate excellent agreement, thereby providing the
validations for the implementations of LES/3D-CMC detailed in Chapter 3. The
flow, mixing and scalar fields are not well predicted for the upstream part of
the RZ (x ≤ 0.6Db) in SMA3, which may be related to the inaccurate specifica-
tion of turbulence boundary conditions, first order CMC model and the applied
submodels.
Extinction trend from the computations qualitatively agrees with the experi-
mental observations, i.e. increased localized extinction from SMA2 to SMA4. In
the measurements, base blow-off mode was observed for the SMA flame series,
and the current LES/3D-CMC modelling correctly predicts this mode.
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5.5 Tables for Chapter 5
Table 5.1: Information of simulated cases: SMA2, SMA3 and SMA4
Cases Us (m/s) Ws (m/s) Uj (m/s) Uj/UBO
1 W˙ 2(kW) Res
3 Rej
4
SMA2 16.3 25.9 66.3 31% 11.5 32400 15400
SMA3 16.3 25.9 132.6 62% 23.0 32400 30800
SMA4 16.3 25.9 225.0 104% 39.0 32400 52300
1 The blow-off limit of central fuel jet, UBO, measured by Al-Abdeli and Masri [2003] for
Us = 16.3 m/s and Ws = 25.9 m/s (or equivalently SN = 1.59) is 216 m/s.
2 The heat release W˙ is estimated for stoichiometric combustion based on the LHV of
CNG/air (1:2 by volume), which is approximately 16672 kJ/kg [Al-Abdeli and Masri, 2003].
3 The Reynolds number for the swirling air, Res, is predicted based on the radius of the
burner annulus (0.03 m) and the primary (bulk) axial velocity Us.
4 The Reynolds number for the central fuel jet, Rej , is predicted based the diameter of the
jet exit (0.0036 m) and the bulk jet velocity Uj .
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5.6 Figures for Chapter 5
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Figure 5.1: (a) Schematic of the CMC mesh distribution on the x−y slice, and
(b) contour of the LES cell number in each CMC cell. Note that the cells and
their topology in (a) do not reflect the actual one used for the computations.
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Figure 5.2: Contours of (a) filtered and (b) mean axial velocity as well as (c)
filtered and (d) mean swirl velocity from SMA2. The units are m/s.
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Figure 5.3: Contours of the (a) filtered and (b) mean mixture fraction as well as
(c) resolved and (d) mean scalar dissipation rate (plotted in logarithmic scale)
from SMA2. Unit for scalar dissipation rate is 1/s. Black lines: stoichiometric
mixture fraction.
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metric mixture fraction.
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Figure 5.5: (a−g) Radial distributions at different streamwise locations and (h)
centerline profile of axial velocity statistics from SMA2. Left ordinate: mean;
right ordinate: r.m.s. The units for ordinates are m/s. Solids lines: computa-
tional results; symbols: experimental data.
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Figure 5.6: Radial distributions of mean and r.m.s. of swirl velocity at different
streamwise locations from SMA2. Left ordinate: mean; right ordinate: r.m.s.
The units for ordinates are m/s. Legend same as in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.7: (a−f) Radial profiles at different streamwise locations and (g) cen-
terline profile of mixture fraction statistics from SMA2. The left ordinate is for
mean mixture fraction while the right one is for r.m.s. Solid lines: computational
results; symbols: experimental data.
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Figure 5.9: Radial profiles of temperature statistics from SMA2 at different
streamwise locations. The left ordinate is for mean temperature while the right
one is the r.m.s. Their unit is K. Lines: computational results; symbols: experi-
mental data.
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SMA2 at four streamwise locations. Lines: computational results; symbols: mea-
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Figure 5.11: Radial profiles of mean mass fractions of CO and NO from SMA2 at
four streamwise locations. Lines: computational results; symbols: measurements.
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Figure 5.12: Mean conditional temperature and mass fractions at x/Db = 0.4
from SMA2. Lines: computational results; symbols: measurements.
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Figure 5.13: Mean conditional temperature and mass fractions at x/Db = 1.0
from SMA2. Lines: computational results; symbols: measurements.
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Figure 5.14: Mean conditional temperature and mass fractions at x/Db = 1.4
from SMA2. Lines: computational results; symbols: measurements.
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Figure 5.15: Mean conditional temperature and mass fractions at x/Db = 2.0
from SMA2. Lines: computational results; symbols: measurements.
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Figure 5.16: Radial distributions of mean and r.m.s. of axial velocity at different
streamwise locations from SMA3. Left ordinate: mean; right ordinate: r.m.s.
The unit for ordinates is m/s. Solids lines: computational results; symbols:
experimental data.
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Figure 5.17: Radial distributions of mean and r.m.s. of swirl velocity at different
streamwise locations from SMA3. Left ordinate: mean; right ordinate: r.m.s.
The unit for ordinates is m/s. Legend same as in Fig. 5.16.
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Figure 5.18: (a−f) Radial profiles at different streamwise locations and (g) center-
line profile of mixture fraction statistics from SMA3. The left ordinate is for mean
mixture fraction while the right ordinate is for r.m.s. Solid lines: computational
results; symbols: experimental data.
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Figure 5.19: Radial profiles of temperature statistics from SMA3 at different
streamwise locations. The left ordinate is for mean temperature while the right
ordinate is for the r.m.s. Their unit is K. Lines: computational results; symbols:
experimental data.
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Figure 5.20: Radial profiles of mean mass fractions of CH4 and H2O from SMA3
at different streamwise locations. Lines: computational results; symbols: mea-
surements.
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Figure 5.21: Radial profiles of mean mass fractions of OH and H2 from SMA3 at
different streamwise locations. Lines: computational results; symbols: measure-
ments.
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Figure 5.22: Radial profiles of mean mass fractions of CO and NO from SMA3 at
different streamwise locations. Lines: computational results; symbols: measure-
ments.
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Figure 5.23: Mean conditional temperature and mass fractions at x/Db = 0.4 for
SMA3. Lines: computational results; symbols: measurements.
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Figure 5.24: Mean conditional temperature and mass fractions at x/Db = 1.0 for
SMA3. Lines: computational results; symbols: measurements.
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Figure 5.25: Mean conditional temperature and mass fractions at x/Db = 1.4
from SMA3. Lines: computational results; symbols: measurements.
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Figure 5.26: Mean conditional temperature and mass fractions at x/Db = 2.0
from SMA3. Lines: computational results; symbols: measurements.
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Figure 5.27: Three dimensional iso-surfaces of stoichiometric mixture fraction
colored by instantaneous OH mass fraction for (a) SMA2, (b) SMA3 and (c)
SMA4 cases. The red lines in (a) and (b) mark the measured mean centerline
positions of ξst [Masri et al., 2004].
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Figure 5.28: (a−b) Contours of instantaneous OH mass fraction and resolved
scalar dissipation (in logarithmic scale, in unit of 1/s). (c−d) Contours of instan-
taneous OH mass fraction, heat release rate (in MJ/m3s), temperature (in K) and
resolved scalar dissipation (in 1/s) for the small regions marked with dashed line
in (a). Lines: ξst iso-lines. Numbers 1−4 in (a) mark the low OH mass fraction
regions along the ξst iso-lines.
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Figure 5.29: Time evolutions of filtered mass fraction of OH at x−y slice for
SMA4: (a) t = 0 s, (b) t = 0.0015 s, (c) t = 0.003 s, (d) t = 0.0045 s, (e)
t = 0.006 s, (f) t = 0.0075 s, (g) t = 0.009 s and (h) t = 0.0105 s. Lines:
stoichiometric mixture fraction.
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Chapter 6
Local Extinction in Cambridge
Swirl Flames
6.1 Introduction
Swirl flows are virtually ubiquitous in gas turbines [Gicquel et al., 2012; Gupta
et al., 1984; Syred, 2006]. The strong turbulent fluctuations due to the intense
shear from the swirling motion can lead to finite-rate chemistry effects [Masri
et al., 2006] such as local extinction. As shown in Chapter 4, the Cambridge swirl
burner is composed of bluff body, swirler with six guided vanes, quartz enclosure
and fuel injection system leading to the central bluff body surface. Therefore, it
can be viewed as a simplified configuration of the realistic gas turbine combustor.
In terms of the flow establishment, the long IRZ and small CRZ exist in this
burner and the entire flame is immersed in the strong recirculating fluid [Cavaliere
et al., 2013], which is qualitatively similar to the flow patterns in the gas turbine
combustor [Gupta et al., 1984]. The overall flame shape (short and bowl-shaped)
in the Cambridge swirl burner is different from that (long and jet-flame-like) of
Sydney swirl flames [Masri et al., 2004], but is close to that in the gas turbine
combustion [Gupta et al., 1984].
The objective of this Chapter is to apply LES with a three dimensional CMC
combustion sub-grid model validated in Chapter 5 to a confined swirl-stabilized
non-premixed methane flame in the Cambridge burner [Cavaliere, 2013; Cavaliere
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et al., 2013] and to analyze its localized extinction characteristics. The model and
numerical implementations are briefly presented in Section 6.2, while the results
and discussion are given in Section 6.3, followed by the conclusions in the final
Section.
6.2 Modelling
6.2.1 LES and CMC modelling
The filtered velocity and mixture fraction, U˜ and ξ˜, are solved and their cor-
responding LES governing equations correspond to Eqs. (3.14b) and (3.14c) in
Chapter 3. The Smagorinsky model is applied to close the sub-grid scale stress
tensor. Other models for the LES governing equations can be also found in
Sub-section 3.1.2. Particularly, the variance of filtered mixture fraction, ξ˜′′2, is
calculated with Eq. (3.23). The filtered scalar dissipation rate N˜ includes two
contributions from the resolved and sub-grid parts (N˜res and N˜sgs), as demon-
strated in Eq. (3.22).
The conditionally filtered mass fractions and total enthalpy, Qα and Qh, are
solved with the three dimensional CMC governing equations, i.e. Eqs. (3.35)
and (3.36). The sub-models used for modelling the unclosed terms in the CMC
equations are presented in Section 3.2. In this Chapter, the laminar and sub-
grid Schmidt numbers are Sc = 1.0 and Sct = 0.7 [Branley and Jones, 2001],
respectively.
6.2.2 Problem considered and numerical implementation
The photos of the Cambridge swirl burner have been given in Fig. 4.3, while the
schematic and dimensions are shown in Fig. 4.4 and described in Section 4.2.2.
The fuel is pure methane in this study. The bulk velocity of air Ua,b is 19.1 m/s
while that of the methane Uf,b is 29.2 m/s. Ua,b is roughly 96% of the blow-off
air bulk velocity (i.e. 19.9 m/s) for the current fuel bulk velocity Uf,b. The swirl
number SN is approximately 1.23 calculated following Beer and Chigier’s formula
[Beer and Chigier, 1971], i.e. Eq. (4.2). The inlet temperatures for both gases
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are 298 K. The Reynolds number for the air stream based on the radial distance
of annular circular inlet, Da−Db, and Ua,b is about 17,700, while that for fuel jet
based on fuel jet exit diameter Df and fuel bulk velocity Uf,b is about 4,500. The
stoichiometric mixture fraction is ξst = 0.055. In the experiment by Cavaliere
[2013], the velocities were measured with one-component LDA with seeding in
the air flow only and used 2000 data points resulting to a statistical uncertainty
of 1−3%. Note that the absence of seeding in the fuel jet may cause uncertainty
in the reported velocities at positions very close to the fuel nozzle, but the error
is expected to be negligible elsewhere due to the dominance of the air flow.
The mixture fraction space is discretized with 51 nodes clustered around the
stoichiometric mixture fraction. Concerning the physical space, the computa-
tional domains for both LES and CMC are the same and have been shown in Fig.
4.7, which is also used for LES of CSWH1-fl case in Chapter 4. Specifically, the
LES domain consists of the annulus/swirler, the chamber, and a hemispherical
far-field (not shown in Fig. 4.7). About 10 million tetrahedral cells are gen-
erated for LES with a minimum size of 0.0004 m and have been used for the
LES of CSWH1-fl in Chapter 4. For the mesh distributions in the rectangular
combustion chamber, one can refer to Fig. 4.8. The CMC domain includes the
combustor, far-field and partial annulus section without swirler (starting 0.02 m
upstream of bluff body). The CMC mesh consists of around 100,000 polyhedral
cells reconstructed from LES cells and is refined in the fuel jet and flame regions
(0 < x/Db < 2.4) in the chamber.
The contour of the number of LES cells contained by one CMC cell, which can
be parameterized by %CMC , is plotted in Fig. 6.1(a). Clearly, %CMC is directly
linked to the relative refinement or coarseness of local LES and CMC cells. For
instance, it can be seen from Fig. 6.1(a) that near the annulus exit and bluff
body %CMC is relatively low (denoted by blue regions in Fig. 6.1a) while the
most of region in the combustion chamber %CMC reaches high values (denoted
by red regions in Fig. 6.1a). Particularly for the flame region, the distribution
of the number of LES cells contained by one CMC cell is plotted in Fig. 6.1(b).
The mean of %CMC in the flame region is about 95 for the currently used LES
and CMC meshes. Figure 6.1(c) presents the number of CMC faces constituting
one CMC cell FCMC . The number of the CMC faces is about 4,800,000 account-
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ing for 23% of the LES faces and is roughly 16.5 times the face number (about
300,000) when these CMC nodes are used as cell centroids for generating purely
tetrahedral cells. The mean of the CMC face number per CMC cell FCMC is
66. Additionally, in the current CMC mesh, the Euler characteristic χCMC =
2, calculated with Eq. (3.59), holds for all the reconstructed polyhedral cells,
indicating the completeness of all the reconstructed polyhedral CMC cells. This
mesh examination is a necessary step before discretizing Eq. (3.35) on the poly-
hedral cells with finite volume method based on Gauss divergence theorem and is
able to ensure the numerical fluxes of the physical terms are correctly calculated.
A preliminary simulation using LES/0D-CMC solver for the above mentioned
flow conditions is performed and this provides the initial filtered flow and mixing
fields, i.e. p¯, U˜ and ξ˜, for LES/3D-CMC. For the LES boundary conditions,
zero pressure gradient is enforced at all inlets. For velocity and mixture fraction,
Dirichlet boundary conditions are used. For the air and fuel inlets, random noise
with 5% intensity is added to the mean top-hat velocity profiles. At far-field
boundaries, the fixed total atmospheric pressure is enforced while for velocities
zero gradient extrapolation is applied. At the walls, nonslip condition is enforced
for the velocities and zero gradient for the mixture fraction.
In mixture fraction space for the 3D-CMC solver, η = 0 corresponds to air
and η = 1 to pure fuel, both at 298 K. The fully burning steady solutions with
N0 = 50 1/s from the stand-alone 0D-CMC solver described in Sub-section 3.4.1
are used to initialize all the CMC cells in mixture fraction space. Inert mixing
solutions are injected in the air and fuel inlets and zero gradient conditions are
applied for all the solid walls in the CMC domain.
The LES/3D-CMC solver introduced in Sub-section 3.4.1 is applied for the
computations in this Chapter. The hybrid SIMPLE and PISO algorithm is used
for the velocity-pressure coupling and 3 inner PISO loops are used while 5 loops for
the outer SIMPLE procedure. A second order implicit Crank−Nicholson scheme
is applied for time marching. The time step is ∆t = 1.5× 10−6 s. The numerical
discreizations for the 3D-CMC solver are presented in Sub-section 3.3.2. The
parallel computations were run on 80 2.53 GHz Xeon CPUs with 4 GB RAM for
each processor in Stokes Cluster from Department of Engineering, University of
Cambridge. Around 24 hours were needed for 0.001 s of physical time and the
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total simulated time is about 0.04 s.
6.3 Results and discussion
6.3.1 Flow field and global flame characteristics
Figure 6.2 demonstrates the instantaneous (the upper row) and mean (the lower
row) distributions of axial and swirl velocities as well as the z-vorticity in x−y
plane. Due to the strong swirling flows with SN = 1.23, no PVCs and dominant
frequency in the flow fields are observed based on the LES results not shown here.
This is in line with the experimental findings [Cavaliere, 2013]. The recirculation
zones are highlighted by the iso-lines of zero axial velocity as the black lines in
Fig. 6.2(a). The CRZ and IRZ appear in this investigated swirling flame. The
CRZ is formed because of the sudden expansion of chamber and the confinement
of the lateral chamber walls. The long IRZ is created by the strong swirling flows
and extends from the bluff body surface (x = 0) to about x = 0.18 m downstream
(i.e. beyond the chamber length of 0.15 m). The IRZ here plays a significant role
in transporting the hot products back into upstream zones, enhancing the mixing
near the bluff body and stabilizing the flame. One can see from Fig. 6.2(b)
that the swirling motion exists in the whole chamber although the swirl velocity
gradually decays towards downstream. The shearing structures are quantified
by the z-vorticity in Fig. 6.2(c). Considerable z-vorticity appears between the
fuel jet and IRZ due to the Kelvin−Helmholtz instability. In addition, two shear
layers exist: inner layer caused by the swirling air stream and the IRZ, while
outer layer by the swirling air and CRZ.
Radial profiles of normalized mean and r.m.s. axial velocity at four axial posi-
tions (i.e. x/Db = 0.4, 0.6, 2.2 and 4.4) are shown in Fig. 6.3 while those of swirl
velocity in Fig. 6.4. The computational statistics were collected spanning 0.032
s; different sampling periods were examined to confirm statistical convergence. It
can be seen from Fig. 6.3 that the flow reversals (i.e. negative axial velocity) in
both CRZ and IRZ are correctly captured. However, the decay of the fuel jet is
over-predicted by the LES and thus its penetration into the IRZ is shorter (see
x/Db = 2.2 in Fig. 6.3c) compared to the experiment. Also, from Fig. 6.4, one
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can see that in the upstream regions of the IRZ (e.g. x/Db = 0.4 and 0.6) the
solid-body rotation is observable and the mean swirl velocity linearly depends on
the radius. Meanwhile, the mean swirl velocities are over-predicted in the current
LES, which probably results in the above mentioned over-prediction of the fuel
jet decay. In both Figs. 6.3 and 6.4, the r.m.s. of axial and swirl velocities are
consistently over-calculated (see x/Db = 0.4 and 0.6), particularly close to the
bluff body. Overall, the distributions of the velocity statistics reasonably follow
the experiment and the agreement improves downstream.
Instantaneous contours of selected scalars and scalar dissipation rates are
plotted in Fig. 6.5 and the time-averaged heat release rate ˜˙q and OH mass
fraction Y˜OH are compared to experiment in Fig. 6.6. An instantaneous image
of OH from the experiment [Cavaliere et al., 2013] is also shown next to the
computational Y˜OH in Fig. 6.6 to show some qualitative performances of the
prediction. The white iso-lines showing the stoichiometric mixture fraction are
highly distorted due to the strong turbulence. The flame is short (x < 0.05
m), severely fragmented and confined at the boundary of the IRZ and therefore
is somewhat different from the unconfined Sydney swirl non-premixed flames
[Masri et al., 2004]. One can see the flame shape of SMA2 case simulated by
LES/3D-CMC, i.e. Figs 5.3 and 5.4. Negligible ˜˙q along the ξst iso-lines (pointed
by arrows in Fig. 6.5b) can occasionally be observed. The mixture fraction decays
very quickly due to the fast mixing in IRZ. The fuel CH4 is almost completely
consumed upstream of the IRZ. It can be seen from Fig. 6.6(b) that Y˜OH is
very localized, typically coincides with the ξst iso-lines, and qualitatively in line
with the OH-PLIF image in Fig. 6.6(a), showing breaks along the front (pointed
by arrows in Figs. 6.6a and 6.6b). The intermittent lift-off from the corner
of bluff body observed in the experiment is also seen in the LES (see the left
flame branch in Fig. 6.6b). The time-averaged Y˜OH and ˜˙q in Figs. 6.6(d) and
6.6(f) show a mean flame shape in reasonable agreement with the experiment.
The time-averaged mixture fraction shows effective mixing (Fig. 6.5e) and the
average scalar dissipation is high along the fuel jet (Figs. 6.5f and 6.5g), with
the resolved higher than the estimated sub-grid in most locations. Immediately
downstream of the fuel jet tip along the axis, N˜ is high and thus in most instants
the flame is quenched there.
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Since the present simulations consider adiabatic wall conditions, we may ex-
pect that we do not accurately predict the heat release rate and OH mass fraction
near the bluff body surface (see Figs. 6.6d and 6.6f) compared to the experimen-
tal results. A more detailed comparison with the measured statistics of lift-off
will be presented later once the nature of local extinction is discussed. The in-
fluences of convective wall heat loss on the local extinction near the wall will be
discussed in depth in Chapter 7. In general, we consider the agreement relatively
satisfactory and this helps build confidence for further analysis.
6.3.2 Identification and quantification of local extinction
Three dimensional instantaneous iso-surfaces of stoichiometric mixture fraction
ξst = 0.055 colored by the different characterizations of OH mass fraction are
plotted in Fig. 6.7. A Comparison between Figs. 6.7(a) and 6.7(b) is made to
show the difference of LES/0D-CMC and LES/3D-CMC in extinction prediction.
In Fig. 6.7(a), the filtered OH mass fraction Y˜OH is predicted by Eq. (3.42), re-
placing Y˜OH |η with a 0D-CMC solution YOH |η with N0 = 50 1/s. The FDF P˜ (η)
is modelled based on the ξ˜ and ξ˜′′2 (see Eqs. 3.26−3.29) from an LES/3D-CMC
instantaneous field. The contour in Fig. 6.7(a) shows some regions with relatively
low Y˜OH as marked by symbol “A”. Actually, these regions with low Y˜OH on the
ξst iso-surfaces in Fig. 6.7(a) correspond to a local FDF P˜ (η) not having finite
values around ξst in η-space, which is entirely caused by the local mixing state
instead of chemistry. This has been also discussed by Ayache and Mastorakos
[2012] and the LES/0D-CMC solver cannot include the turbulence−chemistry
interaction, although it is more economical than the LES/3D-CMC solver as dis-
cussed in Sub-section 3.4.5. Figure 6.7(b) presents the LES/3D-CMC results of
Y˜OH exactly corresponding to the same instantaneous field used in Fig. 6.7(a) and
therefore their FDFs P˜ (η) are the same. The large area on the iso-surfaces with
very low Y˜OH can be seen, e.g. the regions also marked by symbol “A”. There-
fore, the results from 3D-CMC simulations demonstrate the ability to predict the
spatial variations of Y˜OH |η and therefore the instantaneous localized extinction,
compared to the results in Fig. 6.7(a). Since in Fig. 6.7(b) Y˜OH is also calcu-
lated with Eq. (3.42), the effects of FDF shape on local extinction prediction
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can be indicated if the conditionally filtered OH mass fraction at stoichiometry,
Y˜OH |ξst, is examined. Figure 6.7(c) presents the distribution of Y˜OH |ξst on the
ξst iso-surfaces which correspond to the same LES and CMC fields as in Fig.
6.7(b). Compared to the low Y˜OH regions in Fig. 6.7(b), the low Y˜OH |ξst regions
as marked by “A” become narrower. This implies that the analysis in 3D-CMC
based on filtered quantities, f˜ , may over-estimate the level of local extinction
compared to that based on f˜ |ξst.
Figure 6.8 shows the filtered heat release rate ˜˙q, OH mass fraction Y˜OH , tem-
perature T˜ , and scalar dissipation rate N˜res on a y−z slice (x/Db = 0.59). Num-
bers 1−5 mark different positions along the ξst iso-lines. It can be seen from
Fig. 6.8(a) that in Points 1, 4, and 5, ˜˙q is comparatively high, while in Points
2 and 3 it is very low. In instantaneous local extinction, very weak and, more
strictly, nearly frozen reactivity should be reached and ˜˙q is indeed negligible in
Points 2 and 3. From Figs. 6.8(b)−6.8(d) it can be clearly seen that Point 3
corresponds to low Y˜OH and T˜ and high N˜res and thus undergoes localized ex-
tinction. Point 2, however, has very low ˜˙q but high Y˜OH and T˜ and nearly zero
N˜res. This state corresponds to very fast chemistry and very low mixing rate
(thus very large Damko¨hler number Da) and so the local heat release rate is very
small. It is interesting how, in the same instant, different locations can have such
widely different Damko¨hler numbers. From an extinction identification perspec-
tive, exclusively taking the local low heat release rate as the criterion to identify
the local extinction could therefore over-predict the degree of extinction. Points
1, 4 and 5 can be considered to be reactive (non-zero ˜˙q) although from Fig. 6.8(b)
very small Y˜OH can be seen. It is also seen that very low or medium scalar dis-
sipation N˜res occurs there. OH-based identification has been widely used for the
qualitative or quantitative analysis in both experimental and computational work
[Hult et al., 2005; Juddoo and Masri, 2011; Kaiser and Frank, 2009; Prasad et al.,
2013; Steinberg et al., 2011], but perhaps a more rigorous criterion for localized
extinction is that there is low ˜˙q, Y˜OH , T˜ , and large N˜res. This is evidenced by
the simultaneous imaging of mixture fraction, scalar dissipation, temperature and
fuel consumption rate made by Sutton and Driscoll [2007].
To indicate how the conditional reactive scalars Qα evolve during localized
extinction, the time series of conditionally filtered quantities at stoichiometry,
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˜˙q|ξst, Y˜OH |ξst, T˜ |ξst and N˜ |ξst, are plotted in Fig. 6.9. These data spanning about
0.005 s are extracted from one representative CMC cell in the flame region (x/Db
= 0.59, y/Db = 0, z/Db = 0.56; it is marked by the middle solid circle in Fig. 6.5a
and termed as CMC1 hereafter). As a reference, the extinction scalar dissipation
rate at η = ξst from the 0D-CMC calculation, N |ξst,0D = 18.3 1/s, is denoted
in Fig. 6.9(d). To quantify the local extinction in η-space, thresholds for ˜˙q|ξst,
Y˜OH |ξst, and T˜ |ξst are defined as 10%, 10%, and 70% of their corresponding 0D-
CMC counterparts from a simulation with N0 = 174 1/s, which is the extinction
value N0,ext shown in Fig. 3.3. The above indicated value of N |ξst,0D = 18.3 1/s
corresponds to N0 = 174 1/s in the stand-alone 0D-CMC using the AMC shape
for the conditional scalar dissipation N |η. These thresholds are 380 MJ/m3s,
0.00024 and 1245 K, respectively, and are included using dash-dotted lines in
Figs. 6.9(a)−6.9(c).
From Figs. 6.9(a) and 6.9(d), initially ˜˙q|ξst corresponds to fully burning state
and then sharply decreases with gradually increased N˜ |ξst, which is very close to
N |ξst,0D. This period (Period I) lasts about 0.001 s and local extinction occurs
(very low ˜˙q|ξst and Y˜OH |ξst and low T˜ |ξst with relatively high N˜ |ξst). Then at t
= 0.0228 s, N˜ |ξst decays far below N˜ |ξst and Y˜OH |ξst and T˜ |ξst increase. From t
= 0.0236 s to t = 0.0242 s (Period II), very low heat is liberated locally while the
scalar dissipation is nearly zero. Period II has the fully burning composition. At
t = 0.0242 s, CMC1 experiences a sharp increase of N˜ |ξst, and the conditional
reactive scalars seem quenched again. This extinction event lasts around 0.0008
s (Period III) during which N˜ |ξst < N |ξst,0D. At t = 0.025 s, CMC1 is ignited
again and is reactive until t = 0.0258 s when a peak N˜ |ξst appears. Then CMC1
is extinguished (Period IV) again. Therefore, local extinction events occur in
Periods I, III and IV, while for Period II we have combustion with very high
Damko¨hler number Da. For Periods I, III and IV, the quantities, ˜˙q|ξst, Y˜OH |ξst,
and T˜ |ξst, fall below their individual thresholds mentioned above. It should be
emphasized that this behavior of Da also exists in other positions besides CMC1
and is directly related to the evolutions of N˜ |ξst in the studied swirl-stabilized
non-premixed flame presented in Fig. 6.9(d) and the unconditional one N˜ which
is not shown here. This feature of Da is not observed in the upstream part of the
RZ in the Sydney swirl flame SMA2 based on the similar time series analysis not
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presented in Chapter 5.
Re-ignition in η-space would not happen automatically as soon as N˜ |ξst drops
from the critical value, which is also observed in LES/CMC of the Sandia flame
F [Garmory and Mastorakos, 2011] and in DNS of planar non-premixed ethylene
jet flames [Lignell et al., 2011]. In the studies by Lignell et al. [2011], this de-
lay is attributed to the increased scalar dissipation rate after the onset of local
extinction. However, based on the present results (e.g. Period III) and the find-
ings by Garmory and Mastorakos [2011], it can also be caused by the inadequate
transport of heat and species from the neighbouring CMC cells and in this sense
re-ignition events are affected by both local scalar dissipation and transport. In
the DNS studies by Lignell et al. [2011], this mechanism is loosely referred to as
re-ignition by premixed flame propagation, while in the present CMC equations,
i.e. Eqs. (3.35) and (3.36), such a mechanism is captured by the physical trans-
port terms T1, T2 and T5. To consolidate this argument, the following numerical
experiment is conducted: the conditional flame structures Qα and scalar dissi-
pation rate N˜ |η before re-ignition (e.g. t = 0.0228 s) are extracted and used as
the initial conditions for the stand-alone 0D-CMC calculation. It is shown that
the input conditional flame structures would not be ignited as the calculation
proceeds. Since the transient 0D-CMC governing equations do not have the flow
transport terms, this confirms that the re-ignition event cannot happen without
them.
Further analysis is made to the contributions of the individual terms in the
three dimensional CMC governing equations, i.e. Eq. (3.35), to conditionally
filtered OH mass fraction, Y˜OH |η, during the local extinction event at t = 0.024245
s shown in Fig. 6.9. Figure 6.10 plots the time evolutions of the individual CMC
term from t = 0.024 s (fully burning) to t = 0.0243 s (extinguishment). At t
= 0.024 s, the contribution from the chemistry, T4 = W˜α|η, is intermediate and
those from the micro-mixing and sub-grid diffusion terms, T3 = N˜ |η∂2Qα/∂η2
and T5 = ef , are very close to zero. Besides, the conditional convection and
dilatation terms, −T1 = −∇ · (U˜|ηQα) and T2 = Qα∇ · U˜|η, basically have the
counter-balanced contribution (similar magnitude but sits in LHS and RHS of
Eq. 3.35 respectively) to Y˜OH |η. Therefore, this cell still has the reactions to
produce Y˜OH |η in η-space. Then at t = 0.0242 s, two pronounced changes: the
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chemistry becomes stronger than that at t = 0.024 s; the micro-mixing term
starts to show finite contribution, mainly appearing in the form of a sink term
near η = ξst. After that until t = 0.02425 s, the contributions from the chemistry
terms progressively become weak and at t = 0.0243 s, the flame structure in the
investigated CMC cell is close to extinction. One can see that the time used for a
complete transient localized extinction is O(0.0001 s). Furthermore, even if at t
= 0.0243 s, the chemistry term is not equal to zero and, conversely, it becomes a
sink term. This indicates that, for local extinction events, complete termination
of the reactions (W˜α|η = 0) is difficult to be achieved due to the nonlinearity
of the reaction system itself, flow transport and local turbulence. During this
very short period, the conditional scalar dissipation rate N˜ |η play a significant
role as a sink term while the contributions from flow transport related terms are
negligible. As such, more strictly, based on the results in Fig. 6.10, transient
local extinction from a fully reactive flame structure in η-space corresponds to a
state in which the reaction system can not sustain itself due to external factors
like high scalar dissipation.
Figure 6.11 presents the contributions of the individual CMC terms corre-
sponding to the re-ignition event at t = 0.02283 s demonstrated in Fig. 6.9. At
t = 0.0228 s in Fig. 6.11(a), the contributions from the CMC terms are sim-
ilar to those in Fig. 6.10(f), indicating the occurrence of the local extinction
in the discussed CMC cell. However, the convection term has the finite effect
in Fig. 6.11(a). This is not observed in Fig. 6.10(f). The similar CMC term
contributions exist at t = 0.02281 s in Fig. 6.11(b) and then at t = 0.02282 s
in Fig. 6.11(c) the sink term effect of chemistry first decreases at approximately
η = 0.04 in mixture fraction space. At t = 0.02283 s and afterwards presented
in Figs. 6.11(d)−6.11(f), the contribution from chemistry term dominates, from
which one can expect that the reaction system reaches the completely burning
state. The time for the onset of re-ignition is similar to that for local extinction,
i.e O(0.0001 s). Additional attention should be paid to the role of scalar dissipa-
tion rate during the re-ignition process. As indicated by Fig. 6.9(d), N˜ |ξst has
finite values from t = 0.0228 s to t = 0.02285 s. The contributions from micro-
mixing to Y˜OH |η are always negative (i.e. sink term). Meanwhile, the magnitudes
increase with time as presented in Fig. 6.11 and even balance the contribution
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from the chemistry term at t = 0.02285 s. This argument concerning the role of
scalar dissipation during the re-ignition event is different from what was found
by Lignell et al. [2011]. This analysis based Fig. 6.11 confirms that in the CMC
model the re-ignition transient is triggered by the flow transport in physical space.
As a supplement to Fig. 6.9, Fig. 6.12 presents the full profiles of selected
quantities from CMC1 spanning t = 0.022−0.025 s. The evolutions of conditional
flame structures during the above discussed local extinction and re-ignition events
are clearly shown in Figs. 6.12(a)−6.12(b) and 6.12(d)−6.12(f). During the
extinction periods (i.e. before t = 0.02285 s and after t = 0.024245 s), the
pronounced fuel leakage can be seen around ξst in η-space demonstrated in Fig.
6.12(e). Also, one can see from Fig. 6.12(f) that CH2O, as the key intermediate
from the CH4 oxidization, has higher mass fraction in the extinction periods than
in the fully burning state (e.g. t = 0.02285−0.024245 s). This characteristic is
different from those of OH demonstrated in Fig. 6.12(d). When local extinction
occurs, Y˜OH |η is almost zero in the whole η-space. As shown in Fig. 6.12(c),
the conditional scalar dissipation rate N˜ |η modelled with Eq. (3.60) changes
considerably with time, which reflects the strong influence from variations of
mixing fields on the localized extinction and re-ignition.˜˙q|ξst, T˜ |ξst, Y˜OH |ξst and ˜YCH4|ξst from CMC1 are plotted in Fig. 6.13 for the
whole simulated time. For reference, the 0D-CMC results with high (N0 = 170
1/s), intermediate (N0 = 50 1/s), and low (N0 = 5 1/s) scalar dissipation rates
are also shown. A wide scatter (quantified by the large r.m.s. in Fig. 6.13) can
be observed for all quantities, indicating the frequent transition between burning
and frozen conditional distributions. During the extinction event, the conditional
profiles of Y˜OH |ξst and ˜˙q|ξst are very close to the inert mixing lines (i.e. zero).
T˜ |ξst and ˜YCH4|ξst in contrast take time to diffuse to the inert values and therefore
very cold temperatures and inert fuel η-space distributions are not reached.
In order to quantify the deviation from the fully burning state and hence the
occurence of local extinction in mixture fraction space, the conditional reactedness
[Masri et al., 1996] is calculated for each CMC cell by
b˜α|η = Y˜α|η − Yα,m|η
Yα,b|η − Yα,m|η (6.1)
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where Yα,b|η and Yα,m|η come from fully burning 0D-CMC solutions with N0
= 5 1/s (which is about 3% of the extinction value) and inert mixing, respec-
tively. Clearly, b˜α|η = 0 when the quenching occurs, while it is close to or larger
than unity when the conditional solutions are fully burning [Masri et al., 1996].
In particular, b˜α|η > 1 indicates the super-equilibrium of the conditional flame
structures. The PDFs of the conditional reactedness at stoichiometry for temper-
ature and hydroxyl, NO, CO mass fractions for three CMC cells (CMC1, CMC2
and CMC3 marked by the three white solid circles in Fig. 6.5a) are shown in Fig.
6.14. Most samples of T˜ |ξst fall within 0.9 ≤ b˜T |ξst ≤ 1.1, but there are still some
data in b˜T |ξst ≤ 0.6, indicating that the conditional temperatures in these two
cells experience frequent extinction (Fig. 6.14a), consistent with the existence
of the peak at 0 for the OH (Fig. 6.14b). The PDFs of ˜bYNO |ξst and ˜bYCO |ξst
in Figs. 6.14(c) and 6.14(d) are relatively broad. For NO, two peaks exist at
˜bYNO |ξst ≈ 0.1 and ˜bYNO |ξst ≈ 0.5–0.6. For CMC1 and CMC2 that lie in the high
scalar dissipation rate region (see Figs. 6.5f and 6.5g), the PDFs of stoichiometric
reactedness for temperature and OH have obvious bimodality, while for NO and
CO this feature is less pronounced. This is likely to be because the chemistry
of NO and CO will freeze during an extinction event and hence these species
will be evident for some time in η-space. CMC3 is located in a region with low
scalar dissipation (see Figs. 6.5f and 6.5g) and so no local extinction happens and
therefore the PDF of b˜T |ξst is concentrated at high values and ˜bYOH |ξst, ˜bYNO |ξst
and ˜bYCO |ξst have wide distributions. The conditional mass fractions of OH, NO
and CO have large fluctuations in spite of the relatively continuous strong reac-
tivity in CMC3 due to the fluctuations of the scalar dissipation and the frequent
quenching of the neighbouring cells.
6.3.3 Lift-off height
In the present swirl non-premixed flame, lift-off from the bluff-body surface
(shown in Figs. 6.5b and 6.6b) is an important dynamic phenomenon caused
by local extinction at the flame base. In this Sub-section, the statistics of the
lift-off height hL in the x−y plane are investigated. To be consistent with the
experiment [Cavaliere et al., 2013], hL is defined as the streamwise distance be-
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tween the bluff body to the position along the ξst iso-line where resolved OH mass
fraction critically exceeds the 0D-CMC threshold (i.e. 0.00024). 200 samples are
extracted equally from both left and right flame branches and 140 samples of
those showed lifted flame. We consider here only snapshots with hL > 0.0005 m,
which is about one nominal CMC cell size near the bluff body edge.
The PDFs of hL from the measurement [Cavaliere et al., 2013] and the LES
are shown in Fig. 6.15. The mean lift-off height from LES/3D-CMC is 9.75 mm
while that from measurement is 5 mm, but the overall shape is consistent and the
long tail at large lift-off heights is reproduced. The PDF of lift-off height hL at
about 10−20 mm is higher in the simulation results than the experimental ones,
which may be due to the overprediction of turbulence intensity close to the bluff
body as shown in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4, thereby leading to more intensive extinction
at those distances. The results in Fig. 6.15 further demonstrate the overall
satistifactory capability of LES/3D-CMC in reproducing the local extinction in
swirl non-premixed flames.
6.4 Conclusions
The LES/3D-CMC model with detailed chemistry is used to simulate a swirl-
stabilised non-premixed flame with local extinction. The LES/3D-CMC simula-
tions reproduce reasonably the flow field and the global flame characteristics (e.g.
mean OH-PLIF, OH* chemiluminescence, PDF of lift-off height). The occurrence
of localized extinction is typically manifested by low heat release rate and OH
mass fraction and low or medium temperature and is accompanied by high scalar
dissipation rates. This implies that joint analysis of above quantities are required
in extinction investigations for modellers and experimentalists. In mixture frac-
tion space the CMC cells undergoing local extinction have relatively wide scatter
between inert and fully burning solutions while for fully burning CMC cells the
instantaneous CMC solutions follow closely fully-burning distributions. The re-
actedness index is analyzed to quantify how far the conditional profiles deviate
from the reference fully burning state. The PDFs of reactedness at the stoi-
chiometric mixture fraction demonstrate some extent of bimodality, showing the
events of local extinction and re-ignition and their relative occurrence frequency.
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6.5 Figures for Chapter 6
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Figure 6.1: (a) Contour of LES cell number for each CMC cell %CMC in the
combustion chamber; (b) distribution of LES cell number for each CMC cell
%CMC within the flame region (0 < x/Db < 2.4); and (c) distribution of face
number for each CMC cell FCMC . The black lines in (a) is for demonstration
only but do not represent the real CMC cells.
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Figure 6.2: Contours of (a) axial velocity, (b) swirl velocity and (c) z-vorticity
on the x−y plane. First row: instantaneous; second row: mean. The lines in (a)
denote the iso-lines of zero axial velocity. IRZ and CRZ are marked in (a).
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Figure 6.5: Instantaneous (a) temperature, (b) heat release rate, (c) mixture
fraction, (d) CH4 mass fraction, (e) mean mixture fraction, and logarithm of
mean (f) resolved and (g) sub-grid scalar dissipation. Images shown are 0.095 m
× 0.06 m. Lines: instantaneous or mean stoichiometric mixture fraction. Solid
circles in (a), (f) and (g): Cells CMC1, CMC2 and CMC3. Arrows in (b) point
to low heat release rate regions along the iso-lines of ξst.
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Figure 6.6: Comparisons of the numerical predictions (right column: b, d, f)
with experimental data [Cavaliere et al., 2013] (left column: a, c, e): (a, b)
instantaneous and (c, d) mean OH-PLIF from the experiment and simulated OH
mass fraction, (e) mean OH* chemiluminescence after inverse Abel transform
from the experiment and (f) mean heat release rate from the simulation. Images
shown are 0.095 m × 0.06 m. Arrows in (a) and (b) point to low OH regions.
Blue: low magnitude; red: strong magnitude.
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Figure 6.7: Instantaneous iso-surfaces of stoichiometric mixture fraction ξst col-
ored by instantaneous unconditionally filtered OH mass fraction Y˜OH calculated
respectively from (a) a single constant 0D-CMC solution with N0 = 50 1/s and
(b) instantaneous 3D-CMC solutions and (c) by conditionally filtered OH mass
fraction Y˜OH |ξst. Regions pointed by symbol “A” have low OH mass fraction.
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Figure 6.12: Evolutions of conditionally filtered (a) heat release rate ˜˙q|η, (b)
temperature T˜ |η, (c) scalar dissipation rate N˜ |η, (d) OH mass fraction Y˜OH |η,
(e) CH4 mass fraction Y˜CH4|η and (f) CH2O mass fraction ˜YCH2O|η within t =
0.022−0.025 s for CMC1.
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Figure 6.13: Conditional (a) heat release rate, (b) temperature and mass frac-
tions of (c) OH and (d) CH4 for CMC1. Line 1 indicates instantaneous conditional
profiles while Lines 2 and 3 their r.m.s. and mean, respectively. Lines 4−6 indi-
cate stand-alone 0D-CMC solutions with low, medium and high scalar dissipation
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Chapter 7
Near-wall Local Extinction
7.1 Introduction
Flame−wall interaction is a physicochemical process in which flames and wall
surfaces affect each other through the coupling of chemical kinetics, momentum,
and heat transfer [Poinsot and Veynante, 2005]. For instance, when flame fronts
approach the vicinity of walls or propagate in tubes, the former are cooled and the
latter are heated with strong heat fluxes, accompanied by the variations of near-
wall flame reactivity and flow properties like density and viscosity. Flame−wall
interactions exist in meso- and micro-scale combustion devices [Ju and Maruta,
2012; Kaisare and Vlachos, 2012], laboratory scale burners [Poinsot and Veynante,
2005], industrial combustion systems such as internal combustion engines and gas
turbine combustors [Lefebvre, 2005], and building fires [Drysdale, 1999].
The underlying physics of flame−wall interactions in laminar flows as well as
how flame extinction is induced and influenced by walls have been studied exten-
sively in different aspects. As one of the most critical quantities for flame−wall
interaction, the quenching distance was investigated theoretically and numerically
with one-step global chemistry [Adamczyk and Lavoie, 1978; Carrier, 1979; Hocks
et al., 1981; v. Karman and Millan, 1953; Westbrook et al., 1981]. In addition,
how the chemical kinetics (e.g. chaining-branching and radical recombination re-
actions) behave during near-wall flame extinction was studied in terms of temper-
ature dependence [Westbrook et al., 1981] and the radical kinetics [Egolfopoulos
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et al., 1997; Hocks et al., 1981]. The strong coupling between the wall and flame
also leads to the flame bifurcations with respect to the varying parameters like
wall temperature, equivalence ratio and strain rate [Nakamura et al., 2009; Vla-
chos and Schmidt, 1993; Zhang and Chen, 2013]. The effects of the laboratory
scale burner geometries (e.g. curved and slit burners as well as perforated-plates)
on the heat exchange and relevant flame dynamics (e.g. flash-back) were exam-
ined [Altay et al., 2010; Mallens and Goey, 1998; Oijen and Goey, 2000] and the
correlations between wall temperature and heat flux were also reported [Popp
and Baum, 1997].
All the above studies contribute to understanding flame−wall interactions for
laminar premixed combustion with simplified flame configurations and/or chem-
ical mechanisms. However, investigations for non-premixed flames interacting
with walls are quite few and, furthermore, the existence of turbulence in realistic
burners renders the interactions more complicated: the turbulence can stretch
the flame fronts and the flame can dampen the local turbulence [Poinsot and
Veynante, 2005], while the wall would modify the temporal and spatial turbu-
lence scales near the wall [Jime´nez, 2013]. Therefore, it is of practical significance
to account for the turbulence effects on flame–wall interaction and the incurred
flame extinction. This is of particular importance for burners where flames are
anchored close to walls such as bluff-body stabilisers, which is the topic studied
in this Chapter.
Concerning modelling the flame−wall interactions, the heat transfer between
the turbulent flame and chamber wall has been studied in the LES context. For
instance, wall functions based on the temperature logarithmic law were used for
predicting the wall heat fluxes [Grotzbach, 1987; Schmitt et al., 2007]. However,
the inclusion of wall heat loss into advanced combustion models is not straight-
forward due to the implementations needed to solve the energy equation. The
enthalpy defect concept was first proposed by Bray and Peters [1994] and used
for defining the enthalpy deviation from the adiabatic profiles in mixture fraction
space, caused by volumetric radiation and/or boundary heat loss. It was intro-
duced into the flamelet model for wall heat loss by Hergart and Peters [2001]
and a similar approach was adopted by Song and Abraham [2004] to improve the
near-wall flame structure calculations in modelling of diesel combustion.
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The enthalpy defect approach was also adopted in the CMC modelling for a
three dimensional turbulent non-premixed syngas flame with a cooling wall [Kim
et al., 2008]. The additional term representing the wall heat loss was included into
the governing equations of conditional mean temperature in three dimensional
CMC method by De Paola et al. [2008] who simulated combustion in a direct-
injection heavy duty diesel engine. The above investigations were based on RANS
and therefore could not analyse the unsteady heat transfer between the wall and
flame and how the wall heat loss affects the transient flame dynamics. For flames
stabilised by bluff body stabilisers approaching blow-off, it has been shown by
Kariuki et al. [2012] that flame elements lie very close to the bluff body in a
bluff body recirculating premixed flame, and similar observations were made by
Cavaliere et al. [2013] for non-premixed flames close to extinction. The effects of
the wall heat loss on the local extinction and lift-off of swirl non-premixed flames
close to the bluff body need to be examined and to be included in the simulation
method.
The goal of the current Chapter is to apply LES with a three dimensional
sub-grid CMC combustion model to a swirl-stabilized non-premixed methane
flame from the Cambridge swirl burner and the study is focused on the effects of
wall heat loss on localized extinction near the bluff body. The wall heat loss is
modelled by introducing an additional term in the RHS of conditionally filtered
total enthalpy equation. The LES/3D-CMC numerical implementations and the
information about the flow investigated are briefly given in Section 7.2 and Section
7.3 presents the main results and discussion, followed by the conclusions in Section
7.4.
7.2 Mathematical formulation and flow consid-
ered
7.2.1 LES and CMC modelling
The LES numerics used for this Chapter are identical to those for Chapter 6,
which have been mentioned in Section 6.2.1. To include the convective wall heat
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loss in the CMC model, an additional term is introduced into the RHS of Qh
governing equation for CMC cells (i.e. Eq. 3.36) adjacent to a wall [De Paola
et al., 2008], i.e. ∫
ΩCMC
∂Qh
∂t
dΩ +
∫
ΩCMC
∇ ·
(
U˜|ηQh
)
dΩ =∫
ΩCMC
Qh∇ · U˜|ηdΩ +
∫
ΩCMC
N˜ |η∂
2Qh
∂η2
dΩ+∫
ΩCMC
∇ · (Dt∇Qh) dΩ +
∫
ΩCMC
q˜W,Ω|ηdΩ,
(7.1)
in which q˜W,Ω|η is the conditionally filtered volumetric heat loss and is only active
for the near-wall CMC cells. This term is modelled as
q˜W,Ω|η = −H (QT − TW ) , (7.2)
in which TW is the wall temperature. The heat transfer coefficient H in Eq. (7.2)
is predicted through [Hergart and Peters, 2001]
H =
q˜W,Ω
ρη
∫ 1
0
(QT − TW ) P˜ (η) dη
. (7.3)
The quantity q˜W,Ω in Eq. (7.3) (in units of W/m
3) is the filtered volumetric heat
loss which is calculated through volume-averaging of the magnitude of the wall
surface heat flux q˜W,S (in units of W/m
2) as
q˜W,Ω =
∫
∂Ω
q˜W,SdS
V LES
, (7.4)
where ∂Ω denotes the faces of the LES cell. Here the surface heat flux magnitude
q˜W,S is estimated from the LES as
q˜W,S = −q˜lW,S − q˜tW,S = λ∇nT˜ + λt∇nT˜ . (7.5)
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In Eq. (7.5), T˜ is the filtered temperature and is predicted through
T˜ =
∫ 1
0
QT P˜ (η) dη =
∫ 1
0
T˜ |ηP˜ (η) dη (7.6)
at the LES cells. In Eq. (7.5), the gradient of the filtered temperature, ∇nT˜ ,
is aligned with the wall normal direction. q˜lW,S and q˜
t
W,S denote the individual
heat fluxes from laminar and sub-grid heat transfer. q˜tW,S has been modeled using
the classical Reynolds analogy in Eq. (7.5). λ = cPµ/Pr and λt = cPµsgs/Prt
are the laminar and sub-grid scale thermal conductivities, respectively, and cP is
the specific heat capacity at constant pressure. The molecular and sub-grid scale
Prandtl numbers are assumed to be Pr = 1 and Prt = 0.7, respectively, over the
entire flow.
The data coupling between LES and CMC has been discussed in Sub-section
3.4.3 and will not be repeated here. In particular, filtered volumetric heat loss in
the CMC resolution for calculating the heat transfer coefficient H in Eq. (7.3) is
obtained through
q˜CMCW,Ω = L (q˜W,Ω) . (7.7)
The operator L (·) in Eq. (7.7) is defined in Eq. (3.62b) and q˜W,Ω is calculated
based on Eq. (7.5).
7.2.2 Problem considered and numerical implementation
The burner configuration, flow operating condition and numerical implementa-
tions for both LES and CMC in this Chapter are exactly the same as those in
Chapter 6 and hence will not be repeated here.
About the wall boundary conditions for the LES solver, nonslip condition for
velocity and zero gradient for mixture fraction are enforced. Also, the walls are
assumed to be chemically inert and cold (TW = 298 K). It should be emphasized
that the assumed wall temperature is below the typical wall temperature values
for most hydrocarbon combustion devices, which might be in the region 400−600
K [Poinsot and Veynante, 2005]. However, it is expected that this would not
qualitatively affect the conclusions in the present manuscript. y+ < 4 for the
near-wall LES mesh is basically satisfied to accurately predict the near-wall tem-
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perature gradient. In this Chapter only the bluff body wall heat loss effects are
investigated, which are more relevant to the lift-off and local extinction. Figure
7.1 demonstrates the basic configuration and the surface mesh distributions of
the bluff body, as a part of the Cambridge swirl burner shown in Fig. 4.3. In
addition, the CMC boundary faces are inherited from the LES counterparts as
described in Sub-section 3.4.2. Qα and QT for the CMC wall boundaries are
assumed to be inert.
7.3 Results and discussion
7.3.1 Velocity statistics
The axial and swirl velocity statistics at four streamwise positions (i.e. x/Db =
0.4, 0.6, 2.2 and 4.4) are compared with the corresponding experimental results
[Cavaliere, 2013] in Figs. 7.2 and 7.3. The mean and r.m.s. from the simulations
reasonably reproduce the main features of the flow (e.g. CRZ, IRZ, as well as
the solid-body rotating regions within −0.8 ≤ r/Db ≤ 0.8 and x/Db < 1 shown
in Fig. 7.3). However, the fuel jet penetration is under-predicted in the LES
which can be observed by the under-prediction of the central mean axial velocity
at x/Db = 0.6 and 2.2 in Fig. 7.2. This may be caused by the fact that the
streamwise adverse pressure gradients along the centerline are over-estimated,
which is related to the over-prediction of mean swirl velocities at x/Db = 0.4 and
0.6 shown in Fig. 7.3. In addition, the r.m.s. of both axial and swirl velocities at
x/Db = 0.4 and 0.6 from the LES is over-predicted. The higher r.m.s. quantities
in LES may be affected by the over-prediction of the turbulence near the annulus
exit. Generally, the statistics of axial and swirl velocities from the simulation show
reasonable agreement with the experimental results. Furthermore, comparisons
are made with the results in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4 which are from the LES/3D-CMC
with adiabatic walls and show that the inclusion of wall heat loss in Eq. (7.1)
has negligible influence on the velocity statistics.
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7.3.2 Wall heat flux and local extinction
Contours of instantaneous and mean temperature overlaid by the stoichiometric
mixture fraction and zero axial velocity iso-lines at the x−y plane are demon-
strated in Fig. 7.4. The iso-lines of mean and instantaneous ξst are basically
confined within the upstream part of the IRZ (x/Db < 1). Similar to the exper-
imental observations [Cavaliere et al., 2013], the flame base is very close to the
bluff body, although lift-off can be observed occasionally near the edge (e.g. the
left flame base branch in Fig. 7.4a). The statistics of the lift-off height will be
discussed further in Sub-section 7.3.4.
Figure 7.5 demonstrates the distribution of instantaneous surface heat flux,
the sum of q˜lW,S and q˜
t
W,S, on the bluff body surface and the combustor walls.
One can find that the circular bluff body top has considerable surface heat flux
which is caused by the significant interactions between it and the flames in IRZ.
The surface heat flux on the side combustor walls is from the impingement of
the flame towards them while that on the bottom of the combustor results from
the intermittent engulfment of the hot pockets into CRZ from the impingement.
However, both of them are less than heat flux on the bluff body top.
In Fig. 7.6(a), the contour of mean surface heat flux on the entire bluff body
is demonstrated. The mean heat flux is approximately symmetrical with respect
to the fuel jet exit. Figure 7.6(b) plots radial profiles of the mean heat flux
magnitude qw,S and the temperature gradient ∇nT˜ on the bluff body surface,
i.e. 0.08 ≤ r/Db ≤ 0.5. Here the averaging is performed both in time and in
the azimuthal direction. As the radius increases, the mean wall surface heat flux
qw,S and temperature gradient sharply increase at 0 ≤ r/Db ≤ 0.15 and reach
their individual plateaus at r/Db = 0.15, and eventually decrease at r/Db > 0.4.
Clearly, the high values on the middle section of the surface (0.15 ≤ r/Db ≤ 0.4)
are attributed to the contact between the cold surface and the flames as well as
recirculating hot gases in IRZ, while the relatively low heat fluxes at low and
large radii result from the cold streams of air and fuel jets as shown in Fig. 7.4.
Figure 7.6(b) also presents radial distributions of the mean laminar and sub-
grid heat fluxes, i.e. qlw,S and q
t
w,S. q
t
w,S is much lower than q
l
w,S on the whole
surface and the fraction of the mean sub-grid heat flux, qtw,S/q
l
w,S, monotonically
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increases from about 15% at r/Db = 0.08 to about 45% at r/Db = 0.5. The
laminar heat flux qlw,S basically follows the temperature gradient variations while,
interestingly, qtw,S increases monotonically with radius. Clearly, the sub-grid heat
flux qtw,S is directly linked to the sub-grid scale viscosity µsgs shown in Eq. (3.16)
and therefore to the sub-grid kinetic energy k. Since the velocity r.m.s. close to
bluff body (e.g. x/Db = 0.4 in Figs. 7.2a and 7.3a) is over-predicted, it should
be acknowledged that k close to r/Db = 0.5 is accordingly over-predicted.
Figure 7.7 demonstrates the PDF of the instantaneous bluff body surface wall
fluxes q˜w,S based on the whole surface at all simulated time instants. The PDF is
close to a Gaussian distribution, although clipped at zero, implying that cold air
and fuel streams are occasionally present at the wall. This feature is different from
the results reported by Wang and Trouve´ [2006] with two dimensional DNS of
ethylene/air non-premixed flames near a wall, where the PDF of wall heat fluxes
is quite narrow and very few samples can be seen near zero. This discrepancy can
be attributed to the existence of the cold air and fuel inlets near the bluff body and
also the recirculating fresh gas from downstream in IRZ. Furthermore, the mean
and peak heat fluxes in Fig. 7.7 are approximately 1.5× 105 and 5× 105 W/m2,
respectively. They show good agreements with the heat flux estimation made
by Lataillade et al. [2002], where the order of magnitude of 5 × 105 W/m2 was
obtained from methane/air flames at 1 bar pressure and 300 K wall temperature.
Figure 7.8 shows the variations of the conditionally filtered volumetric heat
loss q˜W,Ω|η and conditionally filtered total enthalpy Qh from one CMC cell near
the bluff body surface. Each curve is from one instant and in Fig. 7.8(a) large
fluctuations of q˜W,Ω|η can be seen with respect to its mean profile (denoted as the
symbols) in the whole mixture fraction space. The introduction of the volumetric
heat loss into the conditionally filtered total enthalpy equations makes Qh deviate
from its adiabatic profile, which is a straight line between η = 0 and η = 1, as
presented in Fig. 7.8(b). Considerable fluctuations of Qh occur at about η = ξst
resulting from the large fluctuations of q˜W,Ω|η there.
The time records of some important conditionally filtered scalars, scalar dis-
sipation rate, and volumetric heat loss at η = ξst from the same CMC cell as
that in Fig. 7.8 are presented in Fig. 7.9. Between t = 0.04 s and 0.04125
s, the flame is burning based on the values of ˜˙q|ξst, Y˜OH |ξst and T˜ |ξst shown in
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Figs. 7.9(a)–(c). However, at around t = 0.04125 s, the flame is quenched (low˜˙q|ξst, Y˜OH |ξst and T˜ |ξst due to the large scalar dissipation as shown in Fig. 10(d).
The extinction continues until t = 0.043 s when the stoichiometric scalar dissi-
pation N˜ |ξst becomes very low and the re-ignition occurs. Based on Fig. 7.9(e)
and similar results from other near-wall CMC cells, ˜qW,Ω|ξst roughly follows the
evolutions of T˜ |ξst but with some high-frequency oscillations. It also shows the
pronounced decrease/increase during the onsets of extinction/re-ignition. This
can be expected to facilitate the occurrence of these two critical flame behaviors
based on the present results.
7.3.3 Near-wall conditional flame structures
In this Sub-section, the influences of convective wall heat loss on the near-wall
flame structures in mixture fraction space will be investigated. Comparisons
are made between the results from LES/3D-CMC with wall heat loss boundary
conditions and those from the same solvers with adiabatic wall. For convenience,
the former is termed as heat loss case hereafter. The latter has been investigated
in Chapter 6 and is termed as adiabatic case. The adiabatic results in this Sub-
section are from the computations in Chapter 6.
Figures 7.10 and 7.11 show the comparisons of mean flame structures in mix-
ture fraction space predicted from heat loss and adiabatic cases. These results
are extracted from the same CMC cell as that in Fig. 7.9. The mean conditional
mass fractions of reactants (i.e. CH4 and O2 in Figs. 7.10a and 7.10b)/products
(e.g. H2O in Fig. 7.10c) are higher/lower in the heat loss case than those in
the adiabatic simulation, indicating incomplete reactions when wall heat loss is
included. The conditional mass fraction of CH2O in Fig. 7.10(d) is higher in the
heat loss case. The mean profiles of OH mass fraction in η-space, heat release
rate and temperature are shown in Figs. 7.11(a)–(c). Compared to the adiabatic
results, Y˜OH |η and T˜ |η in the heat loss case are obviously lower and, conversely,˜˙q|η is much higher within 0.025 < η < 0.075. In addition, the inclusion of wall
heat loss term in Eq. (7.1) leads to a considerable enthalpy defect around η = ξst
as shown in Fig. 7.11(d).
Figure 7.12 presents the PDF of conditional reactedness at η = ξst, b˜α|ξst,
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based on temperature and mass fractions of OH, CO and NO from both heat
loss and adiabatic cases. The equation for b˜α|ξst can be referred to Eq. (6.1).
Yα,b|η and Yα,m|η used to calculate b˜α|ξst are the fully burning 0D-CMC solutions
with N0 = 5 1/s and inert mixing ones, respectively. b˜α|η = 0 corresponds
to the extinction solutions while b˜α|η is close to or larger than unity is fully
burning ones. Clearly, in both cases, b˜OH |ξst and b˜T |ξst in Figs. 7.12(a) and
7.12(b) show the peaks when they are close to unity. However, in the heat loss
case, the peaks of b˜OH |ξst and b˜T |ξst are shifted towards smaller values, which
implies weakened reactivity. For b˜OH |ξst, another peak appears approaching zero,
indicating the instantaneous extinction at the present CMC cell when wall heat
loss is considered. However, for b˜CO|ξst and b˜NO|ξst in both cases, the distributions
are wide. The PDF of b˜CO|ξst is negligibly affected by the heat loss while that
of b˜NO|ξst moves towards smaller values when wall heat loss is included, which
is consistent with the variations of the temperature. The results in Figs. 7.10–
7.12 only correspond to one selected CMC cell but similar findings can also be
obtained from other near-wall CMC cells.
The mean conditional scalar dissipation rates 〈N˜ |η〉 from the adiabatic and
heat loss cases are compared in Fig. 7.13. For all three CMC cells corresponding
to different radial positions (i.e. y/Db = 0.18, 0.4 and 0.49) adjacent to the
bluff body, 〈N˜ |η〉 in the heat loss case is always larger than that in adiabatic
one. This difference concerning 〈N˜ |η〉 explains the comparisons of mean flame
structures in Figs. 7.10 and 7.11. Also, the difference of 〈N˜ |η〉 between two
cases increases with the increased y/Db. This implies that the wall heat loss
greatly influences scalar dissipation near the outer part (with relatively large
radii) of the bluff body surface, where the iso-surfaces of instantaneous ξst and
the flame base are occasionally attached to. However, the peak values of 〈N˜ |η〉
in these three CMC cells are still well below the critical peak value from 0D-
CMC calculations (N0 ≈ 170 1/s). This is consistent with the previous findings
from the study by Garmory and Mastorakos [2011] and in Chapter 6 that in
LES/CMC the emergence of local extinction is not a simple function of the local
and instantaneous scalar dissipation, but also a result of physical transport.
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7.3.4 Lift-off height
The streamwise variations of the mean conditional mass fraction of OH, 〈Y˜OH |η〉,
are shown in Fig. 7.14 through comparing the heat loss and adiabatic results.
It can be observed that 〈Y˜OH |η〉 in the adiabatic case is higher than in the heat
loss case but the difference becomes negligible at x/Db = 1.6. Iso-surfaces of
instantaneous mixture fraction ξst colored by Y˜OH |ξst and T˜ |ξst (from the host
CMC cells of the local LES meshes) in the heat loss case are plotted in Fig. 7.15.
At the iso-surfaces close to the bluff body, large flame holes quantified by low
Y˜OH |ξst (< 0.001) and T˜ |ξst (< 1200K) can be observed. This explicitly manifests
the instantaneous extinction in η-space at the flame base regardless of the local
mixing state, which can also be observed in the experiment [Cavaliere et al., 2013].
The localized extinction close to the bluff body surface indicated in Fig. 7.15
is also seen in the adiabatic case as discussed in Chapter 6 where it is attributed
to the strong convection approaching the swirling air inlet. To appreciate how
the wall heat loss affects the flame reactivity close to the bluff body, Fig. 7.16
presents the PDFs of reactedness at stoichiometry from temperature and OH
mass fraction, i.e. b˜T |ξst and b˜OH |ξst. Here the samples include 50 time instants
and each instant is extracted from about 3,000 CMC cells enclosing the three di-
mensional iso-surfaces of the instantaneous stoichiometric mixture fraction near
the bluff body, i.e. 0 ≤ x/Db ≤ 0.8 (marked in Fig. 7.15a). In the adiabatic
case, b˜T |ξst has a single peak which is centered at 0.92 with some negative skew-
ness, indicating some degree of instantaneous extinction at the flame base. The
extinction is also characterized by the pronounced bimodality in PDF of b˜OH |ξst
in Fig. 7.16(b). In the heat loss case, the negative skewness of the PDF of b˜T |ξst
is intensified and the PDF of b˜OH |ξst tends to have a single peak around zero.
Both features concerning b˜T |ξst and b˜OH |ξst statistically indicate the weakened
reactivity in the local CMC cells at the flame base when the bluff body heat loss
effects are taken into account.
The PDF of the lift-off height hL extracted from the x−y plane are presented
in Fig. 7.17(a). Similarly to the definition in the experiment [Cavaliere et al.,
2013] and in Chapter 6, hL is the streamwise distance between the bluff body
surface to the position along the ξst iso-line where Y˜OH is critically larger the 0D-
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CMC threshold (i.e. 0.00024). 200 samples are extracted equally from both left
and right flame branches close to the bluff body edge and 188 samples of those
showed lifted flame. Only the snapshots with hL > 0.5 mm are considered here
for calculating the PDF of hL. The counterpart results from the simulations with
adiabatic bluff body from Chapter 6 are also given in Fig. 7.17(b) for comparison,
which is the same as Fig. 6.15. From Fig. 7.17(a), it can be seen that the PDF
of hL from the simulation agrees reasonably with the measured results. However,
an over-prediction around hL = 3 mm and 7mm < hL < 14mm exist and actually
the over-prediction of hL is also observable for the range 10mm < hL < 20mm
as shown in Fig. 7.17(b). In general, the influence of wall heat loss on the PDF
of lift-off height hL is relatively small, which implies that although heat losses
reduces reactivity, the flame stabilisation mechanism is a stronger function of
the aerodynamic straining than the heat loss to the bluff body. This is broadly
consistent with the measurements made by Kariuki [2012], where the leanest
equivalence ratio for blow-off in a premixed flame stabilised on a metal bluff
body was smaller by only about 10% compared to the blow-off condition with a
ceramic bluff body.
7.4 Conclusions
Large eddy simulation with three dimensional conditional moment closure com-
bustion model is applied to a swirling non-premixed methane flame with local
extinction. The convective wall heat loss is included as an additional term in the
conditionally filtered total enthalpy equation for the CMC cells adjacent to walls.
The mean heat flux is high on the middle bluff body surface but low near its
edges. The sub-grid heat flux based on the resolved temperature gradient is rela-
tively low com-pared to the laminar counterpart but increases with the turbulent
intensity. For the CMC cells immediately adjacent to the bluff body, the heat
loss facilitates the occurrences of extinction and re-ignition. It has a significant
influence on the mean flame structures, which is directly linked to the changes of
the conditional scalar dissipation near the wall. Furthermore, the degree of local
and instantaneous extinction measured by conditional reactedness at stoichiom-
etry is intensified due to the wall heat loss. However, the wall heat loss shows a
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small impact on the lift-off near the bluff body surface.
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7.5 Figures for Chapter 7
(a) (b)
Swirler
Bluff Body
Fuel Jet Inlet
Figure 7.1: (a) Photo [Cavaliere, 2013] and (b) surface mesh distributions of the
swirler and bluff body.
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Figure 7.2: Radial profiles of mean (left) and r.m.s. (right) axial velocity at x/Db
= 0.4, 0.6, 2.2 and 4.4.
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= 0.4, 0.6, 2.2 and 4.4.
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Figure 7.4: Distributions of (a) instantaneous and (b) mean temperature. Black
iso-lines: instantaneous or mean stoichiometric mixture fraction. White iso-lines:
zero instantaneous or mean axial velocity.
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Figure 7.5: Distribution of instantaneous wall heat flux on the bluff body and
upstream part (1/3 of the whole chamber length) of the chamber walls.
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Figure 7.6: (a) Distributions of mean heat flux on the bluff body surface; (b)
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Figure 7.9: Time records of conditionally filtered (a) heat release rate, (b) OH
mass fraction, (c) temperature, (d) scalar dissipation and (e) volumetric heat loss
at η = ξst from the same CMC cell as in Fig. 7.8.
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Figure 7.12: Probability density function of reactedness at η = ξst from (a)
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Figure 7.15: Iso-surfaces of instantaneous stoichiometric mixture fraction colored
by conditional (a) OH mass fraction and (b) temperature at stoichiometry.
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(a) heat loss and (b) adiabatic walls. Red lines: experimental results [Cavaliere
et al., 2013].
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Chapter 8
Blow-off of Cambridge Swirl
Flames
8.1 Introduction
Blow-off is a transient process in which the localized extinction area on the flame
front gradually expands until complete extinction occurs. It has been shown re-
cently [Cavaliere et al., 2013; Chaudhuri et al., 2010; Dawson et al., 2011; Kariuki
et al., 2012] that the blow-off transient is long relative to estimates of the residence
time in the combustor and that empirical correlations of the blow-off condition
do not give very accurate results. Therefore, in the perspective of turbulent com-
bustion modelling, the following question can be posed: does a combustion model
that can accurately predict the degree of local extinction also possess the ability
to predict the blow-off condition and flame dynamics in a realistic combustor?
Tyliszczak et al. [2014] investigated the blow-off dynamics of a swirl-stabilized n-
heptane spray flame using LES/3D-CMC and the time evolution of heat release as
well as the instantaneous flame behavior were analyzed. Also, for one condition,
the simulation predicted an extinguished flame at the experimentally-determined
blow-off velocity. However, the blow-off curve has not been studied systemati-
cally in that or other combustion modelling work. The ability to predict, from
first principles, a wide range of global blow-off operating points would be of huge
importance for the reliability of combustion CFD.
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The objective of this Chapter is to apply LES with the three dimensional sub-
grid CMC model to predict the transient blow-off phenomena and the blow-off
curve (i.e. the blow-off conditions) of swirling non-premixed methane flames in
the Cambridge swirl burner. The LES/3D-CMC model and flame information
are presented briefly in the next Section. The results, findings and discussion are
given in Section 8.3 and the conclusions are presented in the final Section.
8.2 Modelling
8.2.1 LES and CMC modelling
The filtered velocity and mixture fraction, U˜ and ξ˜, are solved and their corre-
sponding LES governing equations are given in Sub-section 3.1.2. The Smagorin-
sky model is applied to close the sub-grid scale stress tensor. Other models can
be also found in Sub-section 3.1.2. The variance of filtered mixture fraction, ξ˜′′2,
is calculated with Eq. (3.23). The filtered scalar dissipation rate N˜ includes two
contributions from the resolved and sub-grid parts (N˜res and N˜sgs), as demon-
strated in Eq. (3.22).
The conditionally filtered mass fractions, Qα, are solved with the three di-
mensional CMC governing equations, i.e. Eq. (3.35). The sub-models used for
modelling the unclosed terms in the CMC equations are presented in Section 3.2.
The convective wall heat loss is taken into consideration and the conditional total
enthalpy equation with volumetric heat loss, Eq. (7.1), is solved and the models
needed have been presented in Sub-section 7.2.1. In this Chapter, the laminar
and sub-grid Schmidt numbers are Sc = 1.0 and Sct = 0.7 [Branley and Jones,
2001], respectively.
8.2.2 Flow considered and numerical implementations
The schematic and dimensions of the Cambridge swirl burner have been shown in
Fig. 4.4. The blow-off of non-premixed flames is considered in this Chapter and
the non-swirling fuel stream (100% methane) is injected through a pipe at the
center of bluff body top, whilst the swirling motion of the air stream is generated
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by the six vane guided swirler. The temperature for fuel and air is 298 K.
Mixture fraction space is discretised by 51 nodes that are clustered around
ξst = 0.055. Both LES and CMC domains include the square combustor as
presented in Fig. 4.7 and a downstream hemispherical far-field (not shown in
Fig. 4.7). The annulus and the swirler are excluded, which is different from the
domain used in Chapters 6 and 7. Around 9 million tetrahedral LES cells are
used while the number of the CMC cells is about 140,000. Also, the near-wall
cells near the bluff body surface are refined to y+ < 4, to accurately predict the
interaction between the flames and bluff body surface resulting from convective
heat transfer. For CMC boundaries in mixture fraction space, η = 0 corresponds
to air and η = 0 to fuel, both at 298 K. For LES boundaries presented in Fig. 4.7,
at all the walls, nonslip condition is applied for the velocities and zero gradient
for the mixture fraction. The wall temperature TW was not measured in the
experiment but assumed to be 298 K. Zero pressure gradient and Dirichlet velocity
and mixture fraction conditions are enforced for the air and fuel inlets which are
at the burner exit plane while fixed total atmospheric pressure for the far-field
boundaries. About the CMC boundaries in physical space, the inert mixing
solutions are specified in the air and inlets as well as at all the walls while zero
gradient extrapolation is enforced at the far-field outlet.
The LES/3D-CMC solver introduced in Sub-section 3.4.1 is applied for the
computations in this Chapter. The time step here is ∆t = 2 × 10−6 s and the
CFL number, predicted with Eq. (4.3), in the main flow and flame regions is
less than 0.5. The simulations are run on Darwin Cluster from the Cambridge
High Performance Computing Service and ARCHER Cluster from UK National
Supercomputing Service. 80 processors are used for the computations in this
Chapter and approximately 0.002 s of physical time can be achieved with 24-
hour wall clock time. The whole simulated time is 0.03−0.07 s, depending on the
operating conditions.
8.2.3 Blow-off simulation strategy
The flame condition is determined by the fuel and air bulk velocities (i.e. Uf
and Ua) and a few pairs of such values that give rise to global blow-off in the
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experiment are reproduced in Fig. 8.1 and constitutes the experimental blow-
off curve for the non-premixed flames in this burner. A large number of extra
(Uf , Ua) conditions are investigated with LES. Most of these runs are done by
starting with the identical resolved flow and scalar fields of a stable flame, which
follows the procedure in the experiment [Cavaliere et al., 2013]. In the blow-off
experiment the fuel flow rate is fixed and the air flow rate is gradually increased
in steps of around 2% (0.258 m/s) every 20 s until the blow-off is reached in
the fuel-lean condition. The blow-off air bulk velocity, UBO,exp, is then recorded
for the investigated fuel flow rate. In principle, such operation is also feasible in
LES/3D-CMC but in light of the prohibitive computational cost, in this study
the air and/or fuel velocities are changed to the required values in one go for each
simulation.
To examine the occurrence of blow-off in LES, the quantity of the total heat
release rate Q is calculated from volume integration over the entire combustor,
i.e.
Q =
∫
ΩLES
˜˙qdV. (8.1)
Here ΩLES represents the whole LES computational domain. The resolved heat
release rate ˜˙q is calculated from Eq. (5.1). In this investigation, the blow-off
event is assumed to occur when the integrated heat release rate Q reaches below
1% of its initial value that is integrated from the initial field. Accordingly, the
duration within which Q evolves from the initial to low (<1%) values is defined
as the blow-off time τBO. If in the whole simulation time (typically 0.05−0.07 s),
Q fluctuates with respect to some stable value and never reaches <1%, then no
blow-off happens under this operating condition and the flame is assumed to be
globally stable.
In the measurements [Cavaliere et al., 2013], the quantification of the individ-
ual blow-off transients is based on evolutions of the corresponding area integrated
OH* signals taken from the two dimensional images of 5 kHz OH* chemilumi-
nescnece. The reported experimental blow-off time is extracted from the averged
time series of area integrated OH* emissions compiled from repeated experiments
for the specific operating conditions. The experimental τBO is defined as the time
needed for the OH* emissions reducing from 90% to 10% of the initial value.
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Therefore from the LES τBO only corresponds to a single event but the exper-
imental result by Cavaliere et al. [2013] is in an averaged sense. Theoretically
very low or zero heat liberated from turbulent non-premixed flames can be only
viewed as a necessary condition for extinction, which is particularly true when
highly distributed chemical and mixing time scales exist in strongly turbulent
fields like the investigated swirling flows, as discussed in Chapter 6. As such, in
the computations the evolutions of key reaction scalars in both mixture fraction
and physical space, e.g. Y˜OH and Y˜OH |η, are examined as supplements to the Q
based criterion.
The flames selected for further analysis are listed in Table 8.1: three (i.e. S1,
S2 and S3) are computationally stable, while other three cases (i.e. BO1, BO2
and BO3) result in computational blow-off and hence global extinction. These
six cases share the identical fuel bulk velocity (i.e. Uf = 29.2 m/s) but have
the successively increased air bulk velocity Ua from S1 to BO3. Furthermore,
the cases on the experimental blow-off curve that are computationally stable but
experimentally blow-off will be discussed as well and correspond to S4, S5, S6
and S7 in Table 8.1. All the above ten cases have been explicitly marked in Fig.
8.1.
Since the velocity statistics at the chamber air inlet are not available from
experiment for all these conditions, a non-reacting RANS simulation with the
CSWH1 operating conditions investigated in Chapter 4 and complete computa-
tional domain (i.e. swirler, annulus, combustion chamber and far-field) presented
in Fig. 4.7 is first conducted. The statistics of axial and swirl components from
this RANS simulation have been shown in Chapter 4 (see Fig. 4.32) and excel-
lent agreement with measurements is obtained. Then for all the above mentioned
LES cases and others in Fig. 8.1, the profiles of three velocity components (axial,
swirl and radial velocities) at the air inlet are interpolated and scaled from the
non-reacting RANS based on the ratio of the target values (e.g. 19.9 m/s for S2)
to the S1 air axial bulk velocity, 19.1 m/s. Thus for all the simulated cases, the
swirl number based on Eq. (4.2) is kept constant as SN = 1.23. Top-hat profiles
are used at fuel inlets for all the LES cases in Table 8.1. White noise with 5%
intensity is applied at both the air and fuel inlets. Simulations of S2−S7 and
BO1−BO2 and other conditions in Fig. 8.1 are conducted through being initial-
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ized from well-developed LES and CMC fields of S1, which is globally stable in
the computations. In addition, the air bulk velocities for S2 and S4−S7 corre-
spond to UBO,exp for the measured fuel bulk velocities, e.g. for S2 case Uf = 29.2
m/s, UBO,exp is 19.9 m/s [Cavaliere et al., 2013]. The ratio of axial air veloc-
ity to UBO,exp, Ua/UBO,exp, and momentum ratio of air and fuel axial velocities,
ρaU
2
a/ρfU
2
f , are also listed in Table 8.1.
8.3 Results and discussion
8.3.1 Blow-off curve
The critical air axial bulk velocity Ua at blow-off as a function of the fuel jet
velocity Uf was measured by Cavaliere et al. [2013] and the data are the squares
marked by “EXP, BO” in Fig. 8.1. Above the black dashed curve, there is no
stable flame in the experiments [Cavaliere et al., 2013] (i.e. blow-off occurs). To
obtain the critical air axial bulk velocity in LES, UBO,LES, corresponding to the
experimental Uf operating conditions, a trial-and-error strategy was performed.
In particular, S2 and other four cases (i.e. S4−S7 cases) corresponding to the
experimental blow-off curve (i.e. 1.0UBO,exp in Fig. 8.1) were first simulated.
It turns out that computationally no blow-off was observed. Hence, the current
LES/3D-CMC modelling cannot successfully achieve the blow-off in the condi-
tions which exactly correspond to critical blow-off points from the experiments.
The curve of 1.0UBO,exp is thought of as lower blow-off boundary to locate UBO,LES
from LES/3D-CMC. Then, BO3 and other four cases (denoted by blue rhombuses
in Fig. 8.1) were run with the air bulk velocities of approximately 1.6UBO,exp and
the results show that all these five cases result in blow-off (marked by “LES, BO”
in Fig. 8.1). This means that LES/3D-CMC reproduces the blow-off condition
to an accuracy better than 60% for a range of fuel velocities Uf .
Further, a similar effort was done to examine the blow-off likelihood by LES/3D-
CMC for air velocities exactly 25% higher than the experimental blow-off velocity.
In particular, the cases with (Uf , Ua) = (29.2 m/s, 25 m/s) and (39.5 m/s, 32.5
m/s) demonstrate stable flame features (marked by “LES, ST ”) but possess se-
vere localized extinctions, while the other three with 1.25UBO,exp show blow-off
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(marked by “LES, BO”). Additional simulations show that, for Uf = 29.2 and
39.5 m/s, the air bulk velocities that can make the flame undergo global ex-
tinction in LES/3D-CMC are 26.5 and 36.0 m/s, respectively. These two points
are marked by “LES, BO” in Fig. 8.1 and are combined with three blow-off
points with Ua = 1.25UBO,exp to constitute the red dashed line (termed as roughly
1.25UBO,exp curve hereafter), which is viewed as the upper blow-off boundary from
LES/3D-CMC. The trend that increasing the fuel velocity results in a higher air
velocity for blow-off is correctly captured. Therefore, the blow-off range in the
computations, denoted as the highlighted yellow region in Fig. 8.1, suggests that
UBO,LES lies between the 1.0UBO,exp (lower boundary) and 1.25UBO,exp.(upper
boundary) curves.
As far as the authors are aware, capturing the global blow-off condition with
LES has not been demonstrated yet. This novel result from Fig. 8.1 demonstrates
that the present LES/3D-CMC model, using model constants calibrated against
the Sandia D flame [Garmory and Mastorakos, 2011], predicts, for a range of
fuel jet velocities, an air blow-off velocity within 25% of the experimentally-
determined value. This is a new progress confirming the capacity of the sub-
grid CMC model in predicting the strong turbulence−chemistry interaction, e.g.
global extinction. This accuracy is reasonable and might at present even be
considered acceptable from an engineering perspective, considering that there
might be also large uncertainties from the experimental blow-off curve (1.0UBO,exp
in Fig. 8.1).
8.3.2 Features of S1 stable flame
Since S1 provides one of its filtered LES and CMC fields to initialize all the
other simulations, it is of great importance to first confirm the correctness of S1
simulation in terms of flow fields and flame characterization. Therefore, the radial
distributions of axial and swirl velocity statistics for S1 case are plotted in Figs.
8.2 and 8.3, respectively. These results are obtained through averaging the data
around 0.04 s after the initial transients and different sampling periods are taken
for statistics compilation to ensure the convergence. It can be seen from Figs. 8.2
and 8.3 that the current LES correctly captures the mean flow features, e.g. IRZ
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and CRZ, central fuel penetration as well as the solid-body rotation region close to
the bluff body. However, it is acknowledged that the axial velocity at x/Db = 2.2
is under-predicted, indicating that the fuel length in the LES (about 2Db) is
shorter than that in the measurement. Furthermore, at x/Db = 0.4 and 0.6, the
positions of r.m.s. peaks agree well with the experimental results, respectively
corresponding to the shear layers along the fuel jet due to Kelvin−Helmholtz
instability and the bowl-like double shear layers between the inflowing swirling
air and IRZ as well as CRZ in the chamber flows. However, their magnitudes
are over-calculated at these two streamwise positions and the peaks of both axial
and swirl velocity r.m.s. at r/Db = 1.25−1.5 in the computational results are
caused by the vortex breakdown from the shear layer between swirl air and CRZ,
which is not observed in the experiment. At the downstream, i.e. x/Db = 2.2
and 4.4 in the Figs. 8.2 and 8.3, the r.m.s. demonstrates a good agreement with
the experimental results.
Figures 8.4(a) and 8.4(c) show the LES results of mean distributions of heat
release rate ˜˙q and OH mass fraction Y˜OH in x−y plane from S1. For comparison,
the mean OH* chemiluminescence after inverse Abel transform and mean OH-
PLIF from the experiment [Cavaliere et al., 2013] corresponding to S1 operating
conditions are also given in Figs. 8.4(b) and 8.4(d), respectively. From Fig.
8.4(a), one can find that most of the heat is released along the upstream section
(0 < x < 0.03 m) of mean iso-line of stoichiometric mixture fraction ξst. Due to
the relatively small ξst, this section of mean ξst iso-line is basically close to the
shear layer between IRZ and swirling air and overlaps with the iso-line of mean
axial velocity (not shown in Fig. 8.4a). Instead, at the downstream (0.03 m <
x < 0.06 m) very low heat release rate ˜˙q can be seen. The above finding indicates
that there may be severe extinction along the downstream section of ξst iso-line,
which can be confirmed by the low mean OH mass fraction there as demonstrated
in Fig. 8.4(c). Furthermore, based on the results in Fig. 8.4(c), mean OH
mass fraction distribution is much broader than mean heat release rate: at the
upstream, it is mainly confined by mean ξst iso-lines to the IRZ, but further
downstream (x > 0.03 m), finite OH radicals appear outside the mean ξst iso-line
envelope and close to the combustor lateral walls. Compared to Figs. 8.4(b) and
8.4(d), good agreement can be seen between the current S1 simulation and the
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experiment. Overall, the results shown in Figs. 8.2−8.4 are able to demonstrate
the statistical correctness of S1 computations in terms of both flow field and flame
shape, which ensures the ensuing discussion on blow-off dynamics is technically
meaningful.
8.3.3 Extinction characteristics of experimental blow-off
curve in LES/3D-CMC
Since the present LES/3D-CMC modelling does not successfully predict the blow-
off for those cases on the 1.0UBO,exp curve that actually constitute the lower
boundary of the computational blow-off range as shown in Fig. 8.1, it is of great
importance to examine first how far these flames on the 1.0UBO,exp curve are
from the blow-off in the computations. All the five cases with Ua = 1.0UBO,exp
are discussed in this Sub-section and they are S4, S5, S2, S6 and S7 with the
successively increased air and fuel bulk velocities. Their relevant information is
tabulated in Table 8.1.
The time series of the total heat release for S4, S5, S2, S6 and S7 cases on
the 1.0UBO,exp curve are presented in Fig. 8.5. For all the five cases, the total
heat release rate Q varies around individual stable values with the fluctuations
but does not demonstrate the globally decreasing tendency towards zero, which
necessarily indicates the onset of global extinction. The time-averaged total heat
release rate 〈Q〉 for S4, S5, S2, S6 and S7 cases are 4.22 kW, 5.06 kW, 6.49 kW,
7.56 kW and 7.59 kW, respectively. They are compiled with the respective time
series shown in Fig. 8.5 but excluding the initial period of 0.01 s. For these
five cases, the nominal powers estimated by the fuel flow rate times the CH4
heat of combustion in the standard state [Law, 2006] are 7.93 kW, 10.17 kW,
12.38 kW, 14.12 kW and 16.26 kW, respectively. Therefore, 〈Q〉 from the current
computations accounts for 46%−53% of their nominal values. This is expected
to be caused by the strong finite-rate chemistry effects under these five operating
conditions on the 1.0UBO,exp curve. As such, although in the LES/3D-CMC the
blow-off is not reached for S4, S5, S2, S6 and S7 cases, nevertheless, the finite-rate
chemistry effects in the simulation results have become considerable on the lower
boundary of computational blow-off range (i.e. the experimental blow-off curve).
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The above mentioned finite-rate chemistry effects can be further examined
through analyzing the extent of instantaneous and localized extinguishment on
the stoichiometric mixture fraction ξst iso-surfaces. In non-premixed combustion,
reactions nominally occurs on the ξst iso-surfaces and hence investigating the evo-
lutions of key reactive scalars on ξst iso-surfaces is conducive to understanding the
flame dynamics. Actually, this technique has been extensively in both experimen-
tal and computational studies, such as the reported work by Hult et al. [2005],
Juddoo and Masri [2011], Steinberg et al. [2011], Garmory and Mastorakos [2011],
Lignell et al. [2011] and Cavaliere et al. [2013], although in the measurements the
accurate iso-surfaces of ξst are not readily available. Phenomenologically, when
local extinction occurs flame holes with low temperature and species concen-
trations (e.g. OH) can be seen within the continuous burning regions. In this
study, the conditionally filtered OH mass fraction at stoichiometry on the ξst
iso-surfaces, Y˜OH |ξst, is used as the indicator, instead of Y˜OH , since the former is
directly solved from the CMC governing equations, Eq. (3.35). When the local
Y˜OH |ξst is below the critical value, say 0.00024, it is supposed that that region
is experiencing extinction. The threshold is determined by examining the OH
distributions in mixture fraction space during the onset of extinction, which is
the same estimation used in Chapter 6. The distribution of Y˜OH |ξst on the ξst
iso-surfaces from S2 case is demonstrated in Fig. 8.6(a). A large fraction of the
iso-surface, particularly close to the swirl air ring inlets, experiences the extinc-
tion (visualized as blue, i.e. low Y˜OH |ξst) although fully reactive regions with high
Y˜OH |ξst (red surfaces) still exist. Meanwhile, the extent of transient extinction
on the ξst iso-surfaces change with respect to the time if the similar contours to
Fig. 8.6(a) is examined. To quantitatively predict the extinction level on the
iso-surfaces, the extinguished fraction is introduced and defined as the area ratio
of ξst iso-surface regions with Y˜OH |ξst < 0.00024 to the total ξst iso-surface, i.e.
fΣ,ext =
Σ
∣∣∣(Y˜OH |ξst < 0.00024)
Σ
. (8.2)
Hence fΣ,ext = 1 means the complete extinction over the entire ξst iso-surface
while fΣ,ext = 0 fully burning.
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Figures 8.6(b) and 8.6(c) present the time evolutions of area of the total
ξst iso-surface, Σ, and the extinguished fraction, fΣ,ext, for the five cases on the
1.0UBO,exp curve. Their areas of ξst iso-surface change between 0.01−0.03 m2 with
time and in general Σ of S4 and S5 is slightly higher than that for S2, S6 and
S7, probably due to their different flow and mixing characteristics under these
operating conditions. It is more interesting when it comes to their extinguished
fractions that are shown in Fig. 8.6(b). The initial fΣ,ext at t = 0 s is around
0.06 and then their fΣ,ext starts increasing gradually until t = 35−40 s. After t
= 35−40 s, their respective plateau values are reached and fΣ,ext demonstrates
the changes around the plateau values. Particularly, for S2 and S7, fΣ,ext changes
between 0.4 and 0.6 while for others fΣ,ext is lower. As such, although all of
them are on the 1.0UBO,exp curve, however, the extent of local extinction on the
ξst iso-surfaces is quite different. Virtually, the extinguished fraction does not
expect to manifest an explicitly regular (e.g. strict monotonicity or, even more
loosely, consistent change) variations from the left (i.e. S4) to right (i.e. S7)
side of the 1.0UBO,exp curve. This anticipation is somewhat groundless; after
all, the cases on the 1.0UBO,exp curve are parameterized by two quantities, i.e.
bulk velocities of air (Ua) and fuel (Uf ), and therefore their variations of fΣ,ext
reflect the combined impacts of varying Ua and Uf . The individual influences
of Ua and Uf on the extinction characteristics, flow and mixing fields will be
discussed in Sub-section 8.3.4. In general, for the cases on the experimental blow-
off curve, although LES/3D-CMC modelling ultimately fails to obtain the global
extinction, however, they already demonstrate significant local extinction on the
ξst iso-surface. This ability to capture local extinction has also been confirmed in
Chapters 6 and 7. As such, the computational blow-off curve for UBO,LES must
be above the 1.0UBO,exp curve and selecting the 1.0UBO,exp curve as the lower
boundary of the computational blow-off range is logically natural.
8.3.4 Bulk velocity effects
In this Sub-section, the effects of air and fuel bulk velocities on the localized
extinction characteristics as well as flow and mixing fields in the turbulent swirling
non-premixed flames will be discussed separately. The stable flame cases S1, S2
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and S3 are selected to examine the increased air bulk velocity effect since their
fuel bulk velocity are the same, i.e. Uf = 29.2 m/s, but the air bulk velocity
is successively increased from S1 (Ua = 19.1 m/s) to S3 (Ua = 25.0 m/s). The
effect of fuel bulk velocity is studied with the cases S1 and S5, both of which have
the same air bulk velocity Ua = 19.1 m/s but different fuel bulk velocities, i.e.
Uf = 29.2 m/s for S1 and Uf = 24.0 m/s for S5. The other relevant information
for these cases is listed in Table 8.1. The reader should be reminded that the
swirl number SN does not change when the bulk velocity varies and hence the
swirl number effect is excluded. Here adjusting the bulk velocities Ua or Uf only
results in the variations of the injected momentum in the fuel or air streams as
well as the global equivalence ratios, which has been demonstrated in Table 8.1.
Although all these cases to be analyzed in this Sub-section represent sta-
ble flames in the computations, however, understanding the bulk velocity effects
therein is a necessary step towards the following investigations on the blow-off
occurrences and dynamics. This is particularly true for the effects of air bulk
velocity since as mentioned previously the blow-off in the current computations
and the experiments by Cavaliere et al. [2013] is attained through increasing the
air flow rates. For the fuel bulk velocity effect, the comparisons made here are
based on the S1 and S5, both of which are close to lean blow-off condition. In
effect, as an alternative and extensively used approach, the fuel mass flow rate
can be increased gradually until the flame blows off, such as in the Sandia piloted
jet flame series [Barlow and Frank, 1998] and Sydney swirl flame series [Masri
et al., 2004]. More recently, the mixture fraction and scalar dissipation rate in
piloted non-premixed CO flames are studied by Sutton and Driscoll [2013] when
the fuel mass flow rate is increased towards blow-off. Nevertheless, these flames
in the respective series have the increased Uf essentially towards blow-off under
fuel rich conditions, which are different from the investigations on the fuel bulk
velocity here, which focus on lean blow-off conditions.
8.3.4.1 Air bulk velocity effect
The time records of the volume integrated total heat release rate Q for the S1,
S2 and S3 cases are presented in Fig. 8.7. As shown in Fig. 8.7(a), although
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the fuel and/or air inlet velocities are changed to the target bulk velocities when
the simulation starts, the total heat release rate Q demonstrate the pronounced
resistance (lasting roughly 0.02 s for the stable flame cases in Fig. 8.7a) behavior.
After t = 0.02 s, Q of S1, S2 and S3 cases start to evolve differently due to their
different Ua but individually maintain relatively stable values although some low-
frequency fluctuations can be found, independent of Ua. Their time-averaged Q
values compiled from the time records after t = 0.02 s are 7.09 kW, 6.49 kW and
3.65 kW, respectively, well below the nominal 12.38 kW, estimated by the fuel
heat of combustion in the standard state [Law, 2006]. Similar to the results in
Fig. 8.5, this finding indicates the considerable finite-rate chemistry effects in the
investigated swirling flames and also the gradual weakening of flame reactivity
with increased air axial bulk velocities from S1 (Ua = 19.1 m/s) to S3 (Ua = 25.0
m/s).
The time evolutions of areas of total ξst iso-surfaces Σ and extinguished frac-
tion fΣ,ext for cases S1, S2 and S3 are plotted in Fig. 8.8. The change of air
bulk velocity in these three cases also leads to the variation of the areas of the ξst
iso-surfaces and one can see from Fig. 8.8(a) that Σ of S3 is lower than the two
other cases. In the shown period t = 0−0.05 s in Fig. 8.8(b), the extinguished
fractions fΣ,ext consistently become high with respect to the increased Ua from
S1 to S3, although initially they are relatively small and close to each other.
This directly indicates that on the ξst iso-surfaces the level of local extinction in
mixture fraction space parameterized by Y˜OH |ξst becomes more severe for larger
air bulk velocity. In other words, the closer the case to the blow-off, the more
local extinction occurs. This demonstrates the ability of the current LES/3D-
CMC model to predict the response of the chemistry in mixture fraction space
due to changed turbulent flow fields. fΣ,ext of S3 case sometimes can reach up to
0.8, which can be expected since S3 case lies fairly close to the upper boundary
(i.e. 1.25UBO,exp curve as shown in Fig. 8.1) of the computational blow-off range.
Furthermore, fΣ,ext of S3 demonstrates more fluctuations than that of S2 and S3.
PSDs of filtered axial velocities from S1, S2 and S3 are calculated, which
can be found in Fig. 8.9. Their filtered axial velocities are extracted from two
probing locations (termed as LES1 and LES2 hereafter, denoted by open circles
in Fig. 8.25h) and their coordinates are respectively (a) x/Db = 0.6, y/Db = 0.72,
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z/Db = 0 and (b) x/Db = 2.2, y/Db = 1.28, z/Db = 0. One can clearly see that in
the low-frequency range (i.e. f < 100 Hz) for both LES1 and LES2, no dominant
frequency exists for S1, S2 and S3 cases. This is in line with the findings from the
measurement for S1 made by Cavaliere [2013]. In addition, for LES1 presented
in Fig. 8.9(a), PSDs of S1, S2 and S3 basically show negligible influence over
the entire demonstrated frequency domain. Nevertheless, for LES2, there are
noticeably higher PSD distributed in the high-frequency range (i.e. f ≥ 1000
Hz) in S3 than those in S2 and S3 cases. The above observations imply that (a)
different responses of PSDs exist for different positions caused by the increased air
bulk velocity; (b) for LES2, more high-frequency turbulence appears in S3 since
it is closer to blow-off and would have a significant impact on local scalar mixing
and dissipation rate. The comparisons for PSDs of filtered axial velocity in other
probing points from S1, S2 and S3 are also made and the PSDs for upstream
and downstream regions resemble the representative results in Figs. 8.9(a) and
8.9(b), respectively.
The comparisons for the radial distributions of time and azimuthally averaged
mixture fraction 〈ξ˜〉 and the r.m.s. ξrms from S1, S2 and S3 cases are made in
Figs. 8.10. 〈ξ˜〉 and ξrms are respectively shown in left and right sides of each
sub-figure of Figs. 8.10. Four streamwise positions, i.e. x/Db = 0.4, 0.8, 1.2
and 1.6, are selected here for analysis. From Fig. 8.10, one can see that at
x/Db = 0.4 and 0.8, the radial distributions of the averaged mixture fraction 〈ξ˜〉
are not affected by the increased air bulk velocities from S1 to S3. The exceptional
circumstance is along the centerline: for S3 case, the decay rate of 〈ξ˜〉 is much
faster than that of S1 and S2. Different from the results in x/Db = 0.4 and
0.8, the radial profiles of 〈ξ˜〉 at x/Db = 1.2 and 1.6 consistently decrease over the
entire shown radius for the cases with increased air bulk velocities, i.e. from S1 to
S3. Contrary to the variations of mean mixture fraction, ξrms of S3 is marginally
higher than that of S2 and S3 at x/Db = 0.4 and 0.8 while at x/Db = 1.2 and
1.6 it is significantly reduced and becomes smaller than that of other two cases.
The behaviors observed in Fig. 8.10 can be justified by the results in Fig. 8.9.
For the intensified high-frequency turbulence at downstream regions for S3, the
mixing there is considerably facilitated, thereby leading to lower mixture fraction
distribution and the reduced r.m.s.
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The radial profiles of time and azimuthally averaged scalar dissipation rate
〈N˜〉 for S1, S2 and S3 cases at the same four streamwise positions as those
in Fig. 8.10 are compared in Fig. 8.11. In the upstream regions such as at
x/Db = 0.4, 0.8 and 1.2, the discrepancy of 〈N˜〉 in the three cases is very small.
However, at x/Db = 1.6 in Fig. 8.11(d), 〈N˜〉 decreases as Ua increases from S1
to S3. In the current modelling, the filtered scalar dissipation rates N˜ include
two separate contributions from the resolved and sub-grid scale mixing fields, i.e.
N˜res and N˜sgs, as expressed in Eq. (3.22). Therefore, it is important to analyze
their individual contributions towards the variations of 〈N˜〉 in Fig. 8.11(d). For
N˜res, it is directly linked to the gradient of filtered mixture fraction ∇ξ˜ and the
molecular mass diffusivity D. At x/Db = 1.6, with increased air bulk velocity,
∇ξ˜ decreases appreciably from S1 to S3 based on the results not shown here. In
addition, since the molecular mass diffusivity D is modelled as D = µ/ρ¯Sc and
the molecular viscosity µ is from Sutherland’s law, D is essentially temperature
dependent. Similar to ∇ξ˜, temperature profiles at x/Db = 1.6 also decrease from
S1 to S3, which leads to the fact that D decreases as Ua increases. As such,
the joint influences of ∇ξ˜ and D make N˜res reduce with increased Ua. For sub-
grid scale scalar dissipation N˜sgs, it is affected by the sub-grid mixture fraction
variance ξ˜′′2 and viscosity µsgs. ξ˜′′2 is modelled through Eq. (3.23). Based on the
results in Fig. 8.10(d), at x/Db = 1.6, the r.m.s. of mixture fraction decreases
as Ua increases and thus this also can apply for ξ˜′′2. The sub-grid scale viscosity
µsgs is proportional to k
1/2, as shown in Eq. (3.16). The sub-grid scale kinetic
energy k demonstrates the pronounced increase when Ua is increased from S1
to S3 based on the results not shown here. As such, for N˜sgs, the contribution
(leading to reduction of N˜sgs) from sub-grid scale variance of mixture fraction ξ˜′′2
dominate that (leading to increase of N˜sgs) from sub-grid scale kinetic energy k
and hence the net effect is that N˜sgs decreases with increased Ua, which is the
same as that for the resolved scalar dissipation rate N˜res.
The time-averaged conditional temperature and mass fractions of CH4, O2,
OH and CH2O in three CMC cells, CMC1, CMC2 and CMC3, from S1, S2 and
S3 are compared in Fig. 8.12. The positions for these CMC cells are explicitly
marked by open squares in Fig. 8.25(h). For clarity, in spite of the same naming,
these three CMC cells are different from the probing CMC cells used for analysis
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in Chapter 6. For CMC1 presented in the first column in Fig. 8.12, due to the
increased Ua from S1 to S3, the mean conditional temperature 〈T˜ |η〉 is reduced
in the whole mixture fraction space. Meanwhile, mean conditional mass fractions
of CH4 and O2 are high as the air bulk velocity increases. For S3 cases, the
pronounced fuel leakage can be observed for η ≤ ξst = 0.055. The two key radicals
in the methane oxidization, OH and CH2O, demonstrate quite different behaviors
when Ua is increased: the mean conditional mass fraction of OH is decreased with
increased Ua while for CH2O the tendency is opposite. This difference reflects
their response due to the variations of local reactivity caused by the change of
flow and mixing fields. The similar differences between S1, S2 and S3 also exist
for CMC2 based on the results in the second column of Fig. 8.12. Nevertheless,
for CMC3, the influence of increased air bulk velocity on the mean conditional
flame structures is comparatively small, although one can still see that the mean
conditional mass fraction of CH2O increases as Ua increases. Therefore, the mean
flame structures in mixture fraction space for different positions show the different
response when the air bulk velocity Ua is adjusted. This is consistent with the
variations of axial velocity PSD, mean mixture fractions and their variances as
well as the mean scalar dissipation rates in S1, S2 and S3 cases.
8.3.4.2 Fuel bulk velocity effect
Similar to the line of reasoning for the influence of air bulk velocity, the fuel bulk
velocity effect will also be discussed in the aspects of extinguished fraction, axial
velocity PSD, statistics of mixture fraction and scalar dissipation rate as well
as the mean conditional flame structures. First, the time series of extinguished
fraction on the stoichiometric mixture fraction iso-surfaces for S1 and S5 are
examined. fΣ,ext of S1 and S5 extracted from their individual simulated time has
been presented in Fig. 8.6(b) and 8.8(b). Clearly, both fΣ,ext increases with time
and in the whole period, fΣ,ext from S5 demonstrates higher value than that from
S1, indicating more outstanding level of local extinction on the ξst iso-surfaces
in S5 case. One can find from Table 8.1 that the global equivalence ratios φg
vary roughly between 0.23 and 0.3 for S1 and the cases on the 1.0UBO,exp curve
and therefore all the cases are operated under the fuel lean conditions. In the
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computations, S5 is closer to the computational blow-off range as presented in
Fig. 8.1 than S1.
The comparisons of axial velocity PSDs from S1 and S5 cases are made in
Fig. 8.13 and the probing locations are exactly same as those in Fig. 8.9, i.e.
LES1 and LES2. The reduction of the fuel bulk velocity from S1 to S5 does not
lead to the significant change of the PSDs for the axial velocities at these two
locations, regardless of high and low frequency domains. This is different from
the results in Fig. 8.9, in which case the variations of air bulk velocity results in
the pronounced change of PSD in LES2.
Figures 8.14 and 8.15 show the radial profiles of statistics of mixture fraction
and mean scalar dissipation rate, respectively. Due to the decreased momentum
from fuel of S5 compared to that of S1, the mean mixture fraction 〈ξ˜〉 of S5
decays much faster. However, close to the centerline at the streamwise locations
of x/Db = 0.4, 0.8 and 1.2, ξrms of S5 is larger than that of S1. For the mean
scalar dissipation rate 〈N˜〉, at the streamwise locations of x/Db = 0.8 and 1.2,
the disparity between S1 and S5 is negligible. At x/Db = 0.4, 〈N˜〉 of S5 is higher
than that of S1 within 0 < r/Db < 0.1, which can be found in Fig. 8.15(b).
Furthermore, at x/Db = 1.6, S5 has the lower mean scalar dissipation rate than
S1 for the whole radius presented.
The time averaged conditional temperature and mass fractions of CH4, O2,
OH and CH2O in CMC1, CMC2 and CMC3 from S1 and S5 cases are plotted
in Fig. 8.16. For CMC1, 〈T˜ |η〉 and 〈Y˜OH |η〉 are lower in S5 while 〈Y˜CH4|η〉,
〈Y˜O2|η〉 and 〈˜YCH2O|η〉 demonstrate the opposite tendency. Instead, at CMC2
and CMC3, the difference is relatively small, except 〈˜YCH2O|η〉. CH2O shows the
influence from the variations of fuel bulk velocity and in S5 〈˜YCH2O|η〉 is higher
than that in S1.
8.3.5 Blow-off characterization
The time records of total heat release rate Q for BO1, BO2 and BO3 are shown in
Fig. 8.17. For blow-off case BO1 with Ua = 26.5 m/s, the total heat release rate Q
gradually decreases, accompanied by the considerable low-frequency fluctuations
and also the burst of Q at t = 0.02 s, and eventually reaches zero, indicating the
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occurrence of the complete blow-off in the LES. The sudden increase and decrease
of Q around t = 0.02 means that at that time the non-premixed flame is suddenly
approaching the extinction in most regions, quantified by large Q, and then large
fraction of extinction happens with greatly reduced Q. This trend is explicitly
different from those of stable cases in Fig. 8.7, which share the same fuel bulk
velocity Uf = 29.2 m/s as the blow-off case here. With increased Ua being 30 m/s,
BO2 shows the basically similar Q variations to BO1 towards blow-off but faster
decay of Q since t = 0.021 s. In BO2, relatively low Q with limited increment,
corresponding to very weak combustion with fluctuating heat liberation, persists
for a long duration, i.e. between t = 0.03 s and 0.05 s. The blow-off time
obtained from BO1 and BO2 is respectively τBO ≈ 0.055 s and 0.057 s, close to
the measured critical result of 0.0466 s. Again, one should be reminded of the fact
that this measured critical blow-off time of 0.0466 s is in statistically mean sense
and obtained from the experiments with S2 operating conditions, instead of BO1
or BO2 [Cavaliere et al., 2013]. In Fig. 8.17, one can also see that when Ua is
increased to 34.5 m/s in BO3, τBO is decreased to about 0.03 s, a trend consistent
with the observations from premixed flame blow-off experiments [Dawson et al.,
2011; Kariuki et al., 2012]. Furthermore, three peaks of Q after t = 0.014 s are
intermittently discernible before BO3 completely extinguishes. Similar to BO1
and BO2, these peaky total heat release rates imply that the flame is suddenly
and extensively close to the extinction and based on the results in Fig. 8.17
the flame reactivity is always weakened considerably after these peaks. They are
the significant manifestations in blow-off of turbulent non-premixed flames and
also observed in the OH* chemiluminescence [Cavaliere et al., 2013]. Based on
the results in Fig. 8.7, these variation of total heat release in stable flames, say
S1−S3, are not as pronounced as these in BO1−BO3, although Q fluctuations
exist.
The time evolutions of three dimensional iso-surfaces of filtered heat release
rate (˜˙q = 60 MJ/m3s) overlaid by the filtered temperature T˜ for S3 and BO2
are presented in Figs. 8.18 and 8.19, respectively. Before t = 0.018 s in Figs.
8.18(a)−8.18(c), heat release regions are extensive and comparatively continuous
in the IRZ near the bluff body and there are also considerable high T˜ areas on the
iso-surfaces. Then the heat release regions become small and fragmented as shown
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in Fig. 8.18(d) but iso-surfaces always exist near the bluff body until t = 0.05 s in
Fig. 8.18(g). This is consistent with time history of S3 total heat release in Fig.
8.7. For BO2, similar to the S3 results in Figs. 8.18(a)−8.18(c), the liberated
heat is pervasive in the upstream of IRZ presented in Figs. 8.19(a)−8.19(c).
Nevertheless, at t = 0.027 s in Fig. 8.19(d), the heat release is greatly reduced
although at t = 0.036 s in Fig. 8.19(e) some degree of recovery appear, caused
by the re-ignition in IRZ. Then the ˜˙q iso-surfaces gradually diminish again and
basically disappear at t = 0.061 s, when BO2 has extinguished based on discussed
in Fig. 8.17.
Two additional behaviors from Fig. 8.19 worth noting are: (i) during the BO2
transients towards complete extinction, finite heat release exists very close to the
circular bluff body surface for a long period (see Figs. 8.19f and 8.19g) and (ii) due
to the essential solid-body rotation in IRZ, the fully burning flame structures are
intermittently transported from the IRZ toward the lateral walls (see Figs. 8.19c
and 8.19f), where it is accumulated and hence the local ˜˙q increase is expected
due to the not high scalar dissipation and reverse flows. These two behaviors can
respectively justify the features of total heat release rate demonstrated by BO2 in
Fig. 8.17, i.e. the long persistence with low Q and intermittent peaks. They are
also seen from the time series of area integrated OH* emissions from the blow-off
experiments of CH4 non-premixed flames [Cavaliere et al., 2013]. So generally the
current LES/3D-CMC modelling formulated in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.2 correctly
predict the basic transient behaviors of blow-off in swirling non-premixed flames.
However, these two behaviors do not appear in the LES/3D-CMC simulations
of blow-off of n-heptane spray flames in the same swirl burner [Tyliszczak et al.,
2014], which may be attributed to the strong correlations between combustion
and evaporation, i.e. weakened reactions leads to cooler recirculation zone and
hence weakened evaporation, a process leading to a quicker blow-off event in
spray flames compared to the gaseous flames. This discrepancy between non-
premixed and spray flames is also indicated by the respective blow-off experiments
[Cavaliere et al., 2013].
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8.3.6 Localized extinction and re-ignition in blow-off
The time evolutions of conditionally filtered heat release rate, temperature, OH
and CH2O at stoichiometry corresponding to three CMC cells, CMC1, CMC2 and
CMC3, are presented in Figs. 8.20, 8.21 and 8.22, respectively. The time series
are from BO2 case. For CMC1 in Fig. 8.20, within the initial 0.02 s, the flame
structures in mixture fraction space are strongly reactive, which can be manifested
by high T˜ |ξst and Y˜OH |ξst and fluctuating ˜˙q|ξst in Figs. 8.20(a)−8.20(c). Their
transient behaviors are similar to the results from the stable flame shown in Fig.
6.9. However, ˜YCH2O|ξst in Fig. 8.20(d) demonstrates the basically opposite
variation: when T˜ |ξst and Y˜OH |ξst are high (low), ˜YCH2O|ξst is low (high). After
t = 0.02 s, two features are discernible. First, the frequency at which all these
conditional quantities fluctuate becomes large. Second, the flame structures in
this CMC cell are gradually quenched with low T˜ |ξst and almost zero ˜˙q|ξst as well
as Y˜OH |ξst. Different from Y˜OH |ξst, ˜YCH2O|ξst consistently increases compared to
itself within t = 0−0.02 s.
CMC2 demonstrates the considerably different time evolutions of the same
conditionally filtered quantities. In general, this CMC cell is negligibly affected by
the blow-off occurrence and always fully burning even when the blow-off point is
reached at t = τBO ≈ 0.057s. However, for CMC3 that lies close to the bluff body
surfaces, within the initial 0.03 s period the conditionally filtered reactive scalars
are fully burning with few fluctuations. Since t = 0.03 s, this CMC cell starts to
undergo the instantaneous local extinctions, which leads to the strong variations
of the flame structures in mixture fraction space. After t = 0.05 s, this CMC
cell is exposed to the extinction for a longer period until t = 0.058 s when the
recovery of the burning flame structures is seen. Therefore, based on the results
in Figs. 8.20, 8.21 and 8.22, one can find that, during the blow-off transient, the
flame structures in individual CMC cells demonstrate the noticeably evolutions
toward extinguishment in mixture fraction space.
Similar to Fig. 8.6(a), the three dimensional ξst iso-surfaces coloured by
Y˜OH |ξst from BO2 case are shown in Fig. 8.23(a). Besides the extinction re-
gions (colored in blue) close to the bluff body edge, one can also see that they
are expanded towards downstream over the ξst iso-surfaces. Meanwhile, some of
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the iso-surfaces near the bluff body surface is fully burning with relatively high
Y˜OH |ξst. The time sequences of the ξst iso-surface area, Σ, and its extinguished
fraction fΣ,ext from S3 and BO2 are presented in Figs. 8.23(b) and 8.23(c), re-
spectively. The results for S3 are also available in Fig. 8.8 and shown here for
comparison with the blow-off case BO2 since it is very close to the 1.25UBO,exp
curve but still demonstrates the stable flame characteristics. It can be seen from
Fig. 8.23(b) that Σ of S3 fluctuates around a stable value, around 0.012 m2. This
feature is different from the results for the blow-off event BO2 in Fig. 8.23(c), in
which case Σ shows a slight decrease with some fluctuations. This trend of BO2
case is contrary to the results from recent DNS of planar, non-premixed ethylene
jet flames [Lignell et al., 2011], where the area of instantaneous ξst iso-surfaces in-
creases as the local extinction degree increases. The extinguished fraction, fΣ,ext,
from BO2 increases from an initially low value to around unity. In addition,
a sharp decrease of fΣ,ext occurs occasionally (e.g. t = 0.008 and 0.02 s in Fig.
8.23c) probably due to the geometrical change (e.g. expansion, fragmentation and
corrugation) and/or re-ignition of the ξst iso-surfaces. The differences in fΣ,ext
between a stable flame, where fΣ,ext stays above zero but below unity, and the
blow-off case, where fΣ,ext progressively reaches unity, are evident in Fig. 8.23.
For the blow-off event BO2, Fig. 8.24 further shows the time records of the
extinguished fraction fΣ,ext and ξst iso-surface area Σ corresponding to different
flame sections along the streamwise distance, i.e. flame root (0 < x ≤ 0.015 m),
middle (0.015 m < x ≤ 0.03 m) and top (x > 0.03 m), to understand their
individual behaviors during blow-off. Here fΣ,ext is calculated using Eq. (8.2)
but based on the extinguished and total ξst iso-surface for individual sections.
It is seen from Fig. 8.24(a) that at t = 0 the flame root has the largest extin-
guished fraction while the flame top the weakest. The extinguished fraction fΣ,ext
of the three sections increases until about t = 0.03 s and after that all the three
extinguished fractions are close to unity, indicating almost complete extinction
occurring on the surface. This is consistent with the results in Fig. 8.23(c).
Similar to Fig. 8.23, the evolutions of Σ for each section are also shown in Fig.
8.24(b). Σ corresponding to the flame bottom shows negligible variations during
the whole time records. As such, its increase (e.g. at t = 0.03 s) or decrease (e.g.
at t = 0.035 s) of fΣ,ext is entirely caused by the production or destruction of
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OH in mixture fraction space on the iso-surface. However, for the middle section,
the strong fluctuations of Σ do not lead to the exactly corresponding change of
fΣ,ext. This is particularly true after t = 0.035 s: fΣ,ext evolves monotonically to-
wards unity, indicating the gradually severe extinguishment at the middle section.
Differently, at the top, Σ fluctuates with comparatively low frequency and the
simultaneous low fΣ,ext can be seen corresponding to the peak of Σ, e.g. t = 0.035
s and 0.041 s. Generally, during the blow-off processes of BO2, local extinction
and re-ignition always occur at the bottom and top sections until the onset of
complete extinction. This blow-off mode is shared by all the cases marked along
1.25UBO,exp and 1.6UBO,exp lines in Fig. 8.1 due to the same swirl number SN .
This is different from the Sydney turbulent non-premixed swirling flames with
high swirl number in which case the flames completely peel off the burner sur-
face (i.e. base blow-off) when they reach global extinction [Al-Abdeli and Masri,
2003].
8.3.7 Evolutions of species and scalar dissipation during
the blow-off transient
The contours of unconditionally filtered temperature T˜ on x−y plane from the
BO2 case are plotted in Fig. 8.25. The eight sub-figures correspond to t =
0−0.061 s, spanning the whole transient blow-off process. At t = 0 s in Fig.
8.25(a), high T˜ appears along the instantaneous ξst iso-lines as well as in the
downstream of the chamber. Within the following around 0.018 s in Figs. 8.25(b)
and 8.25(c), T˜ becomes weak in the downstream but along the ξst iso-lines it is
still high, indicating that there are still reactions occurring. As the BO2 flame
gradually blows off, the filtered temperature T˜ is considerably reduced and only
some pockets near the bluff body still exist, as shown in Figs. 8.25(d)−8.25(g).
At t = 0.061 s in Fig. 8.25(h) when the blow-off occurs, the flows in the whole
chamber are cooled with T˜ basically less than 700 K.
With exactly the same time instants as those in Fig. 8.25, the contours of
unconditionally filtered OH mass fraction Y˜OH visualized from BO2 as well are
plotted in Fig. 8.26. Initially, along the highly convoluted ξst iso-lines, consider-
able Y˜OH can be observed at t = 0 s in Fig. 8.26(a). Meanwhile, regions with low
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Y˜OH corresponding to instantaneous localized extinction exist around the fuel jet
tip as well as the right branch near the bluff body edge. Then the extinction ex-
tent gradually increases with time from Fig. 8.26(b) to Fig. 8.26(h). When BO2
blows off at t = τBO ≈ 0.057 s, very little OH exists in Fig. 8.26(h). Further-
more, re-ignition with local increase of OH can be seen in the recirculation zone
close to the bluff body, quantified by the localized pockets with high Y˜OH in Figs.
8.26(d)−8.26(g). Also, no continuous lift-off near the bluff body surface is seen
before complete blow-off, consistent with experiment [Cavaliere et al., 2013] and
similar to other findings in blow-out of unconfined swirl-stabilized non-premixed
flames [Feikema et al., 1991]. However, this is different from the phenomenologi-
cal observations of blow-out process in turbulent non-premixed jet fame in which
case the flame base is continuously pushed far from the burner and the extinction
happens between the flame base and burner exit [Wu et al., 2006]. In general,
the blow-off transient in Fig. 8.26 agrees qualitatively well with the experimental
results with OH-PLIF [Cavaliere, 2013; Cavaliere et al., 2013].
The time evolution of unconditionally filtered CH2O mass fraction Y˜CH2O
from BO2 is demonstrated in Fig. 8.27. CH2O is a key intermediate from CH3
oxidization towards CO and CO2 and therefore viewed as a significant indicator
for the underlying chemical kinetics, particularly when the finite-rate chemistry
effects become dominant [Bo¨ckle et al., 2000; Kariuki et al., 2015; Medwell et al.,
2007; Yuan et al., 2015b]. In the present LES of blow-off, initially when the flame
has strong reactivity in Fig. 8.27(a), very few localized Y˜CH2O peaks appear along
the ξst iso-lines and generally CH2O distribution is uniform, say Y˜CH2O ≈ 0.0002,
within the ξst iso-lines. As the flame gradually approaches the global extinction,
CH2O is considerably accumulated in IRZ close to the bluff body (0 < x < 0.02 m)
which can be clearly found from Fig. 8.27(b) to Fig. 8.27(f). In addition, CH2O is
intermittently transported from the IRZ downstream towards the chamber walls,
e.g. in Figs. 8.27(c) and 8.27(f). The localized high CH2O pockets gradually
diminish close to the bluff body surface and at t = 0.061 s when BO2 is globally
extinguished, such pockets basically disappear. However, CH2O still has finite
concentration in most of the chamber. The CH2O characteristics are different
from those of OH shown in Fig. 8.27, which are also found in the measurements
by Bo¨ckle et al. [2000], Medwell et al. [2007] and Yuan et al. [2015b].
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Figures 8.28(a)−8.28(h) shows the evolutions of conditionally filtered OH
mass fraction at stoichiometry Y˜OH |ξst in the LES resolution during the blow-
off transients and their temporal information exactly corresponds to that in Figs.
8.25−8.27. Compared to Fig. 8.26, one can clearly see that the reactive region in
mixture fraction space (i.e. high Y˜OH |ξst in Fig. 8.28) are more distributed than
those in physical space (i.e. high Y˜OH in Fig. 8.26). Regions with low Y˜OH |ξst
only exist in the downstream of central fuel jet and swirling air inlet when t = 0
and 0.0009 s in Figs. 8.28(a) and 8.28(b), respectively. This directly results from
the convection of inert CMC solutions from both inlets. In contrast, high Y˜OH |ξst,
indicating the full reactivity in η-space, can be seen in the IRZ close to the bluff
body. In Figs. 8.28(c) and 8.28(d), it can be seen that high Y˜OH |ξst regions are
disconnected from the downstream reactive regions and become isolated in this
two-dimensional slice. Nevertheless, in Figs. 8.28(e) and 8.28(f) the left high
Y˜OH |ξst region expands and then coalesces with the downstream zones, leading
to the onset of re-ignition there. The extinction regions continuously increase in
size in the last stage of blow-off in Figs. 8.28(g) and 8.28(h). When the flame
is fully extinguished in physical space, Y˜OH |ξst is zero almost along the whole ξst
iso-lines.
Figures 8.28(i)−8.28(l) correspond to the evolutions of Y˜OH |ξst during the
post-extinction stage (approximately 0.03 s more after blow-off). There are al-
ways some regions with finite residual Y˜OH |ξst, e.g. around the downstream of the
air stream and immediately outside the ξst iso-lines. Complete quenching of OH
in mixture fraction space Y˜OH |ξst does not occur, although from Fig. 8.26 Y˜OH is
zero in the chamber after blow-off. This inconsistency can be analyzed as follows:
(i) residual Y˜OH |ξst regions may be never quenched (e.g. around x = y = 0.04
m) and/or obtain OH through the neighboring CMC cells, particularly due to
the existence of the strong recirculating flows in IRZ (e.g. 0 < y < 0.01 m close
to the bluff body shown in Fig. 8.28i and 8.28l) and (ii) the scalar dissipation
in these regions is relatively low so that burning conditional reactive scalars are
difficult to reach extinction. After blow-off, another interesting phenomenon in
Figs. 8.28(i)−8.28(l) is that the ξst iso-lines and the enclosed basically have zero
Y˜OH |ξst, even if the neighboring cells have high values. This ensures the global ex-
tinction along the ξst iso-lines in physical space. However, very localized Y˜OH |ξst
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would still appear along ξst iso-lines after blow-off (e.g. y = −0.01 m close to
the bluff body in Fig. 8.28j) but this would not ignite the whole flame any more.
Generally, the above mentioned phenomenon is expected to be related to the
evolution of scalar dissipation rate and will be discussed later in this Sub-section.
Essentially, three dimensional flow effects on flame re-ignition exist in tur-
bulent jet flames [Juddoo and Masri, 2011; Steinberg et al., 2011], let alone in
swirling flows with strong tangential velocity component. Indeed, they have been
observed in the measurements of the current investigated swirl flames [Cavaliere
et al., 2013] and also appears in a partially premixed swirl burner [Boxx et al.,
2010]. In the context of the CMC model, the three-dimensional flow effects occur-
ring between neighboring CMC cells can be predicted by the conditional convec-
tion, dilatation and sub-grid scale diffusion terms as shown in Eq. (3.35). In Sub-
section 8.3.6, the features of re-ignition during blow-off transients are discussed in
the local (in individual CMC cells) and global (over the ξst iso-surfaces) aspects in
Figs. 8.20−8.23. In the results of Fig. 8.28, there are mainly two modes of CMC
cell interactions. First, the coalescence of reaction zones with high Y˜OH |ξst (as
shown in Fig. 8.28) and appearance of isolated Y˜OH |ξst pockets (not shown in Fig.
8.28) in IRZ are caused by transporting the fully burning conditional profiles be-
tween neighboring cells (particularly from downstream cells due to flow reverse).
Second, at the downstream of the swirling air streams and close to the chamber
walls (spanwise distance y = ±0.04 m and streamwise distance x = 0.04 m),
burning profiles in η-space, e.g. high Y˜OH |ξst in Fig. 8.28, are intermittently from
IRZ due to the strong shearing between the swirling air stream and IRZ. These
two modes are confirmed by the corresponding regions with relatively high mean
distributions of ˜˙q and Y˜OH as shown in Fig. 8.4. The ability to predict transport
effects in physical space by CMC model was also pointed out when the upstream
extinction occurring in the Calgary lifted flames [Navarro-Martinez and Kronen-
burg, 2011] and localized extinction in Sandia flame F [Garmory and Mastorakos,
2011], and TECFLAM [Ayache and Mastorakos, 2013] are investigated.
Figure 8.29 presents the time evolutions of conditional mass fractions and tem-
perature at stoichiometry, 〈Y˜α|ξst〉Σ and 〈T˜ |ξst〉Σ, from the blow-off event BO2.
Here the operator “〈·〉Σ” denotes the spatial averaging based on the samples ex-
tracted from ξst iso-surfaces Σ for each time instant. During the whole simulated
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period, 〈Y˜OH |ξst〉Σ gradually decreases toward blow-off at t = 0.057 s, as shown
in Fig. 8.29(a). This trend is in line with the total heat release rate Q results
in Fig. 8.17 and the extinguished fraction fΣ,ext in Fig. 8.23(b). However, from
Figs. 8.29(b) and 8.29(c), the surface averaged CH2O and unburned C2 hydro-
carbons (UHC, i.e. ethane C2H6, ethylene C2H4 and acetylene C2H2 included
in ARM2 mechanism) concentrations , i.e. 〈 ˜YCH2O|ξst〉Σ and 〈˜YUHC |ξst〉Σ, first
increases and after t = 0.02 s decrease. At t = 0.06 s which is very close to
complete blow-off, they are still around 50% of the individual peaks during the
time series. The averaged temperature 〈T˜ |ξst〉Σ in Fig. 8.29(d) presents a similar
change to that of 〈Y˜OH |ξst〉Σ in Fig. 8.29(a).
The distributions of filtered scalar dissipation rate N˜ in logarithmic scale,
log10N˜ , corresponding to the blow-off case BO2 are presented in Fig. 8.30. At
t = 0 s shown in Fig. 8.30(a), the majority of the high filtered scalar dissipation
is spatially confined to thin layers located immediately around the central fuel
jet upstream (i.e. 0 < x ≤ 0.015 m) while downstream (i.e. 0.015 m < x <
0.055 m) the layer structures mostly follow the instantaneous ξst iso-lines. These
scalar dissipation distributions resemble those in turbulent jet flames [Frank et al.,
2011; Pitsch and Steiner, 2000a; Sutton and Driscoll, 2007]. At t = 0.018 s and
0.045 s in Figs. 8.30(b) and 8.30(c), two main features can be observed. First,
the layer-like structures there gradually become weak. Second, small pockets
with the intermediate N˜ are alternately transported toward the chamber side
walls accompanied by the severe disintegration of the ξst iso-surfaces there. This
phenomenon is manifested by the intermittent occurrences of local extinction
and re-ignition near the chamber walls, as shown in Figs. 8.28(e), 8.28(g) and
8.28(h). At the blow-off point t = 0.061 s in Fig. 8.30(d), the fuel jet penetrates
less. If Fig. 8.28(h) is re-visited with Fig. 8.30(d), one can see that, after blow-
off, extinction in mixture fraction space occurs almost in the entire regions with
finite N˜ , which are roughly enclosed by the ξst iso-lines. However, beyond the
ξst iso-lines where N˜ is small, there are still considerable Y˜OH |ξst. Such relation
between N˜ and Y˜OH |ξst under blow-off condition is not observed when the flame
is strongly reactive if the similar comparison between Figs. 8.30(a) and 8.28(a) is
made. The evolutions of the filtered scalar dissipation structures are expected to
be affected by the changes in the turbulence when the flame gradually approaches
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blow-off and hence the density of the recirculating gases changes.
The averaged unconditionally filtered and conditionally filtered stoichiometric
scalar dissipation, i.e. 〈N˜〉Σ and 〈N˜ |ξst〉Σ, on the ξst iso-surfaces are calculated
and their time series are plotted in Fig. 8.31. Here the averaging procedure
is same as that used in Fig. 8.29. Figure 8.31(a) presents the time series of
surface-averaged 〈N˜〉Σ and 〈N˜ |ξst〉Σ from the blow-off case BO2. Generally, 〈N˜〉Σ
decreases with time. 〈N˜ |ξst〉Σ is well below the conditional scalar dissipation at
extinction from a stand-alone 0D-CMC calculation, which is 18.3 1/s, and shows
little change before t = 0.05 s. However, when the flame is close to blow-off, (e.g.
t = 0.05−0.06 s in Fig. 8.31a), the peaky fluctuations with high frequency and
large magnitudes appear, which is a prominent symptom of the flame close to
blow-off. For comparison, the corresponding results of another blow-off case with
larger air bulk velocity (BO3) and a stable flame case (S3) are also presented
in Figs. 8.31(b) and 8.31(c). One can see that for BO3 the high-frequency
fluctuations of 〈N˜ |ξst〉Σ starts at t = 0.01 s, much earlier than BO1 case in Fig.
8.31(a). However, for S3, the fluctuation magnitudes are comparatively small.
8.3.8 Blow-off time
The blow-off time τBO of BO1, BO2 and BO3 has been demonstrated in Fig. 8.17
based on the time records of total heat release rate Q and it is shown that τBO for
BO1 which is on 1.25UBO,exp curve is higher than that for BO3 on 1.6UBO,exp curve
by around 45%. Figure 8.32 plots the time series of total heat release rate Q of
all the cases on both 1.25UBO,exp and 1.6UBO,exp curves shown in Fig. 8.1. Based
on Figs. 8.32(a)−8.32(e), basically τBO of 1.6UBO,exp curves is smaller than that
of 1.25UBO,exp curve. However, the exceptional circumstance can be seen when
Uf = 34.3 m/s and the blow-off time τBO for both cases is approximately the same,
i.e. τBO ≈ 0.04 s. In addition, the blow-off time of the cases on 1.25UBO,exp and
1.6UBO,exp curve demonstrates the non-monotonic behaviors with simultaneously
increased fuel and air bulk velocities. For example, on 1.25UBO,exp curve, τBO for
cases with Uf = 18.7 m/s, 29.2 m/s and 39.5 m/s is about 0.07 s, 0.06 s and 0.05
s, but for Uf = 24 m/s and 34.3 m/s, it is around 0.04 s. Actually the longer
blow-off time is caused by the existence of small flame pockets in the IRZ when
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the flame is very close to blow-off, which is quantified by the long-lasting low Q
like in Fig. 8.32(a). This phenomenon is not observed in the cases on 1.6UBO,exp
curve except the one with Uf = 18.7 m/s presented in Fig. 8.32(a). It should
be highlighted that the evolutions of the total heat release rate in Fig. 8.32 are
from a single LES/3D-CMC simulation for the corresponding operating conditions
and therefore the blow-off time indicated by Fig. 8.32 does not have statistical
sense. To generalize the variations of blow-off time with respect to air and/or
fuel bulk velocities, the efforts to predict their mean should be made, which is
not conducted in the present investigations due to the prohibitive computational
cost. This is not measured by Cavaliere et al. [2013] either and thus further
experimental work about blow-off time over a range of conditions is still required.
Understanding the correlation between the blow-off time and a range of operating
conditions possesses the practical significance for designing the new burner and
combustor.
8.3.9 Discussion
In the non-premixed swirling flames like the currently investigated burner [Cav-
aliere et al., 2013] or other swirl burners [Al-Abdeli and Masri, 2003; Feikema
et al., 1990], it is well acknowledged that the existence of the recirculation zones
can extend the blow-off limits and the blow-off process takes the finitely long time
to complete. Therefore, in perspective of turbulent combustion modelling, accu-
rately predicting the blow-off process means that one needs to correctly capture
the key dynamic features in chemistry, flow/mixing fields and their interactions.
Specifically, blow-off process is always accompanied by gradually increased level
of local extinction along the flame front but this increase is never simply mono-
tonic since the frequent re-ignition can occur globally and locally, particularly
in the recirculation zones. This has been observed in the measurement based
on OH* chemiluminescence and OH-PLIF [Cavaliere et al., 2013]. As such, the
combustion model is expected to have both capacities in simulating the local
extinction and re-ignition.
In turbulent non-premixed flames, local extinction is physically caused by the
large scalar dissipation [Sutton and Driscoll, 2007] or other fluid structures such as
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vortices steepening the local scalar gradient [Masri et al., 2006]. Also, the strong
convection would make the immediate downstream of the inlets never ignited.
The CMC model in this investigation can predict both situations through the
micro-mixing and flow transport related terms in mixture fraction space, which
has been discussed previously for globally stable flames with strong turbulence-
chemistry interaction, e.g. Sandia flame F [Garmory and Mastorakos, 2011] and
also the S1−S7 cases in the current study. Re-ignition occurs after local extinction
in stable flames and blow-off transients and it is attributed to the reduced local
scalar dissipation after extinction, ignition by the neighboring pockets or auto-
ignition. For the turbulent non-premixed flames in this investigation, the CMC
model predicts the re-ignition through the interaction between the neighboring
CMC cells caused by the convection and sub-grid scalar flux transport in mixture
fraction space [Garmory and Mastorakos, 2011; Zhang et al., 2015].
In addition, due to the reversal flow in recirculation zone and its transport
effects included in CMC model, another feature of great importance is that the
flame cannot be restored to a fully burning state once it reaches blow-off. Based on
the present results shown in this Chapter, after the flame blow-off, there are still
finite OH mass fraction in mixture fraction space remaining in the downstream of
the IRZ and even sometimes the resolved OH mass fraction appears again in the
upstream of IRZ close to the bluff body surface. Nevertheless, along the flame
front no extensive re-ignition occurs after blow-off.
In terms of the numerical implementations, although the blow-off experiments
are mimicked as best as possible in the present LES/3D-CMC simulations, how-
ever there are still some approximations and simplifications introduced. First,
the approach to obtain blow-off in the LES is to instantly increase the air or fuel
velocities in the beginning, instead of gradual adjustment toward the required
values. Based on the results shown in Fig. 8.17, within the first 0.015−0.02 s,
the evolutions of total heat release rate basically are not influenced by the change
of the inlet velocities, indicating that the flame reactivity does not start to show
observable variations caused by the change of inlet velocities. Second, the annu-
lus and swirler are not included into the computational domain and the air inlet
velocity profiles are obtained through scaling the results from a RANS with the
annulus and swirler. The white noise with 5% intensity is superimposed to the
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mean profiles and no real turbulence with temporal and spatial correlations is in-
jected. This approximation is used based on the supposition that the turbulence
in the combustion chamber is mainly generated by the strong swirling. Third,
in discretizing the conditional convection term in the CMC equations, the first
order upwind scheme is adopted. This is relatively easy to implement and mean-
while avoids calculating the gradients of conditional reactive scalars, Qα and Qh,
in mixture fraction space. However, due to the essential diffusivity of first order
upwind scheme, this is expected to affect the convection between the neighboring
CMC cells and therefore re-ignition or localized extinction. Fourth, the CMC cell
size and distribution directly determine the resolution with which the extinction
and re-ignition during the blow-off event can be predicted. The CMC cells are
refined in the flame active regions (0 < x < 0.06 m) but it is not acceptable
to make them as fine as the LES cells because of the computational cost. As
such, the data transfer from the LES to CMC meshes would bring in some aver-
aging effects, which is specifically important for modelling the conditional scalar
dissipation.
Based on the above mentioned modelling and implementation approximations,
the critical blow-off air velocity from the LES/3D-CMC, UBO,LES, is at most 25%
higher than UBO,exp from the measurements for a range of operating conditions.
The potential sources responsible for this discrepancy may include the modelling
the sub-grid scalar dissipation rate, predicting the numerical fluxes from transport
in physical space and the approach to adjust the inlet velocity toward blow-off.
These will be topics for the further investigations.
8.4 Conclusions
The LES/3D-CMC model with detailed chemistry is employed to predict the
blow-off condition and the blow-off dynamics of swirl-stabilized non-premixed
methane flames. The blow-off range from the simulations is obtained and the
critical air bulk velocity from the present simulations is larger than the experi-
mental value by around 25%, which shows the good predictive capability of the
LES/3D-CMC. The effects of variable fuel and air bulk velocities are examined.
The results show that during the blow-off process the total heat release rate
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gradually decreases with discernible fluctuations. The predicted blow-off tran-
sient lasts finitely long time quantified by the blow-off time, in good agreement
with the experimental results. The extinguished fraction is introduced to measure
the degree of local extinction occurrence on the iso-surfaces of the filtered stoi-
chiometric mixture fraction. The results also demonstrate that the extinguished
fraction gradually increases and reaches unity when the flame approaches the
blow-off point. The local extinction characteristics for different sections of the
flames are studied to indicate the blow-off mode. The reactive scalars in both
physical and mixture fraction space demonstrate the different transient behav-
iors during blow-off process. When the current swirling flame is close to blow-off,
high-frequency and high-amplitude fluctuations of the conditionally filtered stoi-
chiometric scalar dissipation rate on the iso-surfaces of the filtered stoichiometric
mixture fraction are evident. The blow-off time from the computations is found
to vary with the different operating conditions, but generally the ones for the
lower blow-off boundary are larger than those for the upper boundary.
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8.5 Tables for Chapter 8
Table 8.1: Selected information of simulated cases
Cases
Ua
(m/s)
Uf
(m/s)
Ua/UBO,exp
(%)
φg
* ρaU
2
a/ρfU
2
f
† Blow-off/stable
in computations
S1 19.1 29.2 95 0.305 0.82 Stable
S2 19.9 29.2 100 0.293 0.88 Stable
S3 25.0 29.2 126 0.233 1.40 Stable
S4 15.7 18.7 100 0.238 1.28 Stable
S5 19.1 24.0 100 0.251 1.15 Stable
S6 22.6 34.3 100 0.294 0.79 Stable
S7 26.0 39.5 100 0.294 1.15 Stable
BO1 26.5 29.2 133 0.220 1.57 Blow-off
BO2 30.0 29.2 151 0.194 2.01 Blow-off
BO3 34.5 29.2 173 0.169 2.66 Blow-off
* The global equivalence ratio is estimated from φg = τrm˙fuel/m˙air [Cavaliere, 2013], in
which m˙fuel and m˙air are the bulk mass flow rates, respectively. τr is the stoichiometric
fuel-air ratio and for methane/air chemistry τr = 0.058.
† The densities for air and pure methane, ρa = 1.18 kg/m3 and ρf = 0.65 kg/m3, are
estimated based on the conditions at air and fuel inlets, respectively.
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8.6 Figures for Chapter 8
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Figure 8.1: Air axial bulk velocity at blow-off as a function of the fuel jet bulk
velocity from experiments [Cavaliere et al., 2013] and LES/3D-CMC. LES, BO :
blow-off in LES, LES, ST : stable flames in LES, EXP, BO : blow-off in experi-
ments.
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Figure 8.2: Radial profiles of mean and r.m.s. axial velocity for four axial posi-
tions.
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Figure 8.3: Radial profiles of mean and r.m.s. swirl velocity for four axial posi-
tions.
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Figure 8.4: Comparisons of the LES results (left column) with experimental
data [Cavaliere et al., 2013] (right column): (a) mean heat release rate from the
simulation and (b) mean OH* chemiluminescence after inverse Abel transform
from the experiment; (c) mean simulated OH mass fraction and (d) mean OH-
PLIF from the experiment. White lines: iso-lines of mean stoichiometric mixture
fraction ξst = 0.055. Blue: low magnitude and red: red magnitude.
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Figure 8.5: Time records of total heat release rate Q from the five cases on the
curve of 1.0UBO,exp shown in Fig. 8.1.
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Figure 8.6: (a) Three dimensional iso-surfaces of stoichiometric mixture fraction
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Figure 8.7: Time records of total heat release rate Q from S1, S2 and S3 cases.
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Figure 8.8: Time records of (a) filtered stoichiometric mixture fraction iso-surface
area Σ and (b) extinguished fraction fΣ,ext from S1, S2 and S3 cases.
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are marked in Fig. 8.25(h).
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Figure 8.13: Power spectral densities of axial velocity as a function of frequency
in two probing cells (a) LES1 and (b) LES2 from S1 and S5 cases. The two
locations are marked in Fig. 8.25(h).
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Figure 8.14: Radial profiles of the time and azimuthally averaged mixture fraction
and r.m.s. at four streamwise positions from S1 (solid lines) and S5 (dash-dotted
lines) cases. The left sub-figures, i.e. (a), (c), (e) and (g), are for the time
averaged mixture fraction while the right ones the r.m.s.
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Figure 8.15: Radial profiles of the time and azimuthally averaged scalar dissipa-
tion rates at four streamwise positions from S1 and S5 cases.
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Figure 8.16: Time averaged conditional temperature and mass fractions, 〈T˜ |η〉
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Figure 8.17: Time records of total heat release rate Q from BO1, BO2 and BO3
blow-off cases.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g)
Figure 8.18: Time evolution of iso-surfaces of filtered heat release rate (˜˙q = 60
MJ/m3s) coloured by filtered temperature T˜ in S3: (a) t = 0 s, (b) t = 0.009 s,
(c) t = 0.018 s, (d) t = 0.027 s, (e) t = 0.036 s, (f) t = 0.045 s and (g) t = 0.05 s.
The box edges denote the chamber size.
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Figure 8.19: Time evolution of iso-surfaces of filtered heat release rate (˜˙q = 60
MJ/m3s) coloured by filtered temperature T˜ in BO2: (a) t = 0 s, (b) t = 0.009
s, (c) t = 0.018 s, (d) t = 0.027 s, (e) t = 0.036 s, (f) t = 0.045 s, (g) t = 0.054 s
and (h) t = 0.061 s. The box edges denote the chamber size.
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Figure 8.20: Time series of conditional (a) heat release rate, (b) temperature,
mass fractions of (c) OH and (d) CH2O at stoichiometry from probing cell CMC1
in BO2 case.
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Figure 8.21: Time series of conditional (a) heat release rate, (b) temperature,
mass fractions of (c) OH and (d) CH2O at stoichiometry from probing cell CMC2
in BO2 case.
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Figure 8.22: Time series of conditional (a) heat release rate, (b) temperature,
mass fractions of (c) OH and (d) CH2O at stoichiometry from probing cell CMC3
in BO2 case.
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Figure 8.23: (a) Three dimensional iso-surfaces of stoichiometric mixture fraction
ξst coloured by conditionally filtered OH mass fraction at stoichiometry Y˜OH |ξst
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Y˜OH |ξst. Time records of filtered stoichiometric mixture fraction iso-surface area
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cases.
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Figure 8.25: Time sequence of distributions of filtered temperature T˜ in x−y
plane from BO2: (a) t = 0 s, (b) t = 0.009 s, (c) t = 0.018 s, (d) t = 0.027
s, (e) t = 0.036 s, (f) t = 0.045 s, (g) t = 0.054 s and (h) t = 0.061 s. Lines:
instantaneous stoichiometric mixture fraction ξst = 0.055. The circles in (h)
denotes the CMC probing cells (i.e. CMC1, CMC2 and CMC3 ) while the squares
the LES probing cells (i.e. LES1 and LES2 ).
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Figure 8.26: Time sequence of distributions of filtered OH mass fraction Y˜OH in
x−y plane from BO2. The temporal information for (a)−(h) is the same as that
in Fig. 8.25. Lines: instantaneous stoichiometric mixture fraction ξst = 0.055.
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Figure 8.27: Time sequence of distributions of filtered CH2O mass fraction Y˜CH2O
in x−y plane from BO2. The temporal information for (a)−(h) is the same as that
in Fig. 8.25. Lines: instantaneous stoichiometric mixture fraction ξst = 0.055.
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Figure 8.28: Time sequence of distributions of conditionally filtered OH mass
fraction at stoichiometry Y˜OH |ξst in x−y plane from BO2. Temporal information
for (a)−(h) is same as that for (a)−(h) of Fig. 8.25. The time for (i)−(l) high-
lighted by the dashed box is t = 0.063 s, 0.072 s, 0.081 s and 0.09 s respectively,
denoting the evolution of conditionally filtered OH mass fraction in mixture frac-
tion space after the global extinction has been reached in physical space. Lines:
instantaneous stoichiometric mixture fraction ξst = 0.055.
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Figure 8.29: Time evolutions of the surface-averaged conditional stoichiometric
mass fractions of (a) OH, (b) CH2O, (c) unburned C2 hydrocarbons and temper-
ature from BO2. The averaging is performed for each time instant based on the
samples on the filtered ξst iso-surfaces.
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Figure 8.30: Distributions of filtered scalar dissipation at (a) t = 0 s, (b) t =
0.018 s, (c) t = 0.045 s, and (d) t = 0.061 s from BO2. Lines: instantaneous
stoichiometric mixture fraction ξst = 0.055.
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Figure 8.31: Time series of the surface-averaged unconditionally filtered (dashed
lines) and conditionally filtered stoichiometric (solid lines) scalar dissipation from
cases of (a) BO2, (b) BO3 and (c) S3. The averaging is performed for each time
instant based on the samples on the filtered ξst iso-surfaces.
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Figure 8.32: Time records of total heat release rate Q from the blow-off cases on
the curves of 1.25UBO,exp and 1.6UBO,exp shown in Fig. 8.1.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and
Recommendations for Future
Work
Studies on local extinction and blow-off dynamics in turbulent swirling non-
premixed flames have been performed with LES and the sub-grid scale multi-
dimensional CMC combustion model. The finite volume discretizations for the
conservative CMC governing equations are implemented, extending its applica-
bility to combustion problems with complex computational domains. The se-
lected target flames for extinction investigations are from the Sydney and Cam-
bridge swirl burners, with Raman−Rayleigh−LIF and OH-PLIF/OH* chemilu-
miescence measurements, respectively [Cavaliere et al., 2013; Masri et al., 2004].
The LES/3D-CMC solvers are validated against the Sydney swirl flames (SMA2).
The degree of localized extinction in both Sydney and Cambridge swirl flames
are predicted reasonably. The blow-off conditions and dynamics are also stud-
ied with LES/3D-CMC model and the blow-off critical conditions for Cambridge
swirl burner are over-predicted with the error smaller than 25%. The major
conclusions from the studies presented in Chapters 4−8 are summarised in the
following sections. This chapter closes with some recommendations for further
work.
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9.1 Conclusions
9.1.1 Implementation and code development
The conservative governing equations for the sub-grid three dimensional CMC
model are derived in Chapter 3, which can be discretized on the unstructured
meshes with the finite volume method. Based on them, the in-house unstruc-
tured 3D-CMC solver is developed. In this implementation, CMC cells are re-
generated from the LES cells and can be arbitrarily polyhedral. The numerical
flux conservation in physical space is beneficial in predicting the large variations
of conditional mass fractions that may exist in such near-limit flame dynamics
as extinction. The data transfer interface between the CMC and LES solvers is
designed and the MPI based parallelization is employed in the 3D-CMC solver
with the round-robin algorithm, ensuring the ideal load balancing among all the
processors. The solvers used in the computations of this thesis are also introduced
in Chapter 3. The scalability of the solvers is assessed on the ARCHER (Cray
XC30) clusters of the UK National Supercomputing Service and, particularly, the
LES/3D-CMC solver can have a linear speedup until processor number is close
to O(103). Through the computational cost analysis, one can see that the MPI
communications become the limiting factor for the LES/3D-CMC solver to have
a linear speedup with higher processor numbers.
9.1.2 Swirl non-reacting flows
The swirl non-reacting flows from the Sydney and Cambridge swirl burners are
simulated with LES solver (isothermal flows) in Chapter 4. The burner configu-
rations and flow information are introduced first. The major features concerning
the flow structures, e.g. recirculation zones, are analyzed based on the compu-
tational results and the velocity statistics are compared with the measurements.
The results show that the non-reacting LES solver and implementations can ac-
curately predict the swirling non-reacting flows in both burners. The influences
of mesh refinement, computational domain and turbulent inlet boundary con-
dition on the flow fields are studied. The work in Chapter 4 is a preliminary
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preparation for the following chapters on LES/3D-CMC simulations of turbulent
non-premixed flames.
9.1.3 Local extinction in Sydney swirl flames
In Chapter 5, three Sydney swirling flames (i.e. SMA2, SMA3 and SMA4) with
fixed swirl number but gradually increased central fuel bulk velocity are inves-
tigated with LES/3D-CMC. Detailed comparisons are made with SMA2 mea-
surements about the statistics of velocity components and mixture fraction. The
temperature and mass fractions of key species in both physical and mixture frac-
tion space are compared as well with the Raman−Rayleigh−LIF data. The above
comparisons for SMA2 demonstrate the excellent agreement, which validates the
implementations of LES/3D-CMC solvers described in Chapter 3. The flow,
mixing and scalar fields are not well predicted for the upstream part of the recir-
culation zone in the SMA3 case. This may be resulted from the under-prediction
of turbulence in the upstream of recirculation zone. The possible causes include
the inaccuracy of the turbulent boundary conditions at the fuel exit and not suf-
ficiently fine mesh for SMA3. In addition, the trend of the extinction level from
the computations qualitatively agrees with the experimental measurements, i.e.
increased local extinction level from SMA2 to SMA4. The current LES/3D-CMC
solver and numerical implementations do not achieve the complete extinction in
SMA4, which has the experimentally critical blow-off conditions. In the measure-
ments, initial extinction first appears at the flame base and expands from there
(i.e. base blow-off), which is reasonably captured in the computations.
9.1.4 Local extinction in Cambridge swirl flames
The local extinction characteristics in a swirl-stabilised non-premixed flame from
the Cambridge swirl burner are studied in Chapter 6. The LES/3D-CMC sim-
ulation reproduces reasonably the flow field and the global flame characteristics
(e.g. mean OH-PLIF, OH* chemiluminescence, PDF of lift-off height). The oc-
currence of localized extinction is typically manifested by low heat release rate
and OH mass fraction, as well as low or medium temperature. Also, it is accom-
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panied by high scalar dissipation rates. The considerable temporal and spatial
variations of scalar dissipation can be observed in this flame, leading to (tempo-
rally) frequent and (spatially) distributed local extinction. In mixture fraction
space, the conditional reactive scalars in the CMC cells undergoing local extinc-
tion have relatively wide scatter between inert and fully burning solutions while
for fully burning CMC cells the instantaneous CMC solutions follow closely fully-
burning distributions. A reactedness index is introduced to quantify how far the
conditional profiles deviate from the reference fully burning state. The PDFs of
reactedness at the stoichiometric mixture fraction demonstrate some extent of bi-
modality, showing the events of local extinction and re-ignition and their relative
occurrence frequency.
9.1.5 Near-wall local extinction
The wall heat loss effects on the local extinction occurring near the bluff body
surface in the Cambridge swirl burner are examined in Chapter 7. The convective
wall heat loss is accounted for as a source term in the CMC governing equation
for conditionally filtered total enthalpy. The averaged wall heat flux is high
on the middle bluff body surface but low near its edges. The sub-grid scale
heat flux predicted from the resolved temperature gradient is lower than the
laminar counterpart but increases with the turbulent intensity. For the CMC cells
adjacent to the bluff body, the heat loss facilitates the occurrence of extinction and
re-ignition. It has a significant influence on the mean flame structures, directly
associated with the variations of the conditional scalar dissipation rates near the
wall. Furthermore, the level of local and instantaneous extinction measured by
conditional reactedness at stoichiometry is intensified due to the inclusion of wall
heat loss. Nevertheless, the wall heat loss demonstrates a comparatively small
influence on the lift-off near the bluff body surface.
9.1.6 Blow-off of Cambridge swirl flames
In Chapter 8, the LES/3D-CMC model is applied for simulating the blow-off
conditions and dynamics of swirl-stabilized non-premixed methane flames in the
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Cambridge swirl burner. The blow-off range is obtained from the simulations,
which covers the same fuel bulk velocities in the measurements. The critical
air bulk velocity from the LES/3D-CMC is at most 25% greater than the ex-
perimental value, showing the good capability of the LES/3D-CMC in blow-off
computations. The effects of variable fuel and air bulk velocities on the change
of flow and mixing fields are analyzed. Also, during the blow-off process, the vol-
ume integrated heat release rate gradually decreases with discernible fluctuations.
The predicted blow-off transient lasts finitely long time and the blow-off duration
from the computations is in good agreement with the experimental observations.
The extinguished fraction is introduced to measure the degree of local extinction
occurrence on the iso-surfaces of the filtered stoichiometric mixture fraction. It
is demonstrated that the extinguished fraction gradually increases and reaches
unity when the flame is close to complete extinction, i.e. blow-off. The local ex-
tinction characteristics for different sections of the flames are studied to indicate
the blow-off mode. The reactive scalars in both physical and mixture fraction
space present the distinctive transient behaviors during blow-off process. When
the flame approaches blow-off, high-frequency and high-amplitude fluctuations of
the conditionally filtered stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate on the iso-surfaces
of the filtered stoichiometric mixture fraction are evident. The blow-off time
from the computations is found to vary with the different operating conditions,
but typically the blow-off time corresponding to the cases on the lower blow-off
boundary are longer than that for the upper boundary.
9.2 Recommendations for future work
Based on the results of the present thesis, in the following some recommenda-
tions for the future work are listed about the understanding and prediction of
local extinction and blow-off in turbulent non-premixed flames with the 3D-CMC
combustion model.
In this thesis, the first order sub-grid scale CMC model is used, in which the
conditional fluctuations are neglected. When the turbulence−chemistry interac-
tion becomes strong (e.g. localized extinction and blow-off), they may be signifi-
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cant and would have nonnegligible influence on extinction prediction. Therefore,
further studies are needed to examine the effects of higher order closure in the
CMC model on modelling the turbulence−chemistry interaction.
The unstructured meshes used for the CMC physical domain in this work
provide the flexibility for cell distribution. Meanwhile, the local extinction extent
in LES cells is directly determined by the extinction in the host CMC cell. As
such, the CMC cell resolution would have a significant effect on local extinction.
This effect has not been studied quantitatively yet in this thesis and future efforts
need to be spent.
The blow-off curve predicted by the LES/3D-CMC modelling demonstrates
the 25% error, although the qualitative correlation between the fuel bulk velocity
and the blow-off air velocity is captured. Therefore, it is important to identify the
potential causes that result in the above error. In terms of turbulent combustion
modelling, further sensitivity analysis can be conducted to assess the effects of
numerics, turbulent inlet boundary specifications and the sub-models for CMC.
Clearly understanding the error source is indicative for the future model devel-
opments for the simulations of turbulent non-premixed combustion.
Blow-off of the Sydney swirl flame case SMA4 in Chapter 5 is not correctly
reproduced, although higher level of local extinction appears than that in SMA2
and SMA3. As such, further work is needed to see if computationally it is possible
to obtain the blow-off point in this burner and what is the accuracy.
The LES/3D-CMC solvers currently applied for gaseous flames provide a good
code framework for the future improvement and development for novel flame
regimes. For instance, the flame dynamics in multi-phase combustion can be
studied, although more sophisticated models for the interaction between dispersed
phase (e.g. droplets and particles) and gas phase are required. Additionally, the
unstructured CMC solver has the ability in simulating the combustion in practical
burners. Therefore, in the future, studies on the combustion in model or realistic
gas turbine combustors with LES/3D-CMC and affordable chemistry are worthy
of efforts.
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Appendix A Other Conservative
CMC Equations
The derivation for other conservative CMC equations is shown as follows and the
difference between Eq. (3.35) and the one in this Appendix has been analyzed in
Section 3.2.
The transport equation for density weighted FDF, P˜ (η), [Klimenko and Bil-
ger, 1999] is
∂
∂t
[
ρηP˜ (η)
]
+∇ ·
[
ρηU˜|ηP˜ (η)
]
= − ∂
2
∂η2
[
ρηN˜ |ηP˜ (η)
]
. (A.1)
Multiplying Eq. (A.1) by Qα yields
Qα
∂
∂t
[
ρηP˜ (η)
]
+Qα∇ ·
[
ρηU˜|ηP˜ (η)
]
= −Qα ∂
2
∂η2
[
ρηN˜ |ηP˜ (η)
]
. (A.2)
The two terms in LHS of Eq. (A.2) can be expanded respectively as
Qα
∂
∂t
[
ρηP˜ (η)
]
=
∂
∂t
[
ρηP˜ (η)Qα
]
− ρηP˜ (η) ∂Qα
∂t
, (A.3)
∇ ·
[
ρηU˜|ηP˜ (η)
]
= ∇ ·
[
ρηU˜|ηP˜ (η)Qα
]
− ρηU˜|ηP˜ (η) · ∇Qα. (A.4)
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Then substituting Eqs. (A.3) and (A.4) into Eq. (A.2) yields
∂
∂t
[
ρηP˜ (η)Qα
]
− ρηP˜ (η) ∂Qα
∂t
+
∇ ·
[
ρηU˜|ηP˜ (η)Qα
]
− ρηU˜|ηP˜ (η) · ∇Qα =
−Qα ∂
2
∂η2
[
ρηN˜ |ηP˜ (η)
] (A.5)
Multiply Eq. (3.24) by ρηP˜ (η) yields
ρηP˜ (η)
∂Qα
∂t
+ ρηP˜ (η) U˜|η · ∇Qα =
ρηP˜ (η) N˜ |η∂
2Qα
∂η2
+ ρηP˜ (η) W˜α|η + ρηP˜ (η) ef .
(A.6)
Add Eq. (A.5) to Eq. (A.6), and then one can obtain
∂
∂t
[
ρηP˜ (η)Qα
]
+∇ ·
[
ρηP˜ (η) U˜|ηQα
]
=
−Qα ∂
2
∂η2
[
ρηN˜ |ηP˜ (η)
]
+ ρηP˜ (η) N˜ |η∂
2Qα
∂η2
+ ρηP˜ (η) W˜α|η + ρηP˜ (η) ef
(A.7)
If the gradient model for the turbulent flux ef , Eq. (3.31), is applied, then Eq.
(A.7) becomes
∂
∂t
[
ρηP˜ (η)Qα
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
T0
+∇ ·
[
ρηP˜ (η) U˜|ηQα
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
T1
=
−Qα ∂
2
∂η2
[
ρηN˜ |ηP˜ (η)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
T2
+ ρηP˜ (η) N˜ |η∂
2Qα
∂η2︸ ︷︷ ︸
T3
+ ρηP˜ (η) W˜α|η︸ ︷︷ ︸
T4
+ ~∇ ·
[
ρηP˜ (η)Dt∇Qα
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
T5
(A.8)
The interpretations for Terms T0 to T5 are the same as those for Eq. (3.35).
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Appendix B List of Publications
Part of the work in this thesis is published or submitted for publication or pre-
sented. They include:
Journals
• Huangwei Zhang, Epaminondas Mastorakos, Large eddy simulation of
local and global extinction in turbulent non-premixed flames (Sydney swirl
flames) with conditional moment closure modelling. In preparation.
• Huangwei Zhang, Epaminondas Mastorakos, Prediction of the global ex-
tinction conditions and dynamics in swirling non-premixed flames using
LES/CMC modelling. Submitted to Flow, Turbulence and Combustion.
• Huangwei Zhang, Andrew Garmory, Davide E. Cavaliere, Epaminondas
Mastorakos, Large eddy simulation/conditional moment closure modeling
of swirl-stabilized non-premixed flames with local extinction. Proceedings
of the Combustion Institute, 35 (2015) 1167-1174.
Conferences
• Huangwei Zhang, Epaminondas Mastorakos, Prediction of blow-off dy-
namics of swirl non-premixed flames using LES/CMC modeling. 9th Mediter-
ranean Combustion Symposium, Rhodes, Greece, 7th-11th June, 2015.
• Huangwei Zhang, Andrew Garmory, Epaminondas Mastorakos, Scalable
parallel and computationally-conservative implementations of the condi-
tional moment closure model in large eddy simulations. 15th International
Conference on Numerical Combustion, Palais de Papes, Avignon, France,
19th-22nd April, 2015.
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• Huangwei Zhang, Epaminondas Mastorakos, Effects of wall heat loss on
swirl-stabilized non-premixed flames with localized extinction. 10th Inter-
national ERCOFTAC Symposium on Engineering Turburlent Modelling and
Measurements (ETMM10), Don Carlos Resort, Marbella, Spain, 17th-19th
September, 2014.
• Huangwei Zhang, Andrew Garmory, Epaminondas Mastorakos, Predic-
tions of localized extinction and re-ignition in swirl diffusion flames with
LES/CMC method. Joint meeting of the British and Scandinavian-Nordic
Sections of the Combustion Institute, University of Cambridge, 27th-28th
March, 2014.
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